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PREFACE
This thesis demonstrates both analytical and statistical tools for robust
design by applying them to a high impedance bootstrapped differential
amplifier. This circuit example has only one free variable for optimiza
tion. Having a single free variable allows using optimization tools
without requiring a volume for each analytical and statitstical method.
The thesis is written in tutorial style and includes significant detail.
The robust design tools applied are:
- Analytical and Statistical Optimization
- Analytical and Statistical Sensitivity Analysis
- Analytical and Statistical Worst Case Analysis
- Expectation Theory and Monte Carlo Distribution Analysis
Other techniques that are used are:
- Simplification by only retaining significant contributors.
- Simplification by use of symmetry.
- Short form notation for handling circuit noise contributors.
This thesis is intended as a method sampler so that the reader can get
acquainted with a wide range of tools, all applied to the same example,
and all contained in one reference. Hopefully this will entice the reader
to try a new method instead of only the familiar one. And finally the
reader will then have a fuller toolbox better equipped to pick the right
tool for the right task.
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1 I NTRODUOT I ON
This paper is intended to provide background and examples in
using several analytical methods for optimizing and understanding
a circuit or system under consideration.
Imagine yourself at a particular point in the design cycle where
you have a moderately firm design concept or concepts. You even
have preliminary parameters chosen (Part values or compensator
coefficients). Now is the time to study its sensitivities and
optimize for a robust design. What tools do you use?
Some possible tools are:
1) Analytical Optimization
2) Partial Derivative Sensitivity Analysis
3) One-At-A-Time Parameter Sensitivity Analysis
4) Characteristic Analysis
5) Random Distribution Analysis (Monte Carlo)
6) ANalysis Of VAriance Analysis
(ANOVA, Full Factorial Simulations)
7) Taguchi Techniques (Partial Factorial Simulations)
8) Estimation & Probability Analysis
With all these tools in our tool box which ones do we use? Do we
use one , some or all?
A carpenter will not use a single tool for every job. We all know
how difficult pounding a nail with a screw driver would be. Some
tool selection is obvious. Roughing in framework for a house is
where most of the tools are obvious. For more critical exacting
work, variation within a family of tools and the blend of associ
ated companion tools make the difference between a carpenter and
a craftsman. A craftsman will switch to different tools of
similar type to meticulously fabricate a cabinet. He uses various
power saws (circular, reciprocating or table as needed), then may
switch to hand saws, (cross cut, keyhole or coping as needed),
then may switch to planes, files and sand paper as warranted.
There is a time for power tools, and a time for hand tools. There
are even situations when a particular tool is used in different
ways. Some of this is governed by the feel of the wood. An expe
rienced engineer will also make shifts in his analytical tool
selection. He will make decisions on when to exclude unnecessary
terms and steps and when to augment a tool with another.
This paper will explore the use of the various analytical tools
by applying them to a specific example. After working through the
example, the strengths, weaknesses and any symbiotic relation
ships will be summarized.
The example design will be a high input impedance differential
input amplifier with solid state bootstrap circuitry to handle
switching out of self check
reference voltages.
After following through this example I hope to better understand
when to use a particular tool or tools for specific comprehension
and optimization situations. I also hope to impart this knowledge
to you .
Will this paper give you the craftsman's intuitive match of tools
to the task at hand? No not entirely. If you follow through the
examples you will see the use of the various analysis methods all
in one place which should help put your mind on track to travel
the apprentice road. As you proceed on your own and start to
incorporate these various tools in your own tasks, you will
travel further down the road to becoming not just a good engineer
but a craftsman of the profession.
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2 "THE METHODS
2 . 1 Analytical Optimization:
These methods primarily help in the selection of the nominal
values that best minimize the performance index, for a nominal
case design. The performance index variability around these is
not considered. Tolerance analysis must be handled by the other
analysis tools. Optimization may be revisited after insight and
understanding revealed by the other tools. The other tools may
indicate a radial change in nominal values because of interac
tive par ame t er s .
2 2 Partial Derivatives Analysis (Brute Analysis):
Derive the relationship equations, then take the partial deriv
atives relative to each parameter with respect to one or more
desired goals. These goals may be a combination of performance,
cost, reliability and design margin. Look for interaction and
non-first order terms. Graphing the relationships can be very
helpful in getting a good understanding of any non-linear
effects.
2 . 3 One-At-A-Time Sensitivity Analysis (Let the Computer Do It):
Derive the relationship equations, then change each parameter
a little, one at a time and calculate through simulations their
effect on the performance index and each of its terms. This
method is best done by use of computer. You can write you own
routines or make use of available software packages from many
companies with analysis products. Worst case analysis is also
normally included in the commercial packages. However systems
with non linearities, second order or higher relationships or
interactions may not give you the true worst case answers. This
method is critical upon the operation point being used.
2 . 4 Characteristic Analysis (Let the Computer Work a Li tt le Harder ) :
This is an extension to the One-At -A-T i me method where each
parameter was tested for its trend and sensitivity by a single
delta check from nominal. This method uses a large delta range
in both positive and negative tolerance directions with several
points throughout this wider range so that curvature, inflec
tion points and discontinuities can be noticed.
2 . 5 Ran dom D i s t r i bution Analysis (Computer Runs All Afternoon):
Randomly vary all parameters at once within their distribution
spreads and run many simulation to understand the range of your
factors included in your performance index. This method is used
to estimate the expected distribution of the performance index
and its terms, due to the distribution of the parameters. This
method is also known as the Monte Carlo method.
2 . 6 Ana lysis of Var i ance :
Vary the parameters within their tolerance range and run a
simulation for each combination. Compile all data statistical
ly. Two levels or more of parameter variation can be used.
However the amount of simulations will increase quickly. The
- 6 -
amount of simulation runs are related by the number of levels
raised to the number of parameters power. If the number of
I eve i changes is 3 and the number of parameters is 4 then there
will be
34
or 81 simulations. This method is also known as a
full factorial simulation carried over from a full factorial
experiment which varies the parameters in all possible combina
tion. In the experiment the goal is typically to look for major
effect contributors and interactions in a process. Likewise for
design tolerance studies, we look for the major performance
index drivers and interactions between parameters.
2 . 7 Taguchi Methods:
These methods developed by Genichi Taguchi are primarily varia
tions of the Analysis of Variance. If one has a good under
standing of the process or design than the full factorial
simulation can be reduced down to a partial factorial matrix of
level changes and parameters. If a parameter is unimportant or
non- i n ter ac t i ng with another, than the combinations can be
simplified, and the sensitivity and optimization information
can still be derived. The study of Orthogonal Arrays is impor
tant in setting up the parameter matrix
structure.
The Taguchi methods go beyond the sensitivity analysis and also
involve a philosophy which covers structuring
the performance
index. The performance index or the Loss Function as Taguchi
calls it, includes measures of the total product/society rela
tionship. The total loss to society is considered. Methods of
relating these losses to mathematical models is also covered in
the teaching of Genichi Taguchi and his disciples.
This paper will not include the partial factorial analysis
ideals of Taguchi because it would require another volume to
properly tutor the extensions from full factorial to partial
factorial experiments and orthoganal arrays. However some very
good references are included in the bibliography.
2 . 8 Estimation & Probability Theory:
This is the analytical side of the Random Distribution Analy
sis. By using probability and expectation theories, the mean
and variance can be calculated. The analysis will be simpler
and fairly accurate if the distributions involved are Gaussian
rather than flat, bimodal or other non-Gaussian shapes.
2 . 9 The Approach:
This paper will approach the order of methods in the following
manner :
First the equations are needed to work with. Numerical meth
ods can use the earliest form of relationships. The computer
program can do the chaining of substitutions and produce a
response result for a given set of defined parameters. The
analytical methods need the expressions at least partially
expanded so that all free variables are directly expressed.
These are used to form the composite optimization performance
expression. Then partial differential expressions are derived
- 8
relative to these free variables (parameters) so that the
optimized values for the free variables can be calculated.
Fully expanded expressions are needed to study the response
and overall performance sensitivities relative to all the
parameters. The full expressions when factored with delibera
tion can add direct insight to the relationships and interac-
t i ons .
Therefore the equation derivation will be done to a fully
expanded form with reference made to the level that is ade
quate for numerical methods.
Then the analytical optimization process will be used fol
lowed by the analytical sensitivity analysis.
With the expanded equations at hand then the analytical
expectation of output response dispersions will then be
explored based on the selected nominals and their tolerance
distr ibut ion.
Numerical sensitivity methods would have followed. Both the
One-At-Time approach and the fuller characterization method
would have been demonstrated. Underscoping the level of
effort of this thesis required dropping this method. The
numerical methods are more of a crunch and chug exercise and
less of academic value.
- 9
The statistical methods will then be delineated based on the
full factorial method. These methods can be used for optimi
zation and sensitivity analysis.
The numerical Monte Carlo method will lastly be used to
predict the expected range of performance based on the se
lected parameter values and tolerances promoted by the previ
ous robust design processes.
Fo I lowing is a summarized outl ine of the steps that wi I I be used
during the design examples:
- Derive the Equations
Minimum derivation for numerical methods
Full derivation for analytical methods
- Select the Performance Criteria
Decide which responses/characteristics are of concern.
View responses graphically or in tabular form, allows
identification of the significant contributors to perform
ance variation. Graphing gives the engineer better insight
for the various parameter relationships (flat, linear,
quadratic, exponential ...).
Responses can have different units.
- 10
Structure the performance criteria. Modify the individual
response expression so that they tend toward zero as the
response gets better. Sum these individual terms together to
form the composite performance expression.
If an individual response is desired to be large then use
its reciprocal in the composite performance expression.
i.e. If a high impedance, Z, is desired then in the
composite performance expression use admittance, Y.
1
Where Y =
If the response is desired to meet a target value than
subtract the target value from the individual response
expression.
i.e. Desire 2*X*Y + Y to be as close to 5 as possible.
Than reformulate the response to (2*X*Y + Y - 5)
which will now approach zero when the original
response approaches 5.
If the response does not stay positive over the parameter
ranges of interest than square the expression.
i.e. For small values of Y the response expression of
(2*X*Y + Y - 5) could become negative which wi I I
make the overall composite performance expression
look as though it is performing better, which in
reality it is getting worse. Use the squared
expression instead (2*X*Y + Y - 5)2.
- 1 1
Per f orm Ana I y t i ca I Optimization
Characterize the composite performance expression relative
to the free variables (parameters). If they all are clear
ly minimized for either of the valid range endpoints
(monotonic positive or negative slope) then these particu
lar range endpoints are the optimized values. Partial
differentiation will then not be required.
Take partial derivatives of the composite performance
expression with respect to the free variables.
Set these partial derivative equations to zero.
Solve the equations which will then yield the optimized
values for the free parameters.
If multiple answers result then refer to the composite
expression graphs to help determine which are from the
extreme minima. An alternate approach is to test the
solutions into the composite performance expression and
test each set or combination for the true minimum.
Perform Analytical Sensitivity Analysis
Use original composite performance expression.
Take partial derivatives with respect to all the parame
ters. Evaluate partial derivatives at the nominal values
of the fix parameters and the nominal values of the free
parameters as determined by the optimization process.
If there is special interest concerning sensitivity around
just one of the response contributors then the same opera
tion can be done on the original contributor response
12 -
expression. Leaving the individual expression in its origi
nal un-modified form will than yield absolute sensitivi
ties relative to the particular response.
i.e. A 1% increase in resistor, R42, results in a
-5% change in offset voltage, or a 1% decrease
in capacitor, C39, results in a 100mV change in
rms noise. )
Perform Analytical Response Distribution Analysis Based on
Estimation & Probability Theory.
Perform Statistical Analysis
Use a full factorial experiment structure for determining
the optimized nominals and understanding the sensitivi
ties, and selecting new tolerances if needed.
Perform Statistical Distribution Analysis Based on Monte
Car I o S imu I a t i ons .
13 -
3 O I RCU I T BACKGROUND
3 . 1 High Impedance Differential Amplifier:
Shown in Figure 3-1 is the front end of a high input impedance
voltage amplifier classically known as an electrometer. This
circuit was designed for use in a clinical blood analyzer. This
circuit reads the ion voltage produced by serum and a refer
ence fluid. A ten microliter drop of each fluid, dispensed onto
special formulated film based test slide, produces a voltage
that is linearly related to ion concentration in a patient's
blood. These slides have source impedances up to around 100
Megohms. To minimize loading effects and coulomb depletion the
circuit was designed to have an input impedance of around 100
Gi gohms .
Health check voltage measurements were built in to insure
integrity of the circuit during its life in the product. Past
designs used high impedance reed relays to handle the switching
of the self check sources, the impedance levels, and the normal
signal input mode. These relays were relatively bulky, fragile,
and prone to failure before end of product li.fe. The new design
pursued a solid state solution. Solid state switching devices
however did not have the needed high impedance "off
resistance". A bootstrap method was used to artificially raise
the effective "open
switch"
state resistance to within the
acceptable range.
- 14 -
Note that RR1 and RR2
have been assigned the nominal value of
10Kohm but will be carried through the equation derivation
process for tolerance analysis. This nominal value was selected
for reference voltage circuitry criteria. The reference crite
ria will not be included in the performance index evaluations



















































































































































































































































3 . 2 Bootstrap Review:
Let us take a close look at the progression from relay design
to bootstrap design. To make this review less distracting a
simplified single ended buffer circuit will be used.
Below in Figure 3-2 is a typical design solution using high
















Figure 3-2, Reference Voltages selected through Relay
Changing from the high impedance relays to a solid state device
that does not have junction or substrate leakage currents leads
to an optical isolator which incorporates a light dependent
resistor instead of the usual semiconductor device. However the
optical isolator has a turn off resistance of only around 100
Megohms. This is a factor of 1000 lower than the required 100

















Figure 3-3, Reference Voltages selected through Opto-I sol ator
Consider back feeding the other side of the optical isolator






















First let us take an intuitive view of what occurs. The op amp
has no trouble driving the 10 Kohm reference voltage series
resistor and therefore the resistor can be ignored. This leaves










Figure 3-5, Simplified Bootstrapped Opto-I sol ator
Let initial conditions be such that Vout was zero and Vsig was
just applied.
With Vsig initially applied, the voltage at the positive op
amp terminal, Vout, will be at Vsig/2 due to the voltage
divider created between the signal source resistor Rs and
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Vout continues to approach the desired value. This shows that
the 100 Megohm, Re, no longer appears to the signal source as a
100 Megohm input impedance path. But how close does Vout match
Vsig and what is the apparent input impedance?
To answer the last question we now turn to the analytical model










Figure 3-6, Bootstrap Circuit Model
20
Writing the mesh loop equation yields:








Vout = Aol*Vin (3. 1-3)
substituting equation 3.1-2 into 3.1-1 yields.
Vsig = l.,*(Rs + Re) + Aol*l.,*Rc
Vsig = I 1 *{Rs
+ Rc*( 1 + Ao I ) )
Vsi g
Rs + Rc*( 1 + Aol )
(3. 1-4)
substituting equation 3.1-2 into equation 3.1-3 yields:
Vout = Ao I * I
1
*Rc (3. 1-5)
substituting equation 3.1-4 into equation 3.1-5 yields.
Vout =
Vs i g*Ao I *Rc
Rs + Rc*{ 1 + Ao I )
(3. 1-6)








Equation 3.1-7 is then equivalent in magnitude to a resistor
divider between the source resistor, Rs , and the Optical-
Isolator resistor, Re, raised in effective impedance to a
factor equal to the open loop gain of the amplifier, Aol. This









Figure 3-7, Resistor divider equivalent
The Opt i ca I - I so I a tor is now bootstrapped from its 100 Megohm
value to an effective value of 10 Teraohms if the open loop
gain, Aol, is on the order of a typical 100,000.












Looks great, right? Shall we go to production with this con
cept? Before we answer this question let us add at least one
real world parameter to the model. Figure 3-8 includes an op













fioL x VlN = V.OUT
^
Figure 3-8, Bootstrap model with offset voltage
The new mesh loop equation yields:
Vsig = l.|*(Rs + Re) + Ao I *V i n
and









subst i tut ing equation 3.1-9 into 3.1-8 yields:
Vsig = l.,*(Rs + Re) + Ao^l^Rc
+ Aol*Vos
Vsig = ^MRs + Rc*(1 + Aol))
+ Aol*Vos
Vs i g
- Ao I *Vos
Rs + Rc*( 1 + Ao I )
(3.1-11)
let Vsig = zero so just the Vos
effect can be noticed yields.
- 23 -
Ao I *Vos
Rs + Rc*( 1 + AO I )
(3. 1-12)
substituting equation 3.1-9 into equation 3.1-10 yields.
Vout = Aol*l1*Rc + Aoi*Vos (3. 1-13)
substituting equation 3.1-12 into equation 3.1-13 yields:
Vout = Ao I *Vos*
Aol*Rc
1 -
Rs + Rc*( 1 + Ao I )
J
(3. 1-14)
for Rs << Aol*Rc yields:
Ao I *Rc
Vout = Ao I *Vos* I 1 -
i Rc*( 1 + Ao I ) I
cancel i ng Re and rewriting yields:
(3.1-15)
(1 + Aol) Ao
Vout = Ao I *Vos* I-






1 + AO I I 1 + AO
x Vos (3. 1-17)
J
however as Rs becomes signi f leant relative to Ao I *Rc , rewriting
equation 3.1-14 yields:
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Rs + Rc*( 1 + Aol ) Ao I *Rc
Vout = Aol*Vos* (3. 1-18)






Rs + Rc*( 1 + Ao I )
(3. 1-19)
As Rs becomes within a factor of Aol of Re, the output due to
offset voltage or amplifier noise for that matter will increase
steadily. When Rs becomes dominant the output will include
offset voltage gained by the open loop gain of the amplifier,
not a good situation.
Now the trade-offs have been noted. The more bootstrapping that
is used to artificially raise the input impedance, the greater
offsets and noise become. Therefore optimization will be needed
to best balance the desires of high input impedance along with
low offset and noise. We are now ready to tackle the differen
tial version with all the other resistors and elements includ
ed.
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3 . 3 Differential Bootstrap Overview:
Now let us examine the details of the actual bootstap circuit
by closely inspecting one of the front end bootstrap buffer



















(To Di-T-P Amp 5
- <2BT]
Bu-P-fer-












Figure 3-9, Bootstrap Stage, Positive Probe Buffer
nputs: TEST Switches between self check mode or signal
mode .
A logic low is inverted to a high at the
optical isolator's internal LED input, which
leaves U1 non active, turning off the self
check reference connection with a minimum of
100 Megohm off resistance.
- 26




which enables the impedance boot
strap function. Q2 feeds a portion of buffer
amplifier, A1 , output back to the other side
of the optical isolator. This positive feed
back artificially raises the effective off
resistance of U1's light dependent cell. The





resistance and the sum
of Rpj-|> reference source resistor, and Rg-p
bootstrap limiter resistor.
A logic high is inverted to a logic low
energizing the optical isolator's LED input
which lowers its light dependent resistor
cell to less than 10 Kohms. This level of
resistance effectively connects the reference
voltages to the buffer input of A1 .
A logic level high also biases JFET, Q2 , off
which disables the impedance bootstrap func
tion.
IMP+ Switches between reference voltages sourced
through low or high impedances.
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Zero voltage biases the n channel JFET, Q1 ,
"on"
to shunt R^-|, the high source impedance
resistor, and R g -) ,
the bootstrap limiter
resistor. With these resistors shunted,
reference readings are taken through rela
tively low impedance (relative to the high
impedance nature of this circuit). These
readings supply baseline values to be com
pared to high impedance readings.
Negative 5 volts biases Q1 off which then
allows reference readings to be taken through
high impedance source resistors Rp^ and Rg-|.
High impedance readings when compared to the
low impedance reading yield information
relative to amplifier bias current and cir
cuit leakage resistance.
REF+ Input of 0 or +200mV for self check of
cir-
cu i try.
Zero millivolt reference is selected for
offset voltage checks when in the low source
- 28
impedance mode. When in the high source
impedance mode the reading can be compared
with the low impedance value to check for
bias current failures. Other circuit leakage
paths can also drive the high impedance zero
millivolt check away from the low impedance
value.
200mV reference is selected for gain checks
when in the low source impedance mode, after
subtracting the low impedance zero value.
When in the high source impedance mode the
high impedance zero value can be subtracted
from the high impedance 200mV reading to
provide a high impedance gain check. When
this high impedance gain value is compared to
an equivalent low impedance gain check value,
than the front end leakage resistance can be
checked .
Output: VBJ_ Positive probe buffer output. Connects to
pos i t i ve i npu t buffer .
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3 . 4 Mode I Descr i p t i on :


































Figure 3-10, Electrometer front end equivalent mesh network
3 . 5 Component Designator Key:
Amplifier, A1, contains:
AOL1 P amP Pen loP gain
RQ1 Op amp output resistance
lB1 Op amp + terminal
bias current
vOS1 P amP offset voltage
30
Amplifier, A2 , contains:
AqL2 Op amp open loop gain
R02 Op amp output resistance
lB2 Op amp + terminal bias current
vOS2 0p amP offset voltage
Chemistry signal source contains:
Rs Signal source resistance
Vs Signal voltage source
Optical Isolators, U1 , and U2 :
RC1 U1's light dependent resistor photo cell
RC2 U2
'
s light dependent resistor photo cell
Bootstrap feedback switch JFETS, Q2 and Q4 :
Rp. Q2 channel resistance
Rp2 Q4 channel resistance
Resistors relative to the + probe buffer circuitry:
Rg-I Bootstrap limiter resistor
RH1 High resistance reference source resistor
RR1 Low resistance reference source resistor
Resistors relative to the - probe buffer circuitry
Rg2 Bootstrap limiter resistor
RH2 High resistance reference source resistor
RR2 Low resistance reference source resistor
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3.6 Compo lie n t Va I ues and Cha r acter i s t i cs :
Operational Amplifiers, A1 and A2 , Analog Devices AD515LH:
Open loop gain, A0 ( 1 and AQ ( 2
= 50,000 min @ 10kf2 RL
Offset voltage, Vqs1 and Vos2
= 0 . 4mV typ, 1 . OmV max
vs Temperature = 25uV/C up to max
vs Supply = 200uV/V
= 0. 075 pA max @ 25C
















= 0 . 0 1 pA rms
Output Resistance, RQ1 and Rq2
= 1 oon
However this circuit is operated at 37C so the offset
voltage and bias current will be adjusted accordingly.
Offset voltage, 0 . 4mV + 12C
* 25uV/C = 0 . 7mV




= 10kf2 to 100MQ
Vc = -200mV to 200mV
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Optical Isolators, U1, and U2 :
RC1 and RC2
= < 10kn ON Resistance
= > 100MQ OFF Resistance
Self Test Reference Voltage Source Resistance:
RR1 and RR2
= 10kfi nominal,
tolerance can be selected after sensitivity analysis
Bootstrap feedback switch JFETS, Q2 and Q4 :
RF1 and RF2 respectively
= > 500Mf2, gate logic high






























Figure 3-11, JFET, J177, ON Resistance Characteristic
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The ON resistance is critical therefore a thorough under
standing of its characteristic is required. Figure 3-11
below shows two sets of test data obtained from operating
two samples of the J177 JFET. Gate voltage was at 0.26V,
typical logic low. The load was a 10kfi resistor connected to
the FET's source lead; and the buffer output was connected
to the drain lead. Note the JFET is a symmetric part and
could be connected with source and drain swapped.
High Resistance Reference Source Resistors:
R^ .| and RH2
= 1 0Mf2 nominal, tolerance not critical for
TEST mode but sensitivity analysis will
determine if it is critical during boot
strap S IGNAL mode.
Bootstrap Limiter Resistors:
RB1 and Rp2
= To be determined by optimization and
sens itivity analysis.
Other I nf orma tion:
The Self Test Source Impedance .Select JFETs , 2N4117As, do
not contribute to the bootstrap performance because their
OFF resistances, >= 20GQ, are well above the 10MQ high
impedance voltage reference source resistors, RH1 and R|_|2>
and therefore can be ignored.
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4 EQUAT I ON DER I VAT I ON
The bias currents at the negative inputs do not contribute
significantly to the output in a buffer configuration as this.
Therefore they are not included in the model.
Because of the symmetry of the circuit the effects of Vqc-i and
lB1 will be similar to the effects of V0S2 and lg2. Understand
ing how VqS-| and I 31 impact the design can be directly applied
to the impact that V0S2 and 'b2 have- Figure 4-1 shows this
simplified model. Note that VQS 1 and lB1 have been redesignated




Figure 4-1, Mesh Network Reduced to Four Loops
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The independent bias current source lQ will be opened and a
supermesh loop created.















To simplify the notation during the equation derivation, RC1
and R^i will be merge into one term Rq^i eclual t0 their sum of











Rewriting the original mesh equations with the merged terms and




1*Fbl+'Vl+FfeR1 -< ,3+,B>*fbl+FVl >
VIN2**OL2







Voltage at V|N1 terminals:
+ Pin: V|N1+ = I^Rbri+I^CHI+Vqs
= '
1 *FfeR1 + ' 3*FfcH1 + lB*FfcH1 +VOS (4"11)







+ l3*(f^1+FVl) + 'B*<FtH1+fVl)+VOS (4~13)
Voltage at V|N2 terminals:
+ Pin: V|N2+ = l2*RBR2-|3*RCH2 (4"14)





Substituting V( ^ ^ , equation 4-13, expression into equation 4-8 yields:








Substituting VjN2, equation 4-16, expression into equation 4-9:
AOL2n-l2*FF2-l3*(RCH2+RF2)3 = l2*(R02+fV2+RBR2) + l3*(R02+RF2)
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col led ing terms
= l2*t(^5L2+1^^2+^2+RBR2>l3*tl:b2+RF2+/bL2*(RCH2+RF2n (4-18)
Final model reduces from four to three loops because the inde
pendent current sources are opened and their contribution is
contained in the lg term.













For engineering simplification let us take a look at the magni
tudes and look for insignificant contributors. Any term less than
a factor of 10,000 will be removed.
Powers check of the 1st voltage: (Insignificant powers are underlined)
powers check
AOL1*VOS + 'B*CR01+RF1+AOL1*<RCH1+RFin
(4 -3) (-13+(2 4 4 +( 8 3)))
1 (-13+(2 4 12)
1 -1
RQ1 and both occurrences of RF1 are insignificant
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Resulting 1st voltage term simplifies to:
AOL1*VOS + <B*AOL1*RCH1
Powers check of the 1st I., coefficient expression
powers check
(A0L1+1)*RF1+R01+RBR1
( 4 0)+ 4 2 (4 to 7)
8 7
RQ1 and the 1 adding to the open loop gain are insignificant.
New 1st I
1
coefficient expression reduces to: AOL 1 *RF 1 +RBR 1
In similar manner the 2nd l2 coefficient expression reduces to:
AOL2*RF2+RBR2
The last candidates for reduction are the 1st and 2nd l3 coeffi
c i en t expressions:
The 1st expression reduction operation is shown below:
powers check
'R01"RF1"AOL1*(RCH1+RF1)
2 4 4 + ( 8 4)
RQ1 and both
occurrences of RF1 are insignificant
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For convenience three grouping variables will be defined
C1 = AOL1*RF1+RBR1





1st matrix equation becomes
AOL1*VOS + 'B*AOL1*RCH1
= '1*C1 " '3*AOL1*RCH1 (4-24)
solving for I 1
yields




2nd matrix equation becomes
0 = l2*C2 + l3*AOL2*RCH2 (4-26)





Now take the last relationship in the matrix equation
VS-IB*RCH1 1*RBR1
'
'2*RBR2 + '3*C3 (4-28)
Substitute in /
j



























's'i^l^CHI^BRI*02 + AOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3 (4-31)
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Solving for 13 yields:
C2*(VS*C1 - 1^(01*^ +/>bL1*FfcH1*f%R1> -^Ll*Vos*%Rl)
l3
= (4-32)
^I'PCHI'PBRI*02 + AX2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3
- 42 -
5 ANALYT I OAL_ ANAI_YS I S
5 . 1 Performance Criteria:
The performance is critical and complex for the circuit during
the bootstrap mode. That is the mode that will be investigated
here. The performance during the self test mode is straight
forward and will not be address here.
What parameters shal I we be concerned about? From the early
bootstrap background covered earlier we already know that
offset, noise and input impedance vary with the level of boot
strapping. How about the gain, does it stay at unity? The
performance criteria must be selected and weighted properly so
that optimization methods can successfully pick the best nomi
nal values of RB1 and RB2 . The gain is most likely reduced by
low input impedance but we will check it just in case something
s t r ange occurs .
The parameters to be checked will be:
- buffer output offset voltages
- differential output offset voltage
- buf f er output no i se








Offset voltage produced at + probe buffer during
the bootstrap mode.
Offset voltage produced at - probe buffer during
the bootstrap mode.
Differential offset voltage produced at the output,
Vqijt > during the bootstrap mode.
Vof fD = Vof f ^Vof f2 (5. 1-2)
I n
Effective input impedance during the bootstrap
mode .






Noise produced at the output of buffer #1.
Noise produced at the output of buffer #2.
Differential Noise at the output, which is the root
sum squared of the two buffer outputs.
ND
=
/(N^ +Ng2) (5. 1-1)
Gain Signal gain will be equal to the expression that




5.1.1 V0UT1 and V0yj2 Buffer Output Equation Derivation:
First output #1 and #2, V0(jT1 and V0(jT2 , will be derived in a
format that will contain term multiplier expressions consisting
of the resistor values and amplifier open loop gains. These
multiplier expressions will form product terms with Vs , VQS and
lB. i.e.
vOUT1
= vs*Express ' on_#1 +VQS*Express i on_#2+ lB*Express i on_#3
where
Express i on_#1 , Express i on_#2 and Express i on_#3 are a function











substitute l2 equation 4-20 into equation 5.1-5 yields
^3L1*VOS + 'b^I*^
+ '3*^1*^1







































































C2*(VS*C1 - lg*(C1*RCH1 + A0L1*RCH1*RBR1>
-
A0L1*V0S*RBRA









(^1*^1 *PbR1*C2 + /lOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
C1*<A0L1*RCH1*RBR1*C2 + AOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
C2*A0L1*RBR1*A0L1*RCH1*(RF1+RBR1>
CIM/VjL^fbHI^RI*02 + /SOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
A0L1*(RF1+RBR1> * (AOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
C1*(/)0L1*RCH1*RBR1*C2 + /i0L2*RCH2*R3R2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
A0L1*(RF1+R8R1) * (A0L2*RCH2*RBR2 + C2*C3)
(^'PcHI^RI*02 + /SOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
Vs Term:
C2*C1*^u*RCH1*(RF1+FkR1)
C1MA0L1*RCH1*RBR1*C2 + AOL2*Rch2*Rbr2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
C2*aoli*rchi*(rfi+rbri>





^3L1*<fVl+FbR1> * </>0L1*RCH1*RBR1*C2 + /bL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
C1*{/V5L1*rV3H1*f%R1*C2 + AOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
C2*(C1 + /y3L1*F^R1) * ^3Ll*qCHl*(fVl+%Rl)
-
Rn-i-i *














C1*(P0L1*RCH1*RBR1*C2 + AOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
A0L1*(RF1+RBR1> * (AOL2*RCH2*RBR2 + C2*C3
- C2*RCH1>
(^1*^1 ^Rl*02 + /S0L2*RCH2*R3R2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
Full Vquj^ expression now equals:
ADL1*(rV1+RBR1)MVs*C2*R^1 + Vos*(AOL2*FbH2*R3R2 + C2*C3>>
V0UT1
(/l0L1*Fb-l1*fkR1*C2 + /bL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)




<A0L1*RCH1*RBR1*C2 + AOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
Now deriving Vqjj2 term:
VCUT2
= l2*(RF2+RBR2) + i3*RF2 (5.1-12)




= *(RF2+RBR2) + '3*^2 <5"1-13>
C2





substituting in I 3





(^1*^1 *RBR1*C2 + ^)L2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)




substituting in equations 5.1-11 and 5.1-15 and grouping by Vs, VQS and lB
V^, nr = V *
vOUT VS
C2*A0L1*RCH1*(RF1+RBR1) - C1*AOL2*RCH2*(RF2+RBR2)




<AOL1*RCH1*RBR1*C2 + AOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
AoL2* ( RF2+PBR2 ) *AqL 1 *RCH2*RBR 1
^LI^CHI^BRI*02 + AOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
+ 'b*RCH1
*
I A *(R +R ) * (A *R *R + C2*C3 - C2*R )




(^LI^CHI^BRI*02 + AOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
AOL2*(RF2+RBR2)*(C1+AOL1*RBR1)*RCH2
(A0L1*RCH1*RBR1*C2 + AOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
(5.1-17)
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5.1.2 Z|N, Input Impedance, Equa t i on Derivation:
A similar model will be used, Vg becomes V|N, Rg is removed and




































Figure 5-1, Input Impedance Mesh Network Model
Recalling the modified third matrix equation 4-25 and making
the substitutions referenced above and moving the lg term to












j RCH1 + I +
C1
I ^OLI *RCH 1 *RBR 1 AOL2*RCH2*RBR2
* , + + C3
C1 C2
(5.1-18)



















but noting that R has been made






5.1.3 Output Noise Equation Derivation:
A similar model to the original mesh network will be used to
determine the output noise. Vg is removed, VQS becomes VN ,
amplifier noise voltage, and lg becomes lN, amplifier current
5 1 -
noise. See Figure 5-2.
Johnson noise sources are added to all the resistors on one
side of the symmetric design. Knowing the noise of one side of
the design can be extended to both sides by using superposition
and then root sum squaring the two results. Because of the
symmetry the composite result will be ^2 times one side's
calculated noise output. Rs will be modeled as a noise free
resistor because it is noise from the signal itself. The signal
noise would normally be handle as part of the input signal to
noise ratio analysis and system error budgets.
Note that noise sources with plus ( + ) and minus (-) designators
have been used instead of the more common AC source with the
sinusoidal symbol placed within the source- This was done
because the differential design is very likely to reject some
correlated noise due to phase cancellation, therefore it is
imperative that phase information be carried through the
analysis.
Since there are no reactive components there will only be
in-
phase or out-of-phase components
which can be easily handled
























Figure 5-2, Noise Mesh Network Model
Also note that the simplified model with composite Rq and RH
and composite Rg and RR resistors are used. The equivalent
Johnson noise generator for the composite RqH pair is show as
NCH






where : V^c is the Johnson noise due to Rc
VNH 's t'ie Jhnson noise due to RH
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Nomenc I ature:
Let us now talk about the nomenclature that will be used to
simplify the equation clutter. V^ will be used as a generic
noise operator which root sum squares the subsequent subscripts
(which reference the appropriate sources) following the
"N"
subscript. An underscore, "_", implies that the following
subscript or designated subscript pair are 180 out of phase. A
number preceding a subscript or designated subscript pair is an
indication of relative magnitude.
i . e
2 2 2 2
VNBR CH FO
=
^<VNBR + VN CH + VN F + VNO >
Va I i d subscr i p t s are :
A = Amp I i f i er Noise
BR = RB and RR root summed squared Johnson noise
CH = Rc and Ru root summed squared Johnson noise
F = Rp Johnson noise
O = Rq Johnson noise
Carrying the inverted phase becomes important when expression
such as the following occur:
VNCH_BRO + VNBR_F_0
+ 2 * VNBR
the notation allows quick s imp I i f i ca t i on to
VNCH2BR F
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Okay let us take a few deep breaths and begin the noise equation
der i va t i ons .
The original three main mesh equations from the earlier analy
ses are rewritten here:
VIN1*ADL1
=
ll*<Fbl+F^1+FfeR1 )"< l3+lB>*(Fbl+,Vl > from <4~5>
VIN2*^)L2
= l2*(R02+fV2+RBR2) + l3*(R02+RF2) from (4"6>
VS = h*PBR1-|2*PBR2+l3*(RS+RCH1+RCH2)+lB*RCH1 from (4"7)





= ' 1*RBRr'2*RBR2+i3*(RS+RCH1+RCH2) + lNA*RCH1 (5.1-23)
Note that
-VNBRCH
is the same as VN_BR_CH





Noise voltage at V|N1 terminals:
+ Pin: V,N1+
= l1*%R1 + l4*F^)H1 + V^
+ VNBRCH
= '1*PBR1 + ,3*FbH1 + 'B*^CH1
+ VNABRCH (5.1-26)
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+ i3*(FfcH1+RF1) + Ina^PcHI^i) + VNACH_F (5.1-28)
Voltage at V|N2 terminals:
+ Pin: V|N2+ = l2*RBR2-l3*RCH2 (5.1-29)





Substituting V/N1, equation 5.1-28, expression into equation 5.1-24 yields
A^1n-l1*RF1 + l3*(RCH1+RF1) + lNA*(f^1+FV1)+VNACH_p] =
l1*<fVl+%Rl)-<l3+lNA)*fVl+VNFBR
col led ing terms and powers check simp I i tying
AOL1*VNACH_F
"









Substi tut ing VJN2, equation 5.1-31, expression into equation 5.1-25 yields
AOL2*M2*pF2-|3*<RCH2+FV2>J = l2*(FV2+%R2 ) + I3*Pf2
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col led ing terms and powers check simpl i tying
0 = l2*(AOL2*RF2+RBR2) + l3*/>bL2*F^2 (5.1-33)
At this point it can be observed that the noise equations are now
following in similar fashion to the DC analysis done earlier with
terms of Vs , VQS and lB.










Capitalizing on the earlier derivation work for VqUT1 , VqUT2 and
vOUT we can substitute in the analogous relation ships to obtain
the equations for N1 , N2 and Nq.
By substi tut ing the analogous items into the Vqjj^ expression, 5.1-11, yields
Vl^fVl+^R^^-VNBRCH*02*^! + VNACH F*(AOL2*RCH2*RBR2 + C2*C3>
N1
=
^l*^*^!*02 + /3OL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)




<AOL1*RCH1*RBR1*C2 + AOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)




(VNBRCH*C1 + lNA*RCH1*<C1+ADL1*RBRl)+/bL1*VNACH F*PbR1 )*/SOL2*RCH2*(RF2+RBR2)
<A0L1*RCH1*RBR1*C2 + AOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
(5.1-35)




C1*/i0L2*RCH2*(RF2+RBR2) ~ C2*%.1 *PcH1 ^l+^RI >




(^LI^CHI^BRI*02 + AOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
^.2* ( RF2+RBR2 ) *A0L 1 *RCH2*RBR 1
(^LI^CHI^BRI*02 + AOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
+ 'NA*RCH1
* I"
JAquMRh+W * (AqL2*RCh2*RBR2 + C2*C3
- C2*RCH1>
^LI^CHI^BRI*02 + AOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
AOL2*(RF2+RgR2)*(C1+AOL1*RBR1)*RCH2
(^I^CHI^BRI*02 + AOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
(5.1-36)
Now we must take care in developing the composite noise expres
sion. The correlated and uncorrelated noises must be handled
differently. The totally uncorrelated noises are root summed
squared together and the fully correlated noises are
algebrai-
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cally summed. For the three noise components involved, VNBRCH ,
VNACH F and ' NA' are f'rst broken up to separate the correlated
items. VNBRCH is broken back into VNBR an VNCH terms. VNACH_F
is broken into VNA F and VNCH terms.
The noise expressions developed previously were all of the
form:
K1*VNBRCH + K2*VNACH_F + K3*'nA
where coefficients K1, K2 and K3 are functions of the resistor














(^bL^PcH^PBRI*02 + /!OL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
The expressions for N1 and ND will not be shown here because
their lengths are at the point where their academic value is
d im i n i shed .
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All the equations for the items of concern for the performance
criteria have now been derived. Now we can move on to under
standing the characteristics of these items relative to the
free variable RQ , the boot strap limiter resistor. Also under
standing of the effects of various values of source resistance,
Rs, and FET on resistance, Rp, are also needed because they
have a wide possible range. The worst case values can then be
used in the optimization process.
- 60
5.2 Criteria Characteristics
Early look of the performance criteria by graphing will help
determine if a formal optimization method is needed. Tabulation
could also be used instead of graphing. To recapitulate the
performance responses that are of concern in this example are:
N1 Noise produced at the output of buffer #1.
N2 Noise produced at the output of buffer #2.
Nq Differential Noise.
vOUT1 Offset voltage produced at + probe buffer.
vOUT2 Offset voltage produced at
- probe buffer.
VQyT Differential offset voltage.
ZjN Effective input impedance.
Ga i n Si gna I gain.
Also recapitulating on the available nominal values of the
parameters, they are shown below (circuit has 10Hz Bandwidth):
Amp I i f i er variables:
AOL1 & AOL2
pAmps open loop gain, 50,000 min
R01 & R02 OpAmp
output resistance, 100n
lB Op amp + terminal
bias current, 0.172pA
VQS Op amp offset voltage,
0.7mV
lNA Op amp
input noise current @ 10Hz, 0.003pA (p-p)
VNA Op amp input
noise voltage, @ 10Hz, 4.0uV (p-p)
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Chemistry signal source contains:
Rs Signal source resistance, 10kn to 100Mf2
Vg Signal voltage source, -200mV to 200mV
Will be held equal to zero during the characteriza
tion phases. By using superposition and the differ
ential gain characteristics the actual total output
can be ca I cu I a ted
Optical Isolators, off state:
RC1 & RC2, > 100MQ
Bootstrap feedback switch JFETS, ON resistance:
RF1 & RF2 Q2 ' Q4 cnannel resistance, 100Q to 2kn
Res i s t o r s :
RB1 & RB2 BofstraP limiter resistors, on to 10MH
Ru-I & R)_|2 High ohmic reference source resistors, 1 0Mfi







* Bo I tzmann_Constant * T * (Rc + rh)
* BW)





= 100Mfi + 10MT2 = 1 10MQ minimum
BW = Bandwidth = 10Hz
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vwr:H = ^f4
* 1 - 381 * 1 0
~23












VNBRCH @ (Rg=10Mn) = vT(4
* 1 .381*1
0-23 * 310 * 1 20 . 0 1 * 1
06 * 10)
= 4.53332024458JJV rms
The nominal value of RB needs to be chosen and is the only free
variable in this example. Rg has a wide range but is not under
our control, however the effects of various Rg values are of
concern. Rp, the JFET on resistance varies by more than a
factor of ten, depending on its drain/source voltage relative
to its gate voltage. Therefore when we plot the performance
criteria relative to different values of Rg we will also plot a
family of constant Rg and Rp curves on graphs of the perform
ance item as a function of RB. These graphs will then allow us
to use the values of Rg and Rp which most aggravate the system
for use during the optimization process.
Another question that needs addressing is what value of Rp to
use while varying Rg, and what value of Rg to use while varying
Rp. The first choice can be done by engineering feel, mean
value or random choice.
If the first choice of Rp is not a good choice while varying
Rs , it will be more obvious
after the second graph of Rs held
63
constant while Rp is varied. Note the second graph will normal
ly have the benefit of the first graph for a good indication of
picking the most aggravating value of Rs to use. Then the
original graph can be rerun with the more appropriate value of
RF.
The first performance item to be checked is the output noise at
buffer #1, N .j ,
and the output noise at buffer #2, N2- Rp was
chosen to be its nominal value of 200fi while using two values,
the minimum and maximum expected values of Rg , for Rg ; see
Figure 5-3a. N
-j , N2 for both Rg curves, 10Kn and 100MQ, overlay
one another , and therefore offer no help in selecting the
value of Rg for the second graph, Figure 5-3b. Engineering
judgment is then used and the maximum expected value of Rg ,
100MQ, is then used for Rg while varying Rp.
In Figure 5-3b, the N1 and N2 overlay each other for both the



































































































Figure 5-3, N1 , N2 as a function of Rg, a) Rp=200n, b) Rg=100Mn
The performance item, differential noise, is characterized in
Figures 5-4 and 5-5. Both graphs show significant increase in
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Figure 5-5, Differential Noise as a function of RB, Rg=100MQ
10'
Offset voltage effects are now characterized. Buffer #1 offset,
V0UT1 , and buffer #2 offset, V0UT2 ,
are characterized in Fig
ures 5-6a and 5-6b. Once again the buffer outputs overlay one
another for either value of Rs in Figure 5-6a. Note in Figure
5-6b that the offset roll up break points are affected by the
value of RF . This implies
that there is an interaction between
Re- and RD . Likewise this affect was noticed in the buffer noise
outputs in Figure 5-3b. The higher the value of Rp , the higher
RQ must become before the offset
increases. A worthwhile side
B
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Figure 5-6, VajT1 , VQjjg as a
function of Rg, a) Rp=200fi, b) Rg=100Mf2
The next graph, Figure 5-7, shows the differential offset
voltage with RF held at 200Q
and with constant parameter curves
of Rs at 10kf2
and 100Mn. At Rg equal to 10kn, the offset volt
age is equal to the 0 . 7mV of offset of the op amp. At Rs equal
to 100MQ, there is about a 50%
increase in the differential
offset throughout the entire range of possible Rg values. This
- 68
is worth taking a closer look. Let us recall the V0UT equation,
5.1-17, and remove the Vg term, which has been made equal to
zero during this characterization phase. Also because this is









<AOL**CH*RBR*C2 + AOL^CH^BR*01 + C1*C2*C3)
A0L*(RF+RBR)*(C2*(C3 - RchJ-C^Rch)
^L^CH^BR*02 + AOL^CH^BR*01 + C1*C2*C3)
<- j
(5.2-1)
noting that the CI, C2 and C3 expressions, 4-16, 4-17 and 4-18, for
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Figure 5-7, Differential Offset as a function of RQ, Rp=200fi
IB7
For Rs << RCH, V0UT is approximately
equal to VQS if I B*RCH is
on the same order of magnitude or less of VQS. Checking the
Ib*Rq-| magni tude yields:
^RqH
= 0.172pA * 110MT2 = 0.01892mV < 0.7mV = Vos
which makes the above approximation valid.
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The departure from Vos is driven by two effects. The second Vos numerator






Which for the values of Rp and RBR that we are dealing with,
yields an increase of VQS by a factor of 10 to 100,000 depend
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Figure 5-8, Differential Offset as a function of RB, Rg=100Mn
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Figure 5-8, shows the differential offset, with Rg equal to
100MQ, with Rp constant parameter curves of 1 0Ofl and 2kQ. Even
though the curves show a significant slope increase at RB equal
to 10kfi, which is equal to the value of RR, the actual range of
offset voltage change is small, 0.955mV to 1.027mV.
The input impedance is shown in Figure 5-9. Rg is not a term in
this function and therefore only one graph is necessary. Con
stant parameter curves of Rp equal to 100fl and 2kfi are shown.
Note that both curves have break points around 10kfi which is
equal to the value of RR, the reference source resistor. The
sum of RB and RR is the primary load seen by the op
amps as
they drive though the resistance of Rp . Therefore it makes
perfect sense that RB will not have much of an affect until it
is at least the same magnitude as RR.
Note that the effective input impedance is essentially governed
by how well the op amp can drive the load. High input impedance
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Figure 5-9, Input Impedance, Z|N as a function of RB
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The last characterization graphs included here are for the
differential gain. Figure 5-10 shows the gain while the JFET
resistance is held equal to 200fi, with constant parameters
curves for Rg equal to 10kfi
and 100Mf2. The gain is essential
unity, as desired, when the slide resistance, Rg is at 10kfi.
When the slide resistance is at 100MQ, the gain value varies
from -1% error to almost no error depending on the total op amp
load resistance, RB + RR, which
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Figure 5-10, Differential Gain as a function of RB, Rp=200f2
Figure 5-11 shows the gain while the slide resistance is held
equal to 10 0MA, with constant parameters curves for Rp equal to
100n and 2kn. The most aggravating value of Rp is at 2kf2 which
drives the gain error has bad as -7%. This improves to almost
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Figure 5-11, Differential Gain as a function of RB, Rs=100Mn
This concludes the analytical characterization phase of which
it was determined that the worst case value for Rg to be used
during the optimization process is 100MfA However the worst
case value for Rp differs depending on
which performance item
is under consideration. Low values of Rp drive the buffer noise
and offset more severely while high values of Rp are not as
effective driving the effective input impedance up. We may wish
to run the optimization process for both configurations or use a
hybrid approach where the worst values are use in the
appropri-
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ate performance items only.
The next topic, structuring of the composite performance ex
pression, will deal with these particulars.
5 . 3 Structuring the Performance Expression:
5.3.1 Selecting the Performance Items
In structuring the composite performance expression we must
select the items that have significant contribution and then
develop the weighting coefficients for each of these selected
items. Reviewing the characteristic graphs the following
observations result:
N1 Buffer #1 Noise Output Significant Changes
N2 Buffer #2 Noise Output
Significant Changes
(Tracks N1 , therefore only one of the two is needed.
ND Differential Noise
Insignificant
vOUT1 Buffer #1 Offset
Voltage Significant Changes
vOUT2 Buffer #2 Offset
Voltage Significant Changes
(Tracks V0UT1 , therefore only
one of the two is needed.)
V0UT Differential
Offset Voltage Insignificant
Zim Effective input impedance Significant Changes
76 -
Gain Signal gain Subtle Changes
Its attenuation is primarily due to the input impedance which
is the better indicator therefore the Gain performance item
wi I I not be used.
For the choice of buffer noise and buffer offset, N2 and V0Uj2
be used instead of N1 and VQUT1 because they have simpler
expressions, yet provide essentially the same information.
5.3.2 Sizing the Performance I terns Weighting Coefficients:
Weighting coefficients are used so that all of the selected
optimization parameters contribute equally. The weighting
coefficient sizing will be based by sizing the coefficients
relative to the desired performance magnitudes of each contrib
utor. The selected performance items and their desired values
ar e :
N2 Buffer #2 Noise Output 25uVrms*66dB CMRR @ 10Hz
= 50mVrms max
VOUT2 Buffer #2 Offset Voltage
100uV * 85dB CMRR @ DC
= 1.8 Vo I ts max
Z(N Effective input
impedance 100GCKmin
the performance items must head towards zero as they
improve, therefore the input admi ttance Y/N will be
used instead of Z/N
Y)N
Effective input admittance 10pMhos max
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All the items stay positive therefore none of them will have to
be squared.
Using unity as the basis for normalizing the three weighting
coef ficients are,
1
WN, buffer noise weighting coefficient
Wn, buffer offset weighting coefficient =












This results in the following performance expression:
Wn*n/"2*N2 + W0*2*VOUT2
+ WY*Ym (5.3-1)
The noise term is increased by a square root of two to include
the noise from the other half of the symmetric circuit and the
offset voltage term is increased by a factor of two to include
the worst case offsets from the other op amp.
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5.3.3 Characterizing the Optimization Expression:
The expression, 5.3-1, will be graphed using three different
parameter sets. All will be done with Rg equal to 100Mf2 since
it is the worst case for all of the three performance items.
The first set shown below in Figure 5-12 is with Rp equal to
100f2, which is the worst case for noise and offset.


































Figure 5-12, Optimization Curves, Rp=100n
IB6
























For the case when Rp is equal to 100Q the optimum value for RB
is around 100kfi. Figure 5-13, is the same data on a log-log
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Figure 5-13, Optimization Curves, Rp=100n, Log-Log .Scale
IB7
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The second case with Rp equal to 2kfi, which is the worst case
for input admittance, is shown in Figure 5-14. The optimum
value for RB in this case is around 2Mft.
IB2
p
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Figure 5-14, Optimization Curves, Rp=2kf2
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The final case is with using Rp equal to 100fi for only the
noise and offset voltage terms and using Rp equal to 2kf2 for
only the input admittance term. This last case is shown in
Figure 5-15, which results in an optimized RB value of around
500kn to 600kfi.
Optimization Responses us Rg, Rp=188ft for N2 U, Rp=2kft for Vj^
IB2
p
102 103 104 105 106
Rg in Ohms




5 . 4 Analytical Optimization:
Now that the optimization curve characteristics are known, the
actual optimum RB values for the same three cases in section
5.3.3 can be analytically calculated. The bathtub characteris
tic requires that the partial derivative of the optimization
expression be taken relative to the free parameter, RB . This
differential will then be set equal to zero and solved for RB
when RF equals 100f2, when Rp equals 2kfi, and finally when Rp
equals 1 0 on only for the noise and offset voltage term, and
when RF equals 2kn only for the input admittance term.
Recalling the performance expression, PE , equation 5.3-1,
PE = WN*/2*N2 + W0*2*VOUT2 + WY*Y|N (5.4-1)
taking the partial derivative of PE relative to RB taxes the
symbolic equation processor that has been used during the
electrometer analysis to keep the expression book keeping error
free. Even with setting all the other parameters to their
nominal values, leaving only the RB term undefined, still over
whelmed the symbolic processor.
The optimization calculation can be simplified by only using
the admittance term, Y)N, and the offset voltage term, V0UT2.
vOUT2 has the same profile as N2
anyways and V0UT2 has a sig
nificantly larger contribution to the overall performance
express i on .
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The simpl i f ed performance expression becomes.
PE = W0*2*VOUT2 + Wy*Y|N (5.4-2)
The YjN term which has not been fully shown previously will be
shown here:
modifying the ZjN expression, 5.1-20, for the perfectly symmetric case,
where the subscripting of 1 and 2 can be dropped yields,
AOL*RCH*RBR AOL*RCH*RBR
ZIN
= + + RCH+RCH (5.4-3)
A0L*RF+RBR A0L*RF+RBR
s imp I i tying
2*AOL*RCH*RBR
ZIN
= + 2*RCH (5.4-4)
AOL*RF + RBR




s imp I i tying
2*(A0|_*RCH*RBR + RCH*AOL*RF + RCH*RBR>
ZINl = (5.4-6)
AOL*RF + RBR






1 AoL*RF + RBR
Y|N
= = (5.4-8)
ZIN 2*AOL*RCH*(RBR + RF>
The perfectly symmetr ic expression of V0UT2 modified from expression 5 . 1
- 1 E





^^DL*^*^*01 + /!OL*RCH*RBR*C1 + 01*C1*C3)









The performance expression now after splitting the RBR term
back into its parts of RB +RR yields
Wy*(A0L*RF + RB + RR)
PE = +







substituting in the nominal values for the RF





























taking the partial derivative of the first














+ 4.95190*1038*RB + 2.49774*1042)
(LIOOOS^O13*^2
+ 5.52232*1019*F^ + 5 .
59132*1023 )2
(4.88893* 1027*RB3 + 1 .23699*
1034*Rg2
+ 2.47185*1038*RB + 1 .23976*1042)
(1.1 0003*
1013*RB2






+ 2.48005*1038*RB + 1 .25798*1042)
( 1.1 0003*
1013*RB2
+ 5.52232*1019*RB + 5 .59132*1023)
2
(5.4-18)
merging the two differentiated terms and setting the sum equal to zero
0 =

















Only the first root has physical meaning. Therefore the optimum
value for the bootstrap limiter resistor, RB, is 98.264kf2 when
the JFET
"ON"
resistance, Rp equals 100n.
In similar manner when Rp equals 2kf2, the only real positive
root for RB yields the optimun bootstrap limiter value of
2. 155MQ.
Likewise for the worst case mode, which cannot occur but helps
in picking a value in between the above two solutions, when Rp
equals 2kfi in the Y)N expression and Rp equals 100n in the
Vquj2 expression, the only real positive root for RB yields the
optimun bootstrap limiter value of 511.9kfi.
Taking the geometric mean of the first and second solutions
yields an RB value of 460. 2kQ.
Another more realistic case would be with one JFET at 100f2
"on"
resistance with the other JFET at 2kn
"on"
resistance. Figure
5-16 graphically shows this case.
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Optimization Responses us Rg, RF^=188ft, RF2=2kft
18A
IB1 IB2 IB3 IB4 IB5
Rg in Ohms






resistance is a function of the gate to
source/drain voltage, a floating signal presented to a balanced
input would tend to be relatively negative at one input and
relatively positive at the
other input. The negative input





slight gate to channel conduction) for its bootstrap JFET and
the positive input would result in a high
"on"
resistance
(starting to pinch off) for its bootstrap
JFET.
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The analytical solution for this case yields a RB value of
468. 6kn. Let RB be 470kn a standard 10% valued part.
Now that the free parameter, RB has been selected the various
performance criteria responses can be calculated for the four
realizable JFET on resistance cases. See Table 5-1 for the
resu Its.
RF1,RF2
ITEM 100,100 100,2k 2k, 100 2k, 2k Target
VOLTT1 1.575 V 164. 7mV 163.4mV 86.73mV <1.8 V
VOUT2 1.574 V 163.4mV 162.8mV 85.70mV <1.8 V
VOUT 1 . 027mV 1.319mV 0 . 734mV 1.025mV Vos0.50mV
N1 9.599mVrms 1 .OOOmVrms 0 . 996mVrms 526.6uVrms <50mVrms
N2 9.592mVrms 0.996mVrms 0 . 988mVrms 520.2uVrms <50mVrms
ND 2. 179uVrms 3.917uVrms 0.726uVrms 2.176uVrms <25uVrms
Z.N 963.7GT2 508. 2Gn 508. 2GfJ 52.77GH >100GH
Table 5-1, Optimization Results, RB1 & RB2 =470kn, Vos=0.7mV,
Rg=100MT2, lB=0.172pA
Some observations are worth mentioning. In all the single ended
performance items and the input impedance response, the differ
ence between the 100,2k case and the 2k, 100 case are negligi
ble. For the differential performance items, V0UT and ND , a
notable difference is observed. The offset/noise increases in




below target for the 2k, 2k case.
The 2k, 2k case can only occur for a positive common mode input
signal that may be induced onto a chemistry slide because of
t r i boe i ect r i c charges acquired during slide transportation in
the machine. However at the lower input impedance there will be
some common mode discharge that will improve the input imped
ance as the common mode charge drops. Static elimination tech
niques may also be considered.
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Figure 5-17, Total Buffer Offsets versus Rp
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The single ended offset problem could be addressed by output-
ting to a higher CMRR differential amplifier, by buffer op amps
with lower offset voltage and bias current specifications, by
addition of limiter resistors in series with the JFET to pro
vide a guaranteed minimum
"on"
resistance, or by a combination
of these alternatives.
Graphing the offset characteristic as a function of Rp , see
Figure 5-17, reveals that a minimum
"on"
resistance of around
180n would work well.
The differential offset problem could also be addressed by op
amps with lower offset voltage and bias current specifications.
The JFET
"on"
resistance limiters will not help. A calibration
mode could also be considered. Better optical isolators are
another possible solution. Note back in section 5.2 that the
offset deviation from nominal op amp VQS occurs as Rg ap
proached the RCH value. Increasing the isolator resistance
would also improve the input impedance.
The sensitivity analysis should also be consider before changes
are made. The sensitivity analysis is covered in the next
sect i on .
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5 . 5 Analytical Sensitivity Analysis:
After optimization the next step is checking the sensitivity of
each parameter. This is done primarily for tolerance selection
but may also warrant revisiting optimization to reduce sensi
tivity around particular parameter nominals.
Complete expressions in parameter terms are needed for partial
derivative analysis. Both halves of the symmetric differential
amplifier need to be considered for the sensitivity analysis.
One half of the differential circuit may contribute to negative
sloped sensitivities while the other half may contribute in a
positive slope manner. For example, unbalanced open loop gains
of the op amps may reduce the offset due to VQg1 but increase
the offset due to VQg2.
Also during this analysis, would be a good time to look at the
relative magnitudes of the op amp performance specifications
that drive the items in the performance expression. This will
show which op amp specifications should be of most concern or
not. Knowing this is valuable if a search for another part is
in order for performance or cost reasons. The driving specifi
cations concerned here are offset voltage, bias current, volt
age noise and current noise. After sensitivity analysis it may
be noted whether the open loop gain of the op amps is critical.
This could result in returning to the optimization study.
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5.5.1 Determining the Op Amp's Primary Contributors:
The op amps contributing parameters are offset voltage, Vos ,
bias current, lB, voltage noise, VNA and current noise, I NA.
The Offset Contributors:
Starting with the contributors to the first buffer output,
vOUT1' the individual terms of VQS and lB will be used from
express ion 5.1-11.
V0S*^X.1*CV1+%R1) * (%-2*FV2*%R2 + C2*C3>
VOUT1<VOS> = <5-5"1>
</V)L1*Fbi1*FfeR1*C2 + %.2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)




(^1*^1 *%R1*C2 + %.2*ROH2*RBR2*C1
+ C1*C2*C3)
(5.5-2)
Note that the lB term is very similar to
the Vos term except
for the
-C2*RCH1
factor which the Vos term does not have.
Therefore quick inspection would imply a relative magnitude
comparison of Vos: I B*RCH1
. Let us see what the real comparison
yields. Letting both RBs be equal to 470kn which is in the
optimum range previously determined in section 5.4 and substi








and then multiplying values yields
VOS*(5*104*RF1+24*109)*(2.64*1018
+ C2*C3)
V0UT1<VOS> = Ao (5'5"4)
(2.64*101B*(C2+C1) + C1*C2*C3)
letting RF1 = RF2
=
RF and now that the expression is less cluttered the C1-C3




5^ 2 T~o 7
< 2. 64* 10"*Rp+2.
5344*10^
+ (5*104*Rp+48*10*) ^*32*10 ')
(5.5-5)





+ 2.6402*1023*Rp + 2.5345*1024)
For Rp
= 1000 V0UT1(V0S} = 1-533675 Volts
For RF
= 2,000f2 V0UT1(V0S) = 0-084455 Volts









+ 2.6402*10'i,:i*Rp + 2.5345*10^)
For Rp
= 100n V0UT1(IB) = 0.041444 Volts
For Rp
= 2,000f2 V0UT1(IB) = -002273 Volts
The ratios of contribution of Vos to lB are:
For Rp
= 100Q V0UT1(V0S) :V0UT1( lB) = 1.5337/0.04144 = 37.01
For Rp
= 2,000f2 V0(JT1 { VQS) : V0UT1 ( I B)
= 0.0845/0.00227 = 37.15
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therefore when choosing op amps the above approximation is
valid for offset voltage to bias current trade-offs.
For calculating the second buffer responses let us recall the
perfect symmetric V0UT2 expression used for optimization,




</SOL*FV+FfeR)*(2*/SOL*FbH*RBR + (^3L*FV+%R)*(2*fbH+Rs) >
yOJT2^B^ = (5.5-9)
(^^Kbr)**2*^*^*^ + (^oL^+^r)*^*^^ > >
substituting in the nominal values yields
VQS*( 1 .32*1023*Rp+6 )
VOrT2<VOS> =
7j 2 23 (5.5-10)(8*101'*RF'i
+ 2.6402*10^d*Rp + 2.5345*10^*)
lB*(3.025*1025*RF2
+ 2.904*1031*Rp + 6.9696*1036)
VOUT2('B> =
yj o 23 24
(5.5-11)
(8*101/*Rp'i
+ 2.6402*10"*Rp + 2.5345*10")
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For Rp = 10011 VOUT2(VOS)
= 1-532657 Volts
For RF
= 2,000n vOUT2(VOS} = -083439 Volts
For RF
= 100n vOUT2(lB> = 0.041434 Volts
For RF
= 2,000n V0UT2(IB) = 0.002264 Volts
The differential offset voltage, VQUT , contributions are the
difference between the two buffers or in this case lets recall
the perfect symmetric Vou-j- expression used for optimization,



















The calculated responses follow:
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For RF = 1000
VOUT<VOS) = VOUT1*VOS>
" VOUT2<VOS> = 1-0181 mVolts
VOUT<'b> = vOUT1<'b>
"
VOUT2('B> = 0.0086 mVolts
For Rp
= 2,0000
V0UT(V0S) = VOUT1<VOS> ~ VOUT2<VOS> = 1-0163 mVolts
VOUt('b) = vOUT1<'b> ' VOUT2dB) = 0 . 0086 mVo I t s
Note that in the differential case the approximation rule of
Vos:'b*rCH' 37 : 1 > contribution ratio does not apply. Inspection
of expressions 5.5-12 and 5.5-13 reveals that this rule will
not be true until Rg becomes >> 2*RCH, which normally does not
occur. Also by inspection the lB contribution to offset voltage
is proportional to the source resistance Rg.
The Noise Contributors:
Recall from section 5.1 the following analogous terms relative







where VNA is nominally 606 nV rms
lNA is nominally 0.455 fA rms
Therefore the same equations from the offset contributions can
be used.
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For RF = lOOn:
N1 (VNA) = 1 .328 mV rms
N1 ( 'NA5
= - 1 10 mV rms
N2(VNA) = 1 .327 mV rms
N2( lNA) = 0. 109 mV rms
ND(VNA) = 882 nV rms
ND( lNA) = 24.9 nV rms
For RF = 2,000f2:
N1 (VNA) = 73. 12 uV rms
N1 ( lNA) = 6.01 uV rms
N2(VNA) = 72.24 uV rms
N2 ^ 'na^ = 5.98 uV rms
nd(vna> = 880 nV rms
ND( lNA) = 22.8 nV rms
The Johnson noise main contributors will also be looked at to
see if a lower noise amplifier would have any benefit. Only one
item needs to be check, N1 for instance, because all the rest
are proportional as before. The one exception is the terms
analogous to the Vs terms.
Johnson Noise = V"(4*Bol tzmann_Constant*Temp_Kelvin*Resistance*Bandwidth)
'NBR
= V( 4* 1 .381*10"23*310*48*104*10) = 286.7 nV rms
VNCH
= ^(4*1 -381*10~23*310*11*107*10) = 4.340 uV rms
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VNF(100) = >T{4*1 .381*10"23*310*100*10) = 4.138 nV rms
VNF(2kf2) = /(4*1 .381*10~23*310*2000*10) = 18.51 nV rms
VNBR is analogous to the negative of the Vs expression. Recall
ing the Vs term of V0UT1 expression 3.7-11, produces an expres
sion of noise output from the first buffer due to the RB and RR
resistors equa I to
C2*/bL1*FfcH1*('Vl+%fll)
N^V^r (5.5-16)
(^1*^1 ^Rl*02 + %.2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)








+ 2.6402*10"*Rp + 2.5345*10^)
The N2 expression is analogous to the V0UT2 expression 3.7-15,





= 100f2: Nl(_VNBR) = VNBR
* -499938 = 143-3 nV rms
N2(VNBR> = VNBR
* -499938 = 143-3 nV rms
ND(VNBR} = VN BR
* 0.999876 = 286.7 nV rms
For Rp
= 2000fi: ni(-VnBr) = VNBR
* 0.499044 = 143.1 nV rms
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N2<VNBR> = VNBR
* 0.499044 = 143.1 nV rms
ND(VNBR) = VN BR
* 0.998088 = 286.2 nV rms
The VNCH noise source is contained in two terms the one analo








* (2191.0 - 0.4999) =
VNCH
* (2189.5 + 0.4999)
VNCH




1 . 972 uV rms










* ( 1 19 .20 + 0.4990) =
= VNCH





And f i na I I y the VNF term:
For RF
= 100fi N1(VN F}
= VNF(100) * 2191.0 = 9.066 uV rms
N2(VN F)
= VNF(100) * 2189.5 = 9.060 uV rms
ND(VN F)
= VNF(100) * 1.4544 = 6.018 nV rms
For Rp
= 20000: N1 (VN p)
= VNF(2kn) * 120.65 = 2.233 uV rms
N2(VN p)
= VNF(2kf2) * 119.20 = 2.206 uV rms
ND(VN F)
= VNF(2kn) * 1.4518 = 26.866 nV rms
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VNA 1 .328 mV rms 1 .327 mV rms 882 nV rms
'na 0.110 mV rms 0.109 mV rms 24.9 nV rms
VNBR 143.3 nV rms 143.3 nV rms 286.7 nV rms
VNCH 9.507 mV rms 9.505 mV rms 1 . 972 uV rms
VNF 9.066 uV rms
i
9.060 uV rms 6.018 nV rms




VNA 73. 12 uV rms 72.24 UV rms 880 nV rms
'na 6.01 uV rms 5.98 uV rms 22.8 nV rms
VNBR 143. 1 nV rms 143.1 nV rms 286.2 nV rms
VNCH 521 .5 uV rms 5 19.5 UV rms 1 . 969 uV rms
VNF 2.233 uV rms 2.206 UV rms 26.87 nV rms
Table 5-4, Noise Contributors, Rp=2kfi
Noise source VNCH is the main contributor in all cases of
single ended and differential noise for either value of RF .
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5.5.2 Parameter Sensitivity Analysis:
Sensitivity Analysis will be done for the single ended and
differential offset cases as well as the single ended and
differential noise cases followed by the input impedance sensi
tivity.
Offset Sensi t i vi ty :
Let us recall the simpler of the two buffer output expres
sions, V0UT2 expression 3.7-15 rewritten with letting Vs be
equal to zero since only the offset effects are of concern
here .
( lB*^H1*(C1+A0L1*F^R1 )+AOL1*Vos*FBR1 )*AOL2*RCH2*(fV2+RBR2)
VoJT2 = (5.5-18)
(^.I^I^RI*02 + %.2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
Taking a look at the sensitivity to the first buffer's open
loop gain, A0L1, requires replacing the C1 term with its equiv




(^1*^1 ^Rl*02 + *bL2*FfcH2*ffeR2 *C1 + C1*C2*C3)
VOS *R3R 1 *%. 1 *'OL2*RCH2
* <^2+FBR2 >
+ (5.5-19)
<AOL1*RCH1*RBR1*C2 + AOL2*RCH2*RBR2*C1 + C1*C2*C3)
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<AOL1*RCH1*RBR1*C2 + <AOL2*RCH2*RBR2 + C2*C3)*(AOL1*RF1+RBR1)
)2
This type of operation could be done for the rest of the param
eters and performance criteria, however some of the expressions
get quite lengthy and make it almost impossible to see rela
tionships by inspection. An alternate method will be used by
first substituting the nominal values of the parameters not
being differentiated. The one exception will be substituting a
variable Rp for each occurrence of RF1
and RF2 when they are
not involved in the immediate differentiation. This will allow
quick calculation of sensitivity for the two cases of Rp , 100n
and 2kfi.
Making the appropriate
substitutions into the V0UT2 expression
except for the A0L1 parameter
which is the parameter to be
















+ 9.2433*10 14*RR +
1.1274*1020
(AOL1*(5*RF2
+ 1.65*10B*RF + 792*104) + 24*105*Rp +
3.96*1011)2
(5.5-22)
However this is the sensitivity to the offset voltage and bias
current of the first buffer only. We should also check the
sensitivities of V0UT2 with respect to Aqli for offset voltage
and bias current of the second buffer. This can be done by
taking advantage of the symmetry of the circuit. The sensitivi
ty of V0UT2 relative to AQL1 for the second buffer offset
contributors is equivalent to the sensitivity of V0uti relative
to AQL2 for the first buffer offset contributors.




This sensitivity value should not be immediately combined with
the buffer #1 sensitivity because the op amps are not guaran
teed from the same lot and could have different magnitudes and
same or opposite signed offset voltage or bias currents. There
fore their combined effect may improve or degrade the overall
sensitivity depending on the signs of the buffer offset
con-
t r i bu tor s .
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Proceeding in this way all the partial derivatives are taken
for vOUT1 ' vOUT2 and VOUT with respect to each of the parame
ters. This is done for both the Rp equal to 100f2 and 2kf2 cases.
Tables, 5-5 through 5-10, summarize the parameter sensitivities
evaluated at their nominal values. Noting expression 5.5-22, it
can be seen that the sensitivity is not a constant and differs
depending on the actual value of A0L1. This is true for all of
the parameters.
The evaluated partial differentials have units of Vo I t s/ ( Par am-
eter Unit). For example the partial derivative of V
OUT
with
respect to (w.r.t.) RBR1 has units of Volts/Ohms. Note that it
makes no difference if it is a one ohm change in RB or RR it
still provides the same change. There is then no need to sepa
rate the RB1 , Rq-| , Ri-|i and Rri from their composite variables,
RBR1 and RCH1
Rp
= 100f2, Nominal V0UT1
= 3.14921
dV0UT1 w.r.t. due to VQS1 & lB1 due to V0S2 & lB2
AOL1
= 50> 00 1 1
Rs





= 480kfi 1 1
rf1




Nominal V0UT1 1 .575119 1 .574091




= 2kn, Nominal V0UT1
= 0.172432
dv0UT1 w.r.t. due to V0S1 & lB1 due to V0S2 & lB2
A0L1















= 2kf2 -21 -21
Nominal V0UT1 0.0867284 0.0857036
Table 5-5b, First Buffer, V0UT1 , Sensitivities, Rp
= 2kn
Note that for all but the partials w.r.t. Rg and Rchi> 'f tne
buffer op amps have the same magnitude and sign of offset
voltage and bias current, then the sensitivity is approximately
doubled. For the Rs and Rem sensitivities they
are approxi
mately nulled. For op amps with same
magnitude and opposite
sign the results are reversed, double sensitivity for Rg and
RCH1, and almost nulled effects for the others.
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RF
= 100f2, Nominal V0UT2
= 3.14921
dv0UT2 w.r.t. due to V0S1 & lB1 due to V0g2 & I gg
A0L1
= 50,000 1 1
Rs





= 480kn 1 1
rf1
= 100f2 -0.0071834 -0.0071787
RF1
= 2kf2
Nomi na I V0yT2 1 .574091 1 .575119
Table 5-6a, Second Buffer, V^jj-g' Sensitivities, Rp
= 100Q
RF
= 2kn, Nominal V0UT2
= 0.172432
dVOUT2 w.r.t. due to V0S1 & lB1 due to VQg2 & lB2
AOL1
= 5 0,0 00 4.
1189005*10~9 4.0693406*10-9
Rs














Table 5-6b, Second Buffer, VQuyg, Sensitivities, Rp
= 2kn
The results for the VQUT2
sensitivities are approximately
equivalent to the V0UT1 sensitivities
except for the Rs parame
ter which has opposite signs.
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Rp
= 100n, Nominal V0UT
= 0.0000 mV












= 110MQ -1 mV -1 mV
RBR1









Nominal VQUT 1 .0275 mV -1 .0275 mV
Table 5-7a, Differential Offset, Vquj, Sensitivities, Rp
= 100fJ
RF
= 2kf2, Nominal V0UT
= 0.00000 mV
i
dVQUT w.r.t. due to V0S1 & lB1


















= ioon - mV mV
rf1




.02486 mV -1 .02486 mV
Table 5-7b, Differential Offset, Vq^, Sensitivities, Rp
= 2kn
The sensitivities for V0UT are
reduce by around three orders of





Tables 5-7a and 5-7b show the buffer op amp case of VnQ = Vnco
and lB1 = iB2. Notice that this case provides canceling of
offsets at nominal parameter values. Sensitivities w.r.t. AOL
RBR1 and RF1 almost cancel and sensitivities w.r.t RCH1 and Rs
approximately double. Of course if the buffer op amps have
opposite signed offset voltages and bias currents then the
sensitivity relationship reverse, the ones that were canceling
now double and the ones that were doubled now tend to cancel.
For the Noise case which has analogous terms to the offset
voltage, just the Rp equal to 100 ohms will be examined since
it was the most severe case for the offset voltage of which the
noise reacts in similar fashion. Table 5-8 shows the both half
circuit noise model results. RNJ1 and RNJ2 will be used to
signify the total Johnson noise contributors to the first and
second half of the circuit models respectively.
Rp
= 100f2, Total Nominal N.,
= 13.5730 mVrms























Nomi na I N1 9.59869 mVrms 9.59642 mVrms
Table 5-8, Buffer Noise, N., and N2 Sensitivities
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From what was learned from the offset voltage study the follow
ing statements can be deduced about the buffer output noises.
For the full double sided noise model the sensitivities w.r.t
AOL1 and RBR1 would increase by the square root of two. The
sensitivity w.r.t RF1 would decrease by the square root of
two. The sensitivities w.r.t Rs and RCH1 are approximately
nulled because the buffer #1 circuit side noises decrease but
the buffer #2 circuit side noises increase.
In similar manner statements can be deduced about the differen
tial noise. For the full double sided noise model the sensitiv
ities w.r.t AQL1 and RBRi would increase by the square root of
two. The sensitivity w.r.t RF1 would decrease by the square
root of two. The sensitivities w.r.t Rs and RCH-| are approxi
mately nulled because the buffer #1 circuit side noises de
crease but the buffer #2 circuit side noises increase.
Rp
= 100f2, Total Nominal NQ
= 3.08208 uVrms
dND w.r.t. due to VNA1, lNA1,RNJ1 due to VNA2, lNA2'RNJ2
AOL1












= 110Mfi uVrms uVrms
RBR1





Nominal Nq 2.17936 uVrms 2. 17936 uVrms
Table 5-9, Nq, Differential Noise Sensitivities, Rp=100f2
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Because of the perfect symmetry in the input impedance expres
sion, 3.7-20, both halves of the circuit will have the same
sensitivities. These sensitivities are shown in Table 5-10 for
the worst case when Rp equals 2kfi.










n p- a j **co
~ cKii -1
Table 5-10, Z|N, Input Impedance Sensitivities, Pp: :2kQ
Reviewing Table 5-10 reveals that all parameters except Rp 1
improve the input impedance if they increase in value.
Because of the circuit symmetry the sensitivities relative to
the second circuit half parameters can be directly related. The
vOS2 & !B2 columns of
the vOUT2 tables
would be swapped with
the V0S1 & lB1
columns of the VQUT1 tables. The VQS1 & lB1
columns of the V0UT2 tables
would be swapped with the V0S2 &
lB2 columns
of the VQUT1
tables. This is governed by generaliz
ing the relationship of 5.5-23 and
the relationship below.





The differential offsets sensitivities
will be swapped in the
table between the VQS1 & lB1 column
and the V0S2 & I B2 column.
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The buffer noise output second half circuit parameter sensitiv
ities are similarly related as the buffer offset sensitivities
were. The relationships are,
dN^circuit half #2 noises) dN2(circuit half #1 noises)
dParameter2 dParameter.,




The differential noise sensitivities also follow the differen
tial offset relationships.
dND(circuit half #2 noises) dND(circuit half #1 noises)
(5.5-29)
dParameter2 dParameter.,




5.5.3 Expected Sensitivity Contributions
Knowing the first circuit half parameter sensitivities also
gives us an approximate knowledge of the second circuit half
parameter sensitivities.
To put these sensitivities into proper prospective let us take
the most aggravating case for the offset and noise sensitivi
ties of RF equal to 100 ohms, and calculate the voltage and
noise changes due to reasonable parameter changes. Then compare
these results to the nominal outputs.
Because these sensitivities are not constant throughout the
parameter ranges we cannot stray too far from the nominal
parameter values before significant error is introduced. Actual
computation of the response of concern for the nominal and
extreme parameter value will give the exact answer when these
two response are subtracted. The purer exact analytical method
would be to evaluate the integral of the original partial
differential over the range of nominal to extreme value. Start
ing with the expression for the sensitivity of VquT2 w.r.t.









dA0L1 Op Amp #1 Open Loop Gain Change
(5.5-32)
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In order to check the magnitude of error away from the nominal
value, let us first use the above sensitivity expression for
calculating the expected offset change due to open loop gain
changes of 10% and a factor of two.
New AQL1 de I ta AQL, Expected V0(jT2 Change
55,000 5,000 6.89612 mV
45,000 -5,000 -6.89612 mV
100,000 50,000 68.9612 mV
25,000 -25.000 -34.4806 mV
Table 5-11, Linear Approximation of VQyjg change due to A0L1
Next we will calculate the actual responses at the changed open
loop gain values. The nominal response value will
then be
subtracted from these to determined the change in buffer #2
offsets. Table 5-12 summarizes the results.
For completeness the third method is to integrate the
sensitiv
ity expression, 5.5-31, over
the range of interest. Even
though this may look like we
are going in circles after taking
the effort to derive the partial
derivative in the first place.
this does result in a slightly
simpler expression. That is














(A0L1*1 . 72975*108 + 3.96263*101 1 )
Nominal A,OL1
These results are summarized in Table 5.5-13.
Nominal V0UT2 ( AQL , ) , V0UT2 ( 50 , 000 ) = 1.57409 V
New AOL1 i VOUT2<AOL1> VOUT2 chan9e
55
,
000 | 1 . 58038 V 6.29427 mV
45
,
000 | 1 . 56647 V -7.62524 mV
100 ,000 j 1 .60934 V 35 .2528 mV
25,000 I 1 . 50802 V
I
-66.0668 mV
Table 5-12, Direct Response change of Vqj-^ due to AqL1
Integral at Lower Limit, Nominal A = -72.12081 mV
New AQL1
<.
at Upper Limit VOUT2 chan9e
55,000 -65.82655 mV 6.29427 mV
45,000 -79.74605 mV -7.62524 mV
100,000 -36.86800 mV 35.2528 mV
25,000 -138. 1876 mV -66.0668 mV
Table 5-13, Integral of Vg^ Sensi t ivi ty w. r . t . AqL1
As would be expected the direct response method and integral of
the sensitivity expression yield identical results. The linear
approximation method is in the rough order of magnitude range
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for a 10% change in A0L1. However for a factor of two change in
AOL1 the ''near approximation is off by roughly a factor of
two. It incorrectly predicted two times the actual change in
offset for a doubling of open loop gain and incorrectly pre
dicted around half of the actual change for a open loop gain
decreased by a factor of two.
The expected parameter shifts to be used to calculate changes
to the performance criteria are listed below:
A0L 50,000 min 100,000 max
RBR 480kfi 10%
RCH 100Mf2 min, 1 1 OMfi typ. 1GQ max
Rp 1 00f2 min, 200fi typ, 2kn max
Rg 10kf2 min, 100Mn max
Since the sensitivity due to AqL1 was calculated at 50,000 only
a shift of AQL, to 100,000 will be evaluated.
The sensitivity due to RBR-| was calculated at the nominal of
480kfi and will be evaluated for both positive and negative 10%
shifts.
The sensitivity due to RCH 1 was calculated at the optical
isolator minimum, RC1 , of 100Mfi plus the 1 OMfi high impedance
test resistor RH1 . We will allow a 10% lower nominal optical
isolator value and a factor of 10 on the higher end. In product
sampling the optical
isolators have reached the 1Gfi level. The
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couplers vary greatly between date codes. The typical 10% toler
ance of the high impedance, RH^ and R j_, 2 > test resistors
amounts to a 1Mfi shift change which is negligible when compared
to the optical isolator shifts.
The sensitivity due to RF1 was calculated at the worst case
conditions of 100fi for the offset and noise responses and the
worst case of 2kfi for the input impedance condition. A shift
from the performance criteria's particular worst case to nomi
nal RF1 will be evaluated.
The sensitivity due to Rg was calculated at the worst case,
which was its highest value of 100Mfi, therefore a shift to the
lowest expected value will be explored.
As was noted earlier the polarity of the offset contributors of
the second half of the circuit, relative to the polarity of the
offset contributors of the first half of the circuit, control
whether they improve or aggravate the resultant
offset re
sponses. Therefore the expected sensitivity shifts of V0UT1 and
VQUT, shown in Tables 5-14 and
5-15 respectively, have an
additional column showing the polarity
state of the two circuit
halves that result in the worst case shift for each parameter
case .
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V0UT1 Nominal 3.1492 V when offset polarities are #1(+) ,#2(+)










= 100,000 137.97 mV 70.529 mV #1(+). #2(+)
RBR1
= 528kfi 143.65 mV 136.24 mV #1(+), #2(+)
RBR1
= 432kn -143.65 mV -151.19 mV #1(+), #2(+)
RCH1
= 100MT2 139.35 mV 145.98 mV #1(+), #2(-)
RCH1
= 1Gn -12.402 V -2.4582 mV #K + ), #2(-)
RF1
= 200fi -1.4365 V -0.9864 V #1(+), #2(+)
Rs
= 10kfi -326.63 uV -326.64 UV #K + ). #2(-)
Table 5-14, Expected vOUT1 Sensitivity Shifts
ivOUT Nominal 2.055 mV when
offset polarities are #1(+). #2(-)
iVOUT Nominal 0.000 mV when






































#K + ), #2( + )
#1(+). #2(+)
#1(+), #2(+)
#K + ), #2(-)
#K + ), #2(-)
#1(+), #2(+)
#K + ), #2(-)
Table 5-15, Expected Vq^ Sensitivity
Shifts
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When evaluating the expected noise sensitivities of both halves
of the circuit the nominal values must also be used to calcu
late the expected noise shifts. The linear approximation shifts
cannot just be root summed squared together. They must be added
to their appropriate nominal, then root summed squared, and
then subtract the original nominal composite response.
N.|(#1) = Nominal noise due to noise of circuit half #1.
N1(#2) = Nominal noise due to noise of circuit half #2.
N1(#1,#2) = Composite noise due to both circuit halves.
NS.,(#1) = Noise shift due to noise of circuit half #1.
NS1(#2) = Noise shift due to noise of circuit half #2.





Note in Tables 5-16 and 5-17 that for a large swing of RCH1 to 1Gfi produces
an expected shift larger than the nominal values themselves, therefore it
is not applicable, N/A. Once again the reason is because of the non I i near
i-
ty of the actual sensitivity function.
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... .... . . ...
N1 due to noises from circui
N1 due to noises from circui
N1 total noise both r
t half #1 = 9.59869 mV Nominal
t half #2 = 9.59642 mV Nomina









due to half #1
Linear Approx
Response Shi ft







= 100,000 420.52 uV 420.42 uV 594.63 uV 303.98 uV
RBR1
= 528kfi 437.84 uV 437.74 uV 619.13 uV 587.21 uV
RBR1
= 432kn -437.84 uV -437.74 uV -619.13 uV -654.72 uV
RCH1
= 100Mn 436.14 nV -436.25 nV 9.1871 pV -320.50 UV
RCH1
= 1Qn -38.817 mV 38.826 mV N/A 4.6316 mV
RF1
= 200fi -4.3784 mV -4.3774 mV -6.1913 mV -4.2512 mV
Rs
= 10kfi -995.68 nV 995.66 nV -107.62 pV -106.82 pV
Table 5-16, Expected N1 Sensitivity Shifts
ND due to noises from
circuit half #1 = 2.17936 uV Nominal, Rp
= 100fi
ND due to noises from
circuit half #2 = 2.17936 uV Nominal, Rp
= 100fi
ND total noise both





due to half #1
Linear Approx
Response Shi ft







= 100,000 265.83 nV -265.77 nV 22.880 nV 6.6203 nV
RBR1
= 528kfi 86.517 nV -86.496 nV 2.4419 nV 3.7523 nV
RBR1




86.184 nV 86.205 nV 121.90 nV 66.918 nV
RCH1
= 1G" -7.6703 uV -7.6723 uV
N/A -1.4755 uV
RF1
= 200fi -865.17 nV 864.96 nV
233.79 nV 123.63 nV
R = 10kfi | -189.65 UV -189.65 UV N/A -2.1339 uV
Table 5-17, Expected Nq Sensitivity
Shifts
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= 100,000 12 5.51 Mfi 62.906 Mfi
RBR1
= 528kfi 2.6148 Gfi 2.6136 Gfi
RBR1
= 432kn -2.6148 Gfi -2.6161 Gfi
RCH1
= 100Mfi -2.3985 Gfi -2.3985 Gfi
RCH1
= 1Gn 213.47 Gfi 213.47 Gfi
RF1 = 200fi 23.534 Gfi 225 .63 Gfi
Table 5-18, Expected Z]N Sensitivity Shifts
Now that we have the sensitivities and expected sensitivity
shifts what should we do with this information?
- Check for unwanted extreme conditions and change
toleranc-
i ng if poss i b I e .
- Check which components could contribute to an even more
worst case condition then what was used during the original
optimization phase. Any major changes here may warrant
revisiting the
optimization process.
- Check for expected thermal drift due
to the various temper
ature coefficients of the
components.
- Make use of this knowledge of
which parameters have negli
gible contribution to overall circuit to circuit variation
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calculations to simplify the variance analysis.
- Use this understanding to tweak in a particular character
istic.
This particular circuit is housed in an incubator of constant
temperature therefore the temperature coefficient analysis can
be skipped. The current tolerances do not shift the performance
criteria out significantly from the aggravated cases used in
the optimization analysis. The simplification of variance
analysis while be taken advantage of in the next major section.
The ability to calculate a new tweaked in value will be done
next .
Recall from the earlier section on analytical optimization,
5.4, that one of the possible solutions to limiting VQUT1 and
vOUT2 t0 less than the 1 8
volt was t0 limit tne
"on"
resist
ance of the JFET to 180 ohms. The sensitivity value for Rp can
be use to estimate the required new value to meet the perform
ance criteria. Recall that the worst case offset condition was
when RF equaled 100
ohms and the single ended offsets were at
3.149 volts. The sensitivity of VQUT1 and V0UT2 due to RF1 is
-14.36mv per ohm when both amplifier offset contributors are at
worst case values and
polarities. If both RFs are change then
the local sensitivity shift
would be -28.72mV per ohm. Using
linear approximation fixed at this sensitivity value the new
limited RF value can
be calculated. We need to shift the 3.149
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volt offset down to 1.800 volts which is a negative 1.349 volt
change. Dividing this needed change by the sensitivity value
will yield the amount of Rp ohms that must be changed from its
current value of 100 ohms.
Ohm
100fi + (1.800 - 3.149) Volts * (5.5-34)
-0.02872 Vol ts
Ohm
100fi + (-1.349 Volts) * (5.5-35)
-0.02872 Vol ts
100fi + 46.97fi = 147fi (5.5-36)
Not very close to the 180fi non-linear value shown back in
Figure 3-29.
The exact solution can be found by taking the exact expression
for either V0UT1 or V0UT2 and setting all parameters to their
nominal values with only RF left as an unknown. Then set this
expression equal to the maximum limit of 1.8 volts.
7 .
1892*10"4*RF2






This yields two solutions for Rp , 182. 2fi and -330kfi. Of course
the negative result has no physical meaning here and the only
answer becomes 182. 2fi .
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5 6 Worst Case Analysis:
Now that we have done the sensitivity analysis we can intelli
gently do a worst case study. The sensitivity analysis indi
cates which direction the parameters should be shifted for a
worst case or best case situation.
5.6.1 Buffer Worst Case Offset
Worst case offset from buffer #1 is the same as the worst case
offset for buffer #2 due to the symmetry of the circuit. Table
5-14 shows expected offset shifts for V0UT1 , buffer offset #1 ,
and the polarities of V0S1, V0g2, lB-| and lB2 which yield the
worst shift for each parameter.
Note that all but Rg and RCH-, require identical polarities for
the worst case shifts. The worst case parameter is Rp., and
therefore the same polarity case should be used. The appropri




Contributions due to RCH and Rs where almost canceled when the
polarities were the same. Consulting the sensitivity Table 5-5a




Rs negligible, will leave at 100Mfi
Resulting V0UT1 , buffer offset #1, yields 4.374 volts for the
extreme worst case.
5.6.2 Worst Case Differential Offset
Worst case differential offset conditions are first checked
from Table 5-15 which contains the expected offset shifts for
VOUT- Wnen the polarities of VQS1 and lB1 are opposite from
those of V0S2 and I B2 the most elevated offset condition oc
curs.
For this polarity condition of buffer offsets there is no






Contributions due to A0L, RBR and Rp will be checked by con
sulting Tables 5-7a, 5-7b. A0L1 in the table has a net decrease
in Vqut magnitude for an
increase in AqL 1 . RBri has a net
increase in V0Uj for an increase in RBri- Rpi has a net de
crease in V0Uj for an increase in Rp-, The worst case condition









Resulting VQUT, differential offset, yields 2.119 mV for the
extreme worst case.
5.6.3 Worst Case Buffer Output Noise
Worst case buffer output noise conditions are first checked
from Table 5-16 which contains the expected buffer #1 output





Rs negligible, will leave at 100Mfi
Note that these were the same required parameter selections
that were required for worse case buffer offset voltage also.
The resulting worst case buffer noise becomes 46.48 mVrms.
5.6.4 Worst Case Differential Output Noise
Worst case differential output noise conditions are first
checked from Table 5-17, which contains the expected differen
tial output shifts. The straight forward worst case parameter
settings for RCH and Rg can be set by inspection.
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RCH low 10 OMfi
Rs high 10 OMfi
Contributions due to A0l_ , RBR and Rp are not as straight
forward. The net effect of the contribution of the two halves
is not a direct indicator of the actual change because the
total value from circuit half #1 must be Root Summed Squared,
RSS, with the total value from circuit half #2.
Note that the sensitivity shifts for A0[_, RBR and Rp look as
if they would cancel, but when they are added to their base
values and RSS, the result is always a larger number, if the
base values are equal. Here is an example.
Base value is 2mV for both circuit halves.
Sensitivity for let's say RF1 is -0.2 mVrms for half #1.
Sensitivity for RF1 is +0.2 mVrms for half #2.
















Net noise change = 2.843
- 2.828 = 0.015 mVrms
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The example demonstrates that there is a net increase and no
cancellation. Since the nominal case is equal in value for both
circuit halves, then mismatching the two circuit halves should
produce the worst case noise shift. To produce the most amount
of mismatch we concentrate on driving one circuit half up. Let
us increase circuit half #1 contribution. After consulting











h i gh 528kfi
I ow 423kfi
I ow 100fi
h i gh 2kfi
Resulting Nq , differential
output noise, yields 4.216 uVrms for
the extreme worst case. Buffer output #1 noise, N.,, changes
from 2.179 uVrms to 4.156 uVrms and buffer
output #2 noise, N2,
changes from 2.179 uVrms to 0.706 uVrms.
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5.6.5 Worst Case Input Impedance
Worst case input impedance conditions are first checked from
Table 5-18 which contains the expected input impedance shifts.
The worse case parameter setting should be as follows:
AOL I ow 50,000
RBR I ow 432kfi
RCH I ow 10 OMfi
RF h i gh 2kfi
Resulting worst case low input impedance, ZjN, yields 43.21 Gfi
for the extreme worst case.
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5 . 7 Analytical Expectation Analysis:
The analytical expectation analysis section is the last of the
analytical tools that will be used on the high impedance ampli
fier. Let us start with the input impedance expression which
is the simplest and will be easier to follow. By applying
expectation and probability theory we can than determine the
distribution and density functions for the input impedance. We
can also determine the expected value (the mean), the median,
the mode, the variance and the standard deviation of the input
impedance .
The determination of multiple joint density functions involves
multiple integrations over different regions of validity which
can be quite a book keeping and conceptualizing problem. To
make this task more manageable let us take advantage of the
knowledge gained during the expected sensitivity contribution
analysis, 5.5.3, and only concern ourselves with the main
significant contributors.
5.7.1 Input Impedance Distribution Derivation
For the input impedance case, we can refer to Table 5-18 to
find the significant contributors. RCH and Rp are the most
significant contributors, they contribute up to a factor of 100
more than the other parameters.
Let us first derive the expected input impedance for the case
were Rp and RCH are random variables with a uniform density
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function. This means that they have an equal probability of
being any particular value within a defined range. Since a
probability density function must have an area beneath the
curve equal to unity, this requires that the amplitude of the
uniform density function needs to be equal to the reciprocal of
the range. For RCH , its range is 100Mfi to 1Gfi, therefore its









The density function for RCH = fRCH(rch)-
fRCH(rch) =
1.111*10"9
{ 100Mfi < rch < 1Gfi }













10Mfi 20Mfi 40Mfi 100Mfi 200Mfi 400Mfi 1Gfi 2Gfi
Optical Isolator resistance
"rch"
Figure 5-18, f\^'s Uniform Density Function, fRQ-|(rch)
For RF ,
tude is
its range is 100fi to 2kfi, therefore its density amp I i -
=
5.263*10"4
2,000 - 100 1 ,900
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{ 100fi < rch < 2,000fi }










u . u u u u
-
I I Ill, I
10fi 20fi 40fi 100fi 200fi 400fi 1kfi 2kfi 4kfi
JFET resistance
"rf"
Figure 5-19, Rp's Uniform Density Function, fRp(rf)






Let us rewrite it into two symmetric pieces of circuit half #1
and circuit half #2 .
ZIN













The plan of attack will be as follows:
- Find the probability density function for Z|N1 which is
approximately a function of the joint probability function
of RCH1 and RF1 , fRCH RF^rch,rfJ- The exact solution would
need to include the negligible density functions of AqL1
and RBR1.
- Because of the symmetry Z]N2 will have the same but inde
pendent probability function as Z)N1.
- Find the probability density function for Z|N which is
a function of the joint probability function of ZjN1 and
ZIN2' fZIN1,ZIN2<2in1'zin2>-
To start the derivation we begin with the probability distribu
tion functions of RCH and Rp, RRCH^rch^ and FRF^rf^ respective
ly. The probability distribution functions are the integrated
functions of the probability functions.
rch







The probability distribution function of Z]N1 is equal to the
joint probability distribution function of RCH and Rp.
FZ|N1(zin1) = FRCHRF(rch,rf) (5.7-9)
fZIN-|(zin1) dzinl = fRCH Rp(rch,rf) drch drf (5.7-10)
The joint probability density function of RCH and Rp is equal
to the product of their probability density functions as long
as they are independent, which is the case here.
f RCH.RF'(rch.rf) = fRftH(rch) * fBF(rf)R ' (5.7-11)
However we need our answer in terms of Z|^1 so a change of
variable is needed. Let us start by differentiating Z(N1 with
respect to one of the two random variables. The differential
with respect to Rqhi looks simpler and therefore it will be our
cho i ce .
dZIN1 /V)L1*FkR1 /ta_1*%R1
+ /SOL1*RF1+RBR1
= + 1 =
dRCH1 AOL1*RF1+RBR1 AOL1*RF1+RBR1
(5.7-12)








We also would normally need to solve for RqHi in terms of Z)N1
and Rp., and substitute this expression into fRCH^rch^ for
"rch". However since the uniform density function is constant
over the specified region it will remain the same value since
it is independent of
"rch"
within the specified region. We can





*OL**BR + AOL^F + RBR
(5.7-14)







AOL^R + *OL**F + RBR
(5.7-15)
substituting in the nominal values for Aq_ and RBR and the numerical values












The region of integration and the integration limits must be
formulated next. The region of integration is bounded by four
lines on a ZjN1 versus Rp graph. Two obvious lines are the









= 100Mfi, and one for RCH = 1Gfi
The vertices are at (RF,RCH): (100fi,438Gfi) ( 1 OOfi , 4 . 38Tfi)
(2kfi,24.0Gfi) (2kfi,240Gfi)
See Figure 5-20 for the graph of the integration region which
contains three regions #1, #2 and #3. The region of integration
has been divided into three areas because the limits of integra
tion change when transitioning between these different areas.
Therefore to find fztN1 (z'nl) we need to evaluate the integral
three times for three different ranges of ZtN1 using three dif






















































Just the integral part of expression 5.7-18 equals,
Upper - 48* 1 04* I n ( 5*Upper+2400048 )
-Lower+48* 1 04* I n ( 5*Lower+2400048 )
(5.7-19)
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For region #1, where { 438Gfi < Z|N1
< 4.38Tfi }
dr f Lower Limit = 100fi
Rbr*(Rch + Rch*Aol - Zin1)










drf Upper Limit = 2kfi
(5.7-21)
(5.7-22)







drf Lower Limit = (5.7-23)
5*(Zin1 - 108)
(5.7-24)
9.6*(5 - Zin1 )
(Zin1 - 108)
9.6*(5 - Zin1 )
drf Upper Limit = (5.7-25)
(Zin1 - 10a)




drf Lower Limit = z (5.7-26)
(Z i n 1 - 10s)
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Region #3: { 24Gfi < Z|N1 < 240Gfi } Integral evaluation.
= Upper - 48*104*ln(5*Upper+2,400,048)-Lower+48*104*ln(5*Lower+2,400,048)
9.6*(5.0001*1012
- Zin1)


















Region #2: { 240Gfi < Z]N1 < 438Gfi } Integral evaluation.




















Region #1 : { 438Gfi < ZiN1
< 4.38Tfi } Integral evaluation.



















+ 2,400,048 + 7051679.64924 (5.7-31)





evaluate the density function which is valid for both ZIN1 and
ZIN2. See Figure 5-21(a) for a semi-log plot of the density
function and Figure 5-21(b) for a linear plot.
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2.5








ox* ^IN2' Ohms (a)
10i3






8 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
ZIN1 or ^IN2J 0hns (fc)
3.5 4
xlB12
Figure 5-21, Z|N1, Z |N2
Probabi I i ty Densi ty Funct ion, (a) Semilog, (b) Linear
The probability distribution function of ZiN is equal to the
joint probability distribution density function of Z)N1 and
Z N2-
Fz,N(zin) = Fz|N1]Z|N2(zin1,zin2) (5.7-32)
fZ(N(zin) dzin = fZIN1 Z|N2(zin1'zin2)
dzin1 dzin2 (5.7-33)
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The joint probability density function of Z)N1 and Z,N2 is
equal to the product of their probability density functions as
long as they are independent, which is the case here.
fZIN1 'zin2) = fZIN1(zin1)
* fZIN2(zin2) (5.7-34)
However we need our answer in terms of Z)N so a change of
variable is needed. Let us start by differentiating Z)N with
respect to one of the two random variables. Arbitrarily let us










solving for dZjN2 yields
dZ)N2
- dZjN (5.7-37)
We also need to solve for Z)N2 in terms of Z|N1 and Zm and
substitute this expression into fz | N2 { z i n2 ) for "zin2".
ZIN2
" ZIN IN1 (5.7-38)
fZlN(zin) dzin = fZIN1 ZIN2^z'n1 >zin-zin1) dzinl dzin (5.7-39)
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di f ferent i at ing both sides with respect to "zinl" yields
fz,N(zin) = fZ|N1]Z)N2(zin1,zin-zin1) dzinl (5.7-40)
of if you prefer a more fami liar form












Joint Probability Region for Zj^i and Z IN2
18A
























. i i i i i i i i ...i .j. i i i i i i i
10ie IB11 IB12
^ INI *n Ohns
IB13
Figure 5-22, Z,N1, Z|N2 Joint Probability Regions
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Note that expression 5.7-41 is the convolution integral. There
fore since fZ|N1(zin1) is equal to ^ZiN2(zin2) then fZ||s|(z'n)
is essentially equal to the convolution of fZ|Ni(z'n1) w'tn
itself. It is sometimes worthwhile to note when the convolution
form is present because it gives the option of using Laplace
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Figure 5-23, Region of Integration for ZjN
A difficulty factor that is entering here is that fZ|Ni(zin1)
consists of three different function depending on what range of
"zinl" is involved. These different functions result in nine
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(9) subregions of joint probability. See Figure 5-22 for a graph
o f these regions.
Now lets map these regions into the regions of integration for
fZ]N(zin).
The regions of integration are bounded by eight lines on a Z)N
versus Z(N1 graph. Four obvious lines are the ZjN1=24Gfi, 240Gfi,




with Z|N2 holding values of {24Gfi, 240Gfi, 438Gfi, 4.38Tfi} to
make up the basically horizontal stretching lines.
The vertices are at (ZiN1,Z|N)
(24Gfi,4.40Tfi) (240Gfi,4.62Tfi)
(24Gfi, 462Gfi) (240Gfi, 678Gfi)
(24Gfi, 264Gfi) (240Gfi, 480Gfi)









Also each of these regions must be parsed into two or three
smaller regions in order to properly handle the integration
limits. See Figures 5-24. 5-25, and 5-26 to see the parsing of
the nine subregions. Each of these parsings are shown on a log
log graph and a linear graph to aid in picking
out the parsing
I i nes (dotted I i nes) .
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Region of Integration for Zjn
lBi3






















Figure 5-24, Parsing of Subregions 1, 2 & 3 of Integration for Z,N1
Therefore to find fZ|N^zin) due t0 subre9ion #1 we need to
evaluate an integral three times for three different sets of
limits. To find fZ|N(zin) due t0 subre9ion #2 we need to
evaluate a different integral three times for three different
sets of limits. Subregion #3 only requires two integration
limit sets .
The contributions due to subregions #4, #6, #8 and #9 require
three integrations each and subregions
#5 and #7 require only
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two integrations. When a region is govern by the same identical
function for ZjN1 and ZJN2 it results in only two integrations
i nstead of three .






















Region of Integration for Zjn
6, r
IB12 8.5 j
ZIN1' Ohms Zjm, Ohms
(a) (b)
Figure 5-25, Parsing of Subregions 4, 5 & 6 of Integration for Z(N1
It will require the evaluation of 24 integrals to find the
probability density function for Z|N. This evaluation will be
done via a mathematical software package called MATHCAD by
MathSof t , Inc. However let us set up the integrals on a macro
level so that the process can be seen. First some notation
def i n i t i ons :
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f1Z|N1(zin1) = fz|N1(zin1) { 24Gfi < Z|N1 < 240Gfi }
f2z,N1(zin1) = fZ|N1(zin1) {240Gfi < Z|N1 < 438Gfi }




Reference full expressions 5.7-28, 5.7-29 and 5.7-31
respect i ve I y .
Region of Integration for Zj^










Region of Integration for Zj^
IB"
2 INI' Ohms ZlNl' Ohms
(a) (b)
Figure 5-26, Parsing of Subregions 7, 8 & 9 of Integration for Z)N1
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With fZIN2(zin2) = fZiN1(zin1)> this equality can be written as
fZ|N2(zin2) = fz|N1(zin2). The three fz|N2(zin2) short hand
notation then follows:
f1Z|N2(zin2) = fz|N1(zin2) { 24Gfi < Z|N2 < 240Gfi } (5.7-45)
f2z|(s|2(zin2) = fZ[N1(zin2) {240Gfi < Z,N2 < 438Gfi } (5.7-46)
f3ZIN2(zin2) = fz|N1(zin2) {438Gfi < Z|N2 < 4.38TO} (5.7-47)
substituting in expression 5.7-38 yields
f1Z|N2(zin-zin1) = fz|N1(zin-zin1) { 24Gfi < Z,N-Z|N1 < 240Gfi } (5.7-48)
f2z|N)2(zin-zin1) = f z|N1(zin-zin1 ) {240Gfi < Z|N-Z|N1 < 438Gfi } (5.7-49)
f3z|N2(zin-zin1) = f z,N1(z in-zin1 ) {438Gfi < Z|N-Z|N1 < 4.38Tfi} (5.7-50)
Region #1 Integrals:
240Gfi { 4.405Tfi < zin < 4.62Tfi }
f1a7lM(zin) ='ZIN
f 1Z|N1 (zinl )*f3z|N2(zin-z in1 ) dzinl (5.7-51)
z i n-4.38Tfi
240Gfi { 678Gfi < zin < 4.405Tfi }
f1b7lw(zin) ='ZIN
f 1z|N1(zin1 )*f3z|N2(zin-zin1) dzinl (5.7-52)
24Gfi
z i n-438Gfi { 462fi < z in < 678Gfi }




240Gfi { 48 0Gfi < zin < 6 7 8Gfi }
f2a7lw(zin) =lZIN f1z|N1(zm1)*f2z|N2(zin-zin1) dzinl
z i n-438Gfi
z i n-240Gfi { 462Gfi < z in < 480Gfi }
f2b7lw(zin) ='ZIN f1zlN1(zin1)*f2z|N2(zin-zin1) dzinl
z i n-438Gfi
z i n-240Gfi
f2cz|N(zin) = ZIN1 "ZIN2
24Gfi
Region #3 Integrals:
240Gfi { 264Gfi < zin < 480Gfi }
f3az|N(zin) = f1z|N1(zin1)*f1z|N2(zin-zin1) dzinl
z i n-240Gfi
z i n-24Gfi






{ 264Gfi < zin < 462Gfi }
f17I I1(zin1)*f27| jo(zin-zin1) dzinl (5.7-56)
(5.7-57)
{ 24Gfi < z in < 264Gfi }
f 17IM1(zin1 )*f 17lKIP(zin-zin1 ) dzinl (5.7-59)
{ 4.62Tfi < zin < 4.82Tfi }
f4az|N(zin) = f2z|N1 (zinl )*f3z|N2(zin-zin1)
dzinl (5.7-60)
z in-4.38Tfi
438Gfi { 8 7 6Gfi < zin < 4.6 2Tfi }
f4b7lw(zin) ='ZIN





{ 6 7 8Gfi < zin
< 8 7 6Gfi }




438Gfi { 678Gfi < zin < 876Gfi }
f2z|N1(zin1)*f2z|N2(zin-zin1) dzinlf5az|N(zin) =
z i n-438Gfi









{ 480Gfi < zin < 678Gfi }
f2z|N1(zin1)*f1z|N2(zin-zin1) dzinl
z i n-240Gfi












4.38Tfi { 4.82Tfi < z in < 8.76Tfi }
f7az|N(zin') = f 3Z)N1 (z in1 )*f




{ 876Gfi < zin < 4.82Tfi }
f3z|N1 (zinl




















4.38Tfi { 4.405Tfi < z in < 4.62Tfi }
f 9a7l(..(zin) ='ZIN f3z,N1 (zinl )*f 1z|N2(zin-zin1 ) dzinl (5.7-74)
z i n-240Gfi
zin-24Gfi { 678Gfi < zin < 4.405Tfi }
f 9b7n,,(zin) ='ZIN f3z|N1 (zinl )*f 1z|N2(zin-zin1 ) dzinl (5.7-75)
z i n-240Gfi
zin-24Gfi { 462Gfi < zin < 678Gfi }
f9cz|N(zin) = f3z,N1 (zinl )*f 1z|N2(zin-zin1 ) dzinl (5.7-76)
438Gfi
Each integral who's range includes a particular value of Z,N
are summed together to get that density function value for that
particular value of Z)N. Lets group these 24 integrals down to
three groups of 8 by Z)N range.
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Reg ions #1 , #2 and #3:
f 123(zin) = 0
f3b(z in)
f 3a(z i n) + f 2c(z i n)
f 2b(zin)




Regions #4, #5 and #6:
f456(z i n) = 0





f 4a ( z i n )
0
Regions #7, #8 and #9:
f789(zin) = 0
f 9c( z i n )






zin < 48Gfi }
48Gfi < zin < 264Gfi }
264Gfi < zin < 462Gfi }
462Gfi < zin < 480Gfi }
480Gfi < zin < 678Gfi }
6 7 8Gfi < zin < 4.41Tfi}
4.41Tfi < z in < 4.62Tfi}
4.6 2Tfi < zin }
zin < 264Gfi }
264Gfi < zin < 462Gfi }
462Gfi < zin < 480Gfi }
480Gfi < zin < 678Gfi }
6 7 8Gfi < zin < 8 7 6Gfi }
876Gfi < zin < 4.62Tfi}
4.62Tfi < z in < 4.82Tfi}
4.8 2Tfi < zin }
zin < 462Gfi }
462Gfi < z in < 678Gfi }
678Gfi < zin < 876Gfi }
8 7 6Gfi < zin < 4.41Tfi}
4.41Tfi < zin < 4.62Tfi}
4.62Tfi < zin < 4.82Tfi}
4.82Tfi < zin < 8.76Tfi}
8.76Tfi < zin }
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The probability density function of Z|N will then equal the sum
of these three functions.
fZiN(zin) = f123(zin) + f456(zin) + f789(zin) (5.7-77)
See Figure 5-27a for a graph of fZ||s|(zin) and the three sub
f unc t i ons .
1.5
.10-12













Figure 5-27, Z |N
Probabi I i ty Funct ions, (a) Density, (b) Distribution
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Integrating the density function results in the distribution
function which is shown in Figure 5-27b.
Now let us use a more realistic density function for RCH and
Rp. The more realistic case for both of these are functions
skewed to the left. The nominal for RCH is around 110Mfi with it
dropping to around 100Mfi but reaching as high as 1Gfi. A similar
case exists for Rp, the JFET resistance, it is nominally 200fi
but may be as low as 100fi or as high as 2kfi. The Gamma function
with oc=2 has about the shape we need and spans one order of
magn i tude .
The Gamma function is of the form:
x(-1)


















5.7.2 Forming the Gamma Density Function
In order to drive Rp's density function to zero at 100fi let us
substitute
"rf-100"
for "x". The density function thus far









To find this function's peaking point, also known as the mode,
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we will differentiate it and set it equal to zero
r 100-rf



























s imp I i tying
(rf-100) P ( 5 .7-83)
Using expression 5.7-83 allows the selection of the numerical
value for . We would like the density function to peak at the
nominal value of Rp
= 200fi. Therefore 0 should be set equal to







Forming the RCH Gamma Density
Function
The minimum desired value for the RCH density function is 100Mfi
therefore
"rch-108"
will be substituted for
"x"
in the 5.7-79
expression. This form of the Gamma function tends to stretch
about a factor of 10. of the difference from
the minimum point
to the peak point. Therefore if we wish to
range from 100Mfi to
1Gfi then the peak point should be
1Gfi/10 or a 100Mfi increase
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from the minimum 100Mfi value. This results in a 200Mfi peak
point. Referring back to expression 5.7-83, p should be set









Figure 5-28 shows graphs of the uniform and Gamma probability
density function for Rp, both on a log and on a linear scale.
The linear scale makes it easier to visualize that they both
have equal area under their curves.
Figure 5-29 shows graphs of the uniform and Gamma probability
density function for Rch> both on a log and on a linear scale.
It was mentioned earlier that the peak of the density function
is ca I led the "mode". Another term that can be mentioned at
this time is the "median". The median is the point at which the
area under the density curves is equal on both sides. The
median is also the point at which the distribution functions
equal Vz. Figures 5-30 and 5-31 show the graphs of the distribu
tion functions for Rp and RCH respectively. Both log and linear
graphs are included. Also a 0.5 constant line is provided so
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Optical Isolator u/High Impedance Resistor RqH' Ohms
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Optical Isolator u/High Impedance Resistor Rch* Ohms x188
Figure 5-29, RCH Probabi I i ty Density Functions, (a) Log, (b)
Linear
5.7.3 Finding the Median Values
The median value can be found by solving for which value of the
random variable makes the integration of its density function
equal to 1/z. Three different equations are shown below that all






















fRF(rf) drf fRF(rf) drf (5.7-88)
-oo rf
Rp Probability Distribution Functions, Ca) Log Scale
1
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IB3
JFET Resistance Rp, Ohms
Rp Probability Distribution Functions, (b) Linear Scale
IB4
5BB 18BB 1588
JFET Resistance Rp, Ohms
2B8B 2588
Figure 5-30, Rp Probability
Distribution Functions, (a) Log, (b) Linear
The median value for the uniform density function of Rp results










rf - 100fi (5.7-90)
rf = 1 ,050fi
1
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IB8
Optical Isolator u/High Impedance Resistor Rch* Ohms
IB9
8
R^H Probability Distribution Functions, (b) Linear Scale
2 4 6 8 18
Optical Isolator u/High Impedance Resistor RcH' Ohms x188
Figure 5-31, RCH Probabi I i ty Distr ibut ion Funct ions, (a) Log, (b) Linear
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The median value for the gamma density function of Rp follows:
rf
1 (rf-100fi) r 100fi-rf -,
*
exp
io,ooon*fi L ioon -1
drf
100fi








5,000fi*fi = - 100fi *exp
100fi-rf
* rf + 10,000fi*fi (5.7-93)
100fi













+ ln(rf ) = ln(50fi)
l 100fi J
100fi - rf + 100
* ln(rf) = 100 *ln(50fi)
100 * ln(rf)




The above expression does not
have a closed form analytical
solution. Therefore numerical
methods were applied to result in
a median value of 267. 8fi.
The median value for the
uniform density function of RCH re
sults in the value of 550Mfi








4 5 OMfi = rf
rf
100Mfi












rf = 5 5 OMfi
^INl Probability Density Functions, (a) Log Scale
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Half of the Input Resistance, Ohms
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Figure 5-32, Z|N1 Probability Density Functions, (a) Log, (b)
Linear
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The median value for the gamma density function of RCH is the
same as Rp except for a scaling change.
rch
(rch-100Mfi) r 100Mfi-rch -,
*
exp| j drch
io16n*n L 100MO -I
(5.7-101 )
100Mfi
Therefore the median value would be 267.8Mfi. Half the RCH
population would be expected above this value and half below
this va I ue .
Now let us take a quick look at the comparison between the Z|N1
density function created from uniform density functions of Rp
and Rct-l' and *^e ZIN1 density function created from gamma
density functions of Rp and Rch- See Figure 5-32 for both
semilog and linear graphs of the resulting Z]N1 density
func-
t i ons .
Figure 5-33 shows similar graphs for the resulting Z|N proba
bility density functions.
5.7.4 Finding the Mode Values
We talked earlier about the
"mode"
of the density function
which is the peak value which correlates with the highest
probable value of the random variable. If there where two
notable peaks, we would say the function is "bi-modal". Let us
find the
"mode"
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Figure 5-33, Z (N
Probabi I i ty Density Functions, (a) Log, (b) Linear
We must take the differential of the density function and set
it equal to zero to find the
"mode"
value. Figure 5-34 shows
the graph of the derivative of the density function fZ)N(zin)
with respect to ZjN. The zero crossing points, which have been
circled on the graph, are at the
"mode"
values. The density
function created from uniform density functions of Rp and RCH
yield a
"mode"
value of 387.1Gfi for ZlN. The density function
created from gamma density functions of Rp and RCH yield a
"mode"
value of 818.8Gfi for Z)N.
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Figure 5-34, Derivative of Z|N Density Functions, (a) Log, (b)
Linear
Solving for the median values for
the Z]N density function
yields 580Gfi for the uniform Rp, RCH case and 1.01Tfi for
the
gamma Rp, RCH case. The
values can be seen noted by circles on
the distribution function graphs of Figure 5-35.
5.7.5 Finding the Mean Values
The
"mean"
value or average value are both terms used for the
expected value of a random variable.
We are all familiar of
finding the average value of a
set of data but how do we find
- 168 -
the average value from the density function of a random varia
ble?
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Recall the process for finding the average value of a set of
data. Add up all the data values
and divide by the total number
of data values. Each data value carries a weighting factor of
one. If the data was given to you in a histogram form, you
would not have to add all the values but instead you could add
each bin multiplied by its occurrence, or weighting factor, and
then divide by the total number.
- 169
A quick example is probably in order. Let us take a look at a
sample of JFET
"on"
resistances, see Figure 5-36 for a histo
gram of Rp va I ues .
Each bin is 200fi wide. First bin is 100fi to 299fi, second bin is
300fi to 499fi, third bin is 500fi to 699fi, and so on. Nominal
middle value of the bins will be used for the calculations;





















20on 4oon 60on soon ikn i.2kfi i.4kfi i.6kfi
JFET resistance
"rf"
Figure 5-36, Histogram of Rp, JFET
"on"
Resistances
Adding up the total occurrences yield the total number of data
points which equals, 3+5+4+3+2+0+1+0
= 18 data points.
- 170
Finding the average the normal way would be as follows:
First total the values
200+200+200+40 0+400+400+40 0+40 0+6 00+600+6 00+6 0 0+800+80 0+800+
1,000+1,000+1,400 = 10,800




The weighting factor approach is as follows:
Multiply each bin value by its occurrence, or weighting fac
tor, add the weighting factors and add the products
200 * 3 = 600
400 * 5 = 2,000
600 * 4 = 2,400
800 * 3 = 2,400
1
, 000 * 2 =2 ,000
1 ,200 * 0 = 0
1 ,400 * 1 =1 ,400
1 ,600 * 0 = 0
18 10,800
Divide the sum of the products by the sum of the weighting
factors which yields the same average value of 600fi.
Now lets convert this histogram to look more like a density
function. We need the area under the histogram to be equal to
unity. The total area is the total number of occurrences times
the width of the bins.
171
18 * 200 = 3,600
Therefore scaling the occurrences or now more appropriate the
weighting factors by 1/3,600 will yield a usable density func
tion.















Figure 5-37, Histogram Density Function JFET
"on"
Resistances
Now applying the weighting factor approach:
Multiply each bin value by its weighting factor and bin width,
add the weighted areas and add the products
Value Weighted Areas
200 * 0.000833 * 200
400 * 0.001389 * 200
600 * 0.001 1 1 1 * 200
800 * 0.000833 * 200
1 , 000
* 0 .000556 * 200
1 ,200 * 0.000000 * 200
1 ,400 * 0.000278 * 200
1 , 600












Note that when the weighted areas are summed they equal unity
and therefore no division is needed and the sum of the products
directly evaluate to the average or expected value. Writing
this another way ,




the analog for a cont inuous function would then be
oo
Average Value = rf * f_ (rf) drfRF (5.7-103)
oo
The random variable density function replaces the weighting
values and
"drf"
replaces the bin width.
5.7.6 Finding the Variance and Standard Deviation
Some other statistical measures of interest are the standard
deviation and variance. The standard deviation is the square
root of the variance. Variances of independent random variables
add when the random variables add. The standard deviations must
be root summed squared when independent random variables are
added .
Let us work backwards again by going from the familiar to the
theory as was done with finding the mean.
Using the same histogram of Figure 5-36 let us compute the
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variance and the standard deviation as was normally done in
high school science. Once again the mid histogram value will be
used as the actual value for the various Rp (our ohm meter's
least significant digit was hundreds of ohms and moves two
counts at a time, even numbers only).
First calculate the differences from the 600fi mean, which is
the deviation from the mean, and then square this result. Add
the all the deviation squares together and divide by the total
number of data points, N. Now if this is a sample of a large
population we should be dividing by (N-1) because of loss of a
degree of freedom when calculating the mean from the sample
set .
Va I ue - Mean = Dev i a t i on Dev i a t i
on2
200fi - 600fi = -400fi 160,,ooon*fi
200fi - 600fi = -400fi 160, 000fi*fi
200fi - 600fi = -400fi 160,,ooofi*n
400fi - 600fi = -200fi 40, ooon*fi
400fi - 60on = -200fi 40,,ooofi*n
400fi - 600fi = -200fi 40,,000fi*fi
400fi - 6oon = -200fi 40,,ooofi*n
400fi - 600fi = -200fi 40,, ooofi*n
600fi - 600fi = Ofi 0fi*fi
600fi - 600fi = Ofi 0fi*fi
600fi - 60on = Ofi on*fi
600fi - 600fi = on on*n
800fi - 600fi = 20on 40 ,000fi*fi
800fi - 600fi = 200fi 40,,ooon*n
800fi - 600fi = 200fi 40 ,000fi*fi
1 ,00fi0 - 600fi = 400fi 160,,000fi*fi
1,00fi0 - 600fi = 400fi 160 ,000fi*fi
1 ,40on - 600fi = 800fi 640 ,ooon*n
Sum of Squared Deviations = 1,760,000fi*fi
- 174




find the standard dev i at i on by taking the square root of the
var i ance
Standard Deviation = \T97,778fi*fi = 312fi
The weighting factor approach is as follows:
Square each (bin - mean) multiply it by its occurrence , or
weight ing factor, then sum them all together

















* 5 = 200,ooon*n
* 4 = on*n
* 3 = i20,ooon*n
* 2 = 320,ooon*n
* o = on*n
* 1 = 640,ooon*n
* o = on*n
18 i,760,ooon*n
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Divide the sum of the squared deviations by the sum of the
weighting factors which yields the same variance value of
97,778fi*fi and hence the same standard deviation of 312fi.
Now using our converted histogram of Figure 5-37 which is in
density function format. We can apply the weighting factor
approach :
Square each (bin - mean) multiply it by its we ight ing factor
and bin width, and add the products























* 0.000833 * 200
* 0.001389 * 200
* 0.001111 * 200
* 0.000833 * 200
* 0.000556 * 200
* 0.000000 * 200
* 0.000278 * 200
* 0.000000 * 200









Var i ance = 97 , 778fi*fi
Standard Deviation = V97.7 78 = 312fi
Writing this process another way,






the mean of Rp
(5.7-104)
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the analog for a cont inuous function would then be
oo
Var i ance = (rf - iiBf) * fBP(rf) drfJRf RF' (5.7-105)
oo
The random variable density function replaces the weighting
values and
"drf"
replaces the bin width.
The basic expression of 5.7-105 can now be used to calculate
the variance and standard deviation of the input impedance Z)N.
For the Rp, RCH case of uniform density results in a variance
of Z]N of 4.19*1023fi*fi and a standard
deviation of 647Gfi.
For the RF ' "CH
case of gamma density results in a variance of
Z,N of 2.59*1023fi*fi and a
standard deviation of 509Gfi.
Figure 5-38 shows semilog graphs of the calculated Z|N along
with the mode, median, mean and the
standard deviation annotat
ed on the plots. Both the uniform based density function case
and the gamma based density function case are shown.
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Figure 5-38, Annotated Z|N Probability Density Functions, Semilog Scale
Figure 5-39 shows linear graphs of the calculated Z|N along
with the mode, median, mean and the standard
deviation annotat
ed on the plots. Both the uniform based density function case
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Figure 5-39, Annotated ZjN Probability Density Functions,
Linear Scale
Following is Table 5-19 which has the
calculated Zm expected
values for comparison of uniform versus gamma density functions
of Rp and RCH
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Z|N Probability Expectations
Character i s t i c
Rp, RCH
Un i form Case
Rp. RCH
Gamma Case
Mean 7 97 Gfi 1,10 5 Gfi
Med i an 580 Gfi 1 ,008 Gfi
Mode 387 Gfi 819 Gfi
Var i ance 4. 19*1023fi*fi 2.59*1023fi*fi
Standard Dev i a t i on 647 Gfi 509 Gfi
Table 5-19, Expected Z|N Probability Values
Approximation Method Using Mean and Variance:
An approximate density function can be determined using just
the means and the variances of the random variables. Starting
with the random variables means and variances. See Appendix A













Rp var i ance
=
Rf u
























































































rch*f RCH( rch ) drch (5.7-119)



























Gamma Density Case Continued:






























































































Recalling Z)N expression 5.7-3,
^1*^1*^1 ^0-2*^2*^2
4oL1**1 + %R1 ^2*^2 + *3R2
(5.7-131)
Substitute in the nominal values for A0l_s and RBRs and the
appropriate means for the Rps and RCHs to yield the approximate








Compared to the Exact Solution 767Gfi
+ 5
50*10










Compared to the Exact Solution 1,105Gfi
= 931Gfi (5.7-133)
If the original density functions were Gaussian then there
would have been a much closer agreement in the answers.
Now lets tackle the variances which will then yield a standard
deviation which we can directly relate to since it carries the
same units as the parameter being studied, ohms in this case.
First we need to separate the variable terms so that cross
- 184 -


















For addition and subtraction of independent random variables,
their variances only add just like with uncorrelated noises.
See Appendix A for the derivation.
For the product of independent random variables, X and Y with
small variances, the resultant variance is as follows:









The variance of the X*Y density function
The variance of the X density function.
The variance of the Y density function.
The mean of the X density function.
The mean of the Y densit.y function.
For the quotient of independent random variables, X and Y with







2 .w 2 2 .
(5.7-136)
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Staring within the brackets of expression 5.7-134, let us look
at the AqL*Rbr numerator term. Both of these parameters did not
significantly contribute therefore they were fixed at their
nominal values. The nominal values are their mean values. Their
variances are zero because they are being used as constants











Next the denominator term A0l_*Rp + RBR which starting with the
product term yield in reference to expression 5.7-135:
2A0l*Rf








Now adding the RBR
















Now dividing the numerator by its

























subst i tut i ng in expressions 5.7-127, 143 and 145 yields
a2
0




Since the expression is getting rather long at this point, let us
substitute in the Rp uniform and gamma density means and vari
ances .
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Un i form Case :

































substituting in the nominal values for the non-significant









Now adding in the unity term which has zero variance, leaves










^(Ao^Rbr/tAo^Rf+Rbr ) + 1)g
= 1'551 (5.7-160)
The next parameter is the RCH term that multiplies the current
expression. Referencing the expression 5.7-135 for variances do
























Rch*(Aol*Rbr/(Aol *Rf+Rbr )+1 )g
2405601*a2Rchg+u2Rchg*4.15*105+4.15*105*o2Rchg (5.7-163)
substituting in expressions 5.7-107, 114, 122 and 130 into the
appropriate expressions above yields
0











= 300*106*1 , 551 =
4.654*1011
(5.7-167)
And finally the Z|N approximate density characteristics results





+ 2.996*1022 = 5.992*1022







Compared to Exact Solution 2.59*1023
(5.7-169)
Taking the square root of the variances yields the standard
dev i at i ons be I ow.
aZinu
= 245 Gfl




Compared to Exact Solution 509 Gfi
(5.7-171 )
The approximation method for the variances yielded results
similar in the approximation method for the means. Poor results
for the Rp and RCH uniform density case and in the rough order
of magnitude range for the gamma density case of Rp and RCH .
5.7.7 Differential Offset Voltage Distribution Derivation
The next distribution to be concerned with is the differential
offset voltage. The buffer offsets and buffer noises distribu
tions will not be derived because they are internal to the
system as a whole. They have already been addressed from a
worst case standpoint.
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However if a test fixture with node measurement capability was
being used such as Automatic Test Equipment that use bed of
nails interface nests, then that may warrant understanding the
distributions. The known distributions would then be used for a
process control metric. If the circuit board assemblies are
passing the absolute pass/fail limits, but the means are closer
to the absolute limits than anticipated, then an investigation
can be started in advance of some extreme yield problems that
may occur in future lots.
The output offset expression is quite large and some engineer
ing simplification is in order to hopefully reduce it to a
manageab I e form.
Table 5-15 shows that Rs , Rp and RCH are the only significant
parameters that contribute to variations. The non-significant
terms do not need to retain their circuit half #1 or #2 sub
script. They will be evaluated with their nominal values only.
This also allows so combining of terms.
The next V0UT expression reduction
comes from doing a magnitude
range check to allow some terms to be dropped. The reduction so
far allows the expression to be shown here in pieces without
being overwhelming.




V0S1 = V0S1*RBR*A0L2*(RCH1*RF2+RCH2*RF1+Rs*Rp2) (5.7-173)
V0S2 = -VOS2*RBR*AOL2*(RCH1*RF2+RCH2*Rp1+Rs*Rp1) (5.7-174)
181 = 'B1*RBR*AOL2*RCH1*RF2*RS (5.7-175)
IB1 =
-'B2*RBR*AOL2*RCH2*RF1*RS (5.7-175)
DEN = RBR*AOL2*(RCH2*RF1+RCH1*Rp2) (5.7-176)
Note that the RBR and
A0L2
cancel in the numerator terms and
the denomi na tor .
Rg*( IB1*RP2*RCH1-|B2*RF1*RCH2+V0S1*RF2-V0S2*RF1 )
Vout
= + vos1-vOS2 (5.7-177)
(RCH2*RF1+RCH1*RF2)
Check the lB highest magnitude contribution to the lowest VQS
to see if both terms need to be carried. Let us concentrate on
driving just one bias current high. To drive lB1 high set Rp2
and Rqhi terms high. Setting RF1 and Rqh2 ' ow will help raise
the lB1 higher yet. There are no other free terms to lower the
VQS terms. The highest of the two VQS terms is the VQS1 term.
Now to compare contributions.
IB1*RF2*RCH1*RS
1.72*10"13 * 2,000 *
109 * 108












is at best a factor of 45 below the VQS
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= + V0S1-VQS2 (5.7-180)
(RCH2*RF1+RCH1*RF2)
The next difficulty to address is that the expression cannot be
manipulated to only have one occurrence of each random variable
or at least if it does occur more than once, have it be con
tained in one macro term with only one other random variable.
Handling the merging of three or more random variables at once
is very difficult primarily in setting the integration limits.
To illustrate the distribution error that can occur when de
pendent terms are treated as independent terms, let us look at
the case of parallel resistors.
We will first do the distribution analysis incorrectly by
dealing with the expression in pieces as if the numerator and
denominator were uncorrelated. Then we will do the analysis in
simpler pieces. The denominator piece will be analyzed. Then
the numerator piece will be analyzed. Finally the quotient
expression of the two previous analyzed pieces which assumes
independence between the numerator and denominator will be
ana I yzed .
Then we will first do the distribution analysis correctly by
dealing with the complete
expression all at once.
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Let R1 be equal to 1kfi20% and R2 be equal to 2kfi20%. Let both
density function be uniform.
1
fRl(r1) = for 800n ^ r1 < 1,200fi (5.7-182)
400
0 e I se where
1
fR2<r2) = for 1.600fi < r1 < 2,400fi (5.7-183)
800
0 else where
First let us set up the integral for the density analysis of
just the denominator.
fDEN(den) cl(den) = R1 , r2) dr1 dr2 (5.7-184)
finding the change of variable express ion




substituting in expression 5.7-187 into 5.7-184 and simplify
ing yields
fDEN(den) = fR1)R2(r1,r2) dri (5.7-187)
checking the region of
integration for the appropr iate limits
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2400 < den < 2800
(5.7-189)
2800 < den < 3200
(5
.7-190)
3200 < den < 3600
Resulting denominator probability density function is shown in
Figure 5-40a. Next the integral for the density analysis of






finding the change of variable expression











fR1 R2(r1'r2> dM (5.7-194)
checking the region of integrat i on for the appropriate limits














1 < num < 2.88*10
(5.7-196)
6
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(a) (b)
Figure 5-40, Parallel Resistance Density Functions Pieces,
a) Denominator, b) Numerator
Next the integral for the density analysis of the quotient
expression which is equal to the parallel resistance.
[f
Q
(q) d(q) = fNUM DEN(num,den)
dnum dden (5.7-197)
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Den * dQ = dNum (5.7-199)
subst i tut ing in expression 5.7-199 into 5.7-197 and simplify
ing yields
fQ<q> = den * fNUM,DEN{cl*den'den) dden (5.7-200)
checking the region of integration for the appropr i ate limits

















fQc(q) den * fNUM,DEN(q*den'den)dden
3, 200 < q < 3 , 600
(5.7-203)
2,400
Resulting quotient probability density function, uncorrelated
parallel resistance, is shown in Figure 5-41a. Next the inte
gral for the density analysis of the correlated parallel re
sist ance .
fP(r) d(r fR1 R2(r1,r2) dr1 dr2 (5.7-204)
finding the change of variables expressions
dR R1
dR2 (R1 + R2)
R1 +
R2)2




subst i tut i ng in expression 5.7-206 into





















checking the region of integra t ion for the appropriate limits
yields three regions, the integrals are
r*1 ,600















dr1 (5.7-21 1 )












685.7 < r < 800
r*2,400
(2,400-r )
Resulting parallel resistance density function is shown in
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8
5B8 688 788 8BB
Parallel Resistance in Ohms
(b)
Figure 5-41, Parallel Resistance Density Functions, a) Uncorrelated,
b) Correlated
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Note that the incorrect uncorrelated case has a different shape
and wider dispersion than the correct correlated case. The
uncorrelated case ranges from 356fi to l,200fi and the correlated
case ranges from 533. 3fi to 800fi.
To approximate the actual correlated case, a method that will
be proposed here is that the uncorrelated density function be
scaled to the known expected range. Squeezing the range down
will affect the area under the curve therefore a scaling multi
plier will have to be included to correct for the reduced area
due to reduction of density range. The scaling and correction
factor becomes:
Uncorrelated Range 1,200fi - 356fi 844fi
- -
= 3.165
Correlated Range 800fi - 533. 3fi 266. 7fi
Next we must map the correlated range to the uncorrelated range
so that it can be substituted into the uncorrelated density
f unc t ion.
356 = Slope * 533.3 + Intercept (5.7-213)
1,200 = Slope * 800 + Intercept (5.7-214)
subtracting equation expression 5.7-213 from 5.7-214 yields
the Slope value
844 = Slope * 266.7 (5.7-215)
Slope = 3.165 (5.7-216)
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substituting in the value of Slope into expression 5.7-214
yield the I ntercep t value
1 ,200 = 2, 532 + Intercept




UCV = 3. 165 * CV - 1 ,332 (5.7-219)
where: UCV = Uncorrelated Value
CV = Cor re I ated Va I ue
The uncorrelated function now scaled to approximate the corre
lated function becomes.
Scaled Uncorrelated Density f(CV) =
Uncorrelated Density f ( 3 . 165 * CV
-
1,332) (5.7-220)
Figure 5-42 shows the scaled uncorrelated probability function
compared to the exact solution, the correlated probability
f unc t i on .
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Figure 5-42, Parallel Resistance Density Functions, Scale Uncorrelated and
Correlated
Back to the Problem at Hand
To find the differential offset voltage error we start with the
expression of 5.7-180 and remove the offset pieces that can be
measure when not in bootstrap mode, the single terms of VQS1
and V0S2. These are the expected offsets that can be subtracted
out of the signal. The concern here is the error due to the







The least amount of correlation problem that will exist is if
the denominator and numerator density functions are first
calculated and then the ratio of these two terms calculated.
The correlation problem that exist is that the RF1 and Rp2
terms exit in both the denominator and numerator expressions.
The correlation varies widely in its significance depending on
the values Rq^i and ^CH2 and t'ne counter parts RpS . The corre
lation would limit the maximum and would limit the minimum if
all quantities were positive. But because of the dual polari
ties and therefore the occurrence of nulling this may mean the
probability of zero may be less in the actual correlated case.
This makes it very difficult to figure how to tailor the final
ratio dispersion therefore no scaling will be done. Because of
the complexity only the uniform density case for all parameters
will be used that computation can be done within realistic time
f r ames .
Part 1 of the denominator:
The first part of the denominator expression is the RF1
*
RCH2
term. After determining the region of convergence the density
function is determined by three integrals show below.
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For den1(Rp,RCH) > ( Rp low limit)
* ( RCH low limit) and









RCHh i gh_ I i m i t
For den1(Rp,RCH) > (Rp low limit)
* ( RcH h'9h limit) and
den1(RF,RCH) < ( Rp high limit)
* ( RCH low limit).
denl







RCHh i gh_l imi t
For den1(RF,RCH) > ( Rp high limit)
* ( RCH low limit) and









RCHh i gh_l imi t
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The resulting denl density function is shown in Figure 5-43
1818
rt
Density Function of Rn*RcH2' Uniform Case
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Figure 5-43, DEN1 Probability Density Function
IB13
Part 2 of the denominator:
The second grouping of the denominator expression is the Rp 1
*
RCH2 term added to the Rp2
*
RCH1 term- Both terms have the
same density function and therefore there are two integrals




) > (2 * denl low limit) and
den2(den1 ,den1
'
) < (denl low limit) + (denl high limit).
fDEN2<den2) =
(den2 - den1_l ow_ I imi t )
fDEN1(den1)*fDEN1(den2-den1) ddenl (5.7-225)









) < (2 * denl high limit).
fDEN2(den2) =
den1_h i gh_l imi t
fDEN1(den1)*fDEN1{den2_den1) dden1 (5.7-226)
(den2 - den 1_h i gh_ I imi t )
The resulting den2 density function is shown in Figure 5-44
E 8.8
Density Function of Rf1*^CH2*^F2**^CH1' Uniform Case
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Figure 5-44, DEN2 Probability Density Function
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The Numerator Density Functions:
Part 1 of the numerator, V0S1*RF2, yields similar integrals as
part 1 of the denominator, denl. The resulting density function
for part 1 of the numerator, numi , is shown in Figure 5-45.
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Density Function of VqS1*rF2' Uniform Case
1.5
Volt-Ohms
Figure 5-45, NUM1 Probability Density Function
Part 2 of the numerator, num2, has integrals similar to part 2
of the denominator. The minus sign between the two numerator
terms can be changed to positive without affecting the density
function calculation because the VQS parameters have symmetri
cal dispersion around zero. The resulting density function for
num2 is shown in Figure 5-46.
8.8
Density Function of VoS1**^F2-^'OS2*^F1' Uniform Case
-2 -1.5 -1 -8.5 8 8.5 1
Vo It-Ohms
Figure 5-46, NUM2 Probability Density Function
1.5
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Now including the dispersion of Rs, the signal series resist
ance, requires three integrals shown below to compute the
complete numerator dispersion, num3.
For num3(Rs,num2) > (Rs high limit)
* (num2 low limit) and
num3(Rs,num2) < (Rs low limit)
* (num2 low limit).
fNUM3(num3) =





num2 I ow limit
For num3 ( Rs , num2 ) > (Rs low limit)
* (num2 low limit) and
num3 ( Rg , num2 )
< { Rg low limit)
* (num2 high limit).
fNUM3<num3:
Rsh i gh_ limit
fRS(rs)*fNUM2(num3/rs
r s
Rs I ow_ limit
drs (5.7-228)
For num3(Rs , num2)
> (Rg low limit)




* (num2 high limit).
fNUM3(num3> =





num2_h i gh_ I i m i t
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The resulting num3 density function is shown in Figure 5-47.
Density Function of Rs*(Vqsi*Rp2-Vqs2*%1^
-8.5 8 8.5
Volt-0hms"2 xlB8
Figure 5-47, NUM3 Probability Density Function
The Differential Offset Error Dispersion:
Now finally the last operation which will yield the approximate
differential offset error density function, fVDERR ( vde r r )
Approximate because of the correlated parameters in both the
numerator and denominator. The three required integrals are
show be I ow.
For vderr (num3,den2) > (num3 low Iimit)/(den2 low limit) and





den2 low I imi t
(5.7-230)
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For vderr (num3,den2) > (num3 low Iimit)/(den2 high limit) and




(vderr) = den2*fDEN2(den2)*fNUM3(vderr*den2) dden2 (5.7-231)
den2 low I imi t
For vderr (num3,den2) > (num3 high Iimit)/(den2 high limit) and






den2 ) *fNUM3 (
vder r *den2 ) dden2 (5.7-232)
den2 I ow limit
For reference the worst case upper and lower differential
offset errors is with Rg at its upper limit, 100Mfi, and with
both Rqh-j and Rqh2 at their lower limits, 100Mfi. Rewriting
expression 5.7-221 with this information yields
WorstVDERR =









In order to get the worst values both V0S1 and V0S2 should be
at their max absolute values, 0.7mV, but opposite polarities





The sum of RF1 and RF2 factors out, leaving the biggest error
being 0.7mV. The resulting vderr density function is shown in
Figure 5-48 .
Density Function of Differential Offset Error, Uniforn Case
-8.15 8.15
Figure 5-48, Differential Offset Error Density Function
Notice that from the density function most of the errors will
be in the 0 . 1 5mV range, or in this particular design within 3
A/D counts. Each A/D bit is worth about 50uV.
This concludes the analytical methods. The next chapter deals
with the statistical methods.
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6 STAT I ST I OAL_ AIMALYS I S
6 . 1 The Statistical Method :
The statistical approach for optimization and tolerancing can
be done by setting up a combination of conditions as one does
when preparing for a series of experiments. Instead of running
physical experiments, one uses the known system equations to
generate the responses.
The various derived equations of the analytical method are not
needed. Only the first relationships are used in order that
responses can be generated.
In the analytical method, the manipulated equations were the
key to understanding the relationships of each parameter rela
tive to each specific response of interest.
In the statistical method, the response means and standard
deviations are evaluated relative to the various parameters.
These statistics can then be tabularized or graphed to help
understand the relationships of the parameters to the system.
See Figure 6-1 for the circuit model. The reference resistors,
RRs, and the bootstrap limiter resistors, RBs,
have been merged
into single pairs of resistors, RBRs. as in the analytical
method. The optical isolator resistors, Rcs, and the high
impedance test resistors, RHs, were also merged into RCHs .
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After making a supernode by opening the independent current
sources 1B1 and I B 2 > tne loop currents l4 and l5 can be re
placed with l3, lB1 and I B2 equivalents. This leaves only three





































Figure 6-1, Full Circuit Model
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Since complex manipulation is not required the full model with
both V0S1 and V0S2 , and lB1 and lB2 can be used. The matrix
form will be used. Thematrix form makes the analysis ideal for
the Math software bMATLAB by The MathWorks, Inc. The resulting
matrix is expression 6.1-1. Note that this is of a simplified
form like was developed in section 4, Equation Derivation,
expression 4-20. The non-simplified form, expression 4-19,
could have been used since this matrix is not a significant
challenge for the computer.
I chose the simpler expression to keep the mechanics of the










BR1 BR2 RS+RCH1+RCH2 ['3
(6.1-1)
6 . 2 Characterization By Experimental Design:
Now let us set up the pseudo experiment. For the characteriza
tion phase, the symmetric parameters will be made to match one
another as was also done in the analytical method. The parame
ters to be adjusted in the pseudo experiment and their expected
ranges are shown in Table 6-1.
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Table 6-1, Expected Test Parameter Ranges
The only free parameter that we have selection control is RBR
All the other are defined by the actual physical parts or
restricted by other system requirements. Therefore our prime
objective is to find the best value of RBR.
For the pseudo experiment let us set each of the restricted
parameters to their low and high values and allow the free
parameter RBR to take on four
values 10kfi, 100kfi, 1Mfi and 1 0Mfi .
The number of combinations of parameter settings is 64. Four
parameters at two setting levels and one parameter at
four
set t i ng I eve I s .
Comb nations = (2




= 16 * 4 = 64
The setting level to actual
value used is shown in Table 6-2
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Test Parameter Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Leve I 4
RBR 10kfi 100kfi 1Mfi 10Mfi
RCH 100Mfi 1Gfi
1
i RF 100fi 2kfi
i
1 Rs 10kfi 100Mfi
j A0L
50,000 100,000
Table 6-2, Parameter Value to Level Association
The test combinations arranged by the parameter and its test







Buffer #1 Output Offset Voltage
Buffer #2 Output Offset Voltage
Differential Output Offset Voltage
Buffer #1 Output Noise Voltage
Buffer #2 Output Noise Voltage
Differential Output Noise Voltage
Input Impedance




Rbr i Rf Rch i Rs Aol Rbr i Rf Rch Rs Aol
1 , 1 1 1
2 1 1 2
3 1 2 1
4 1 2 2
5 2 1 1
6 2 1 2
7 2 2 1
8 2 2 2
9 2 1 1 1
10 2 1 1 2




13 2 2 1 1
14 2 2 1 2
15 2 2 2 1
16 2 2 2 2
17 2 1 1 1
18 2 1 1 2
19 2 1 2 1
20 2 1 2 2
21 2 2 1 1
22 2 2 1 2
23 2 2 2 1
24 2 2 2 2
25 2 2 1 1 1
26 2 2 1 1 2
27 2 2 1 2 1
28 i 2 2 1 2 2
29
I
2 2 2 1 1
30
|
2 2 2 1 2
31 j 2 2 2
2 1
32 i 2 2 2
2 2
33 3 1 1 1 I
34 3 1 1 2
35 3 1 2 1
36 3 1 2 2
37 3 2 1 1
38 3 2 1 2
39 3 2 2 1
40 3 2 2 2
41 3 2 1 1 1
42 3 2 1 1 2
43 3 2 1 2 1
44 3 2 1 2 2
45 3 2 2 1 1
46 3 2 2 1 2
47 3 2 2 2 1
48 3 2 2 2 2
49 4 1 1 1
50 4 1 1 2
51 4 1 2 1
52 4 1 2 2
53 4 2 1 1
54 4 2 1 2
55 4 2 2 1
56 4 2 2 2
57 4 2 1 1 1
58 4 2 1 1 2
59 4 2 1 2 1
60 4 2 1 2 2 !
61 4 2 2 1 1 i
62 4 2 2 1 2
63 4 2 2 2 1
64 4 2 2 2 2
i
Table 6-3, Parameter Test Combinations
The first task is to get a feel for
the characteristics of the
system. This section will be handled
as if we have no knowledge
of the characteristics learned
in the detailed analytical
methods of sect ion 5 .
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For the characteristic analysis it will be wise to only allow
the offset voltage and bias current of one half of the circuit
to be non zero. This is because the relation of offset polari
ties relative to the differential output voltage with respect to
each parameter is not yet known and we wish to avoid canceling
effects that may hide certain relationships.
Voutl V j Vout2 V Vout mV N1 mVrms N2 mVrms ND uVrms Zin Tohm
1 j
I
0.0365 0.0358 0.7000 0.2982 0.2982 0.8591 0.0202
2 | 0.0365 0.0358 0.7000 0.2985 0.2985 0.8592 0.0202
3 j 0.0367 0.0356 1.0534 0.2982
0.2982 3.1816 0.0202
4 j 0.0367 0.0357 1.0534 0.2985
0.2985 3.1817 0.0202
5 0.0443 0.0436 0.7000 0.9345 0.9345 0.8591 0.2016 i
6 0 . 0443 0.0436 0.7000 0.9354 0.9354 0.8591 0.2018 |
7 0.0443 0.0436 0.7432 0.9345 0.9345 1.2920 0.2016 j
8 0 . 0444 0 . 0436 0.7432 0.9354 0.9354 1.2920 0.2018 |
9 0.0025 0.0018 0.7000 0.0178 0.0178 0.8595 0.0012 j
10 0.0025 0.0018 0.7000 0.0178 0.0178 0.8595 0.0012
11 0.0026 0.0017 0.9772 0.0178 0.0178 2.9518 0.0012
12 0.0026 0.0017 0.9772 0.0178 0.0178 2.9518 0.0012
13 0.0030 0.0023 0.7000 0.0556 0.0556 0.8595 0.0120
14 0.0030 0.0023 0.7000 0.0556 0.0556 0.8595 0.0120
15 0.0030 0.0022 0.7374 0.0556 0.0556 1.2823 0.0120
16 0.0030 0.0022 0.7374 0.0556 0.0556 1.2823 0.0120
17 0.3523 0.3516 0.7000 2.9031 2.9031 0.8769 0.1963
18 0.3558 0.3551 0.7000 2.9319 2.9319 0.8769 0.1982
19 0.3524 0.3514 1.0580 2.9031 2.9031 3.2006 0.1963
20 0.3559 0.3549 1.0581 2.9319 2.9319 3.2006 0.1982
21 0.4282 0.4275 0.7000 9.0982 9.0982 0.8769 1.9628 |
22 0.4325 0.4318 0.7000 9.1883 9.1883 0.8769 1.9822 j
23 0.4283 0.4275 0.7435 9.0982 9.0982 1.3045 1.9628
24 0.4325 0.4317 0.7436 9.1883 9.1883 1.3045 1.9822
25 0.0186 0.0179 0.7000 0.1507 0.1507 0.8773 0.0102
26 0.0186 0.0179 0.7000 0.1508 0.1508
0.8773 0.0102
27 0.0188 0.0177 1.0483 0.1507 0.1507
3.1714 0.0102
28 0.0188 0.0178 1.0483 0.1508
0.1508 3.1715 0.0102
29 0.0226 0.0219 0.7000 0.4723
0.4723 0.8772 0.1019
30 0.0226 0.0219 j 0.7000
0.4726 0.4726 0.8772 0.1020
31 0.0226 0.0218 0.7429 0.4723
0.4723 1.3036 0.1019
32 0.0226 0.0219 0.7429 0.4726
0.4726 1.3036 0.1020
Table 6-4a, Responses of the
Combinational Experiment
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2.9883 0.7000 24.6543 24.6543 1.0379 1.6669
34 3.2607 3.2600 0.7000 26.8956 26.8956 1.0380 1.8184
35 2.9892 2.9881 1.0585 24.6543 24.6543 3.2498 1.6669
36 3.2609 3.2598 1.0585 26.8956 26.8956 3.2499 1.8184
37 3.6340 3.6333 0.7000 77.2656 77.2656 1.0379 16.6687
38 3 . 9644 3.9637 0.7000 84.2897 84.2897 1.0379 18.1838
39 3.6341 3.6333 0 . 7436 77.2656 77.2656 1.4178 16.6687
40 3.9644 3.9637 0 . 7436 84.2897 84.2897 1.4178 18.1838
41 0.1782 0.1775 0.7000 1.4674 1.4674 1.0383 0.0992
42 0.1791 0.1784 0.7000 1.4747 1.4747 1.0383 0.0997
43 0.1784 0.1774 1.0575 1.4674 1.4674 3.2471 0.0992
44 0.1793 0.1782 1.0575 1.4747 1.4747 3.2471 0.0997
45 0.2166 0.2159 0.7000 4.5988 4.5988 1.0382 0.9921
46 0.2177 0.2170 0.7000 4.6216 4.6216 1.0382 0.9970
47 0.2166 0.2159 0.7435 4.5988 4.5988 1.4179 0.9921
48 0.2177 0.2170 0.7435 4.6216 4.6216 1.4180 0.9970
49 11.9538 11.9531 0.7000 98.6082 98.6082 2.0399 6.6669
50 17.9305 17.9298 0.7000 147.9123 147.9123 2.0399 10.0002
51 11.9540 11.9529 1.0586 98.6082 98.6082 3.6940 6.6669
52 17.9307 17.9297 1.0586 147.9123 147.9123 3.6941 10.0002
53 14.5338 14.5331 0.7000 309.0346 309.0346 2.0399 66.6687
54 21.8006 21.7999 0.7000 463.5518 463.5518 2.0399 100.0020
55 14.5339 14.5331 0.7436 309.0346 309.0346 2.2570 66.6687
56 21.8006 21.7998 0.7436 463.5518 463.5518 2.2570 100.0020
57 1.6307 1.6300 0.7000 13.4492 13.4492 2.0400 0.9093
53 1.7083 1.7076 0.7000 14.0897 14.0897 2.0401 0.9526
59 1.6309 1.6298 1.0585 13.4492 13.4492 3.6940 0.9093
60 1.7085 1.7074 1.0585 14.0897 14.0897 3.6940 0.9526
61 1.9826 1.9819 0.7000 42.1491 42.1491 2.0400 9.0929
62 2.0770 2.0763 0.7000 44.1562 44.1562 2.0400 9.5258
63 1.9826 1.9818 0.7436 42.1491 42.1491 2.2571 9.0929
64 2.0770 2.0762 0.7436 44.1562 44.1562 2.2572 9.5258
Table 6-4b, Responses of the Combinational Experiment
The random noise of the two halves of the circuit will always
increase by the root sum square, RSS or Root of the Sum of the
Squares, of the contribution of
each half, therefore no cancel
ing effects will arise and noises
of both halves can be includ
ed. In order to calculate the noise responses,
each noise
contributor must be calculated separately so that correlated
effects will be handled properly. Each individual response is
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then squared and summed with the other responses and the squared
root of the result is then taken to yield the composite rms
noise response.
6.2.1 Noise Computation
Referencing the relationships derived in section 5.1.3, the




















= RSS of VNA1- VCH1 and "VF1
VNBRCH1
= RSS of VBR1 and VCH1
VNACH_F2
= RSS of VNA2' VCH2 and "VF2
VNBRCH2
= RSS of VBR2 and VCH2
amplifier voltage noises
VNA1 and VNA2, are nominally
606 nVrms each
amplifier current noises
lNA1 and lNA2, are nominally
0.455 fArms each
VNCH1 is the RCH1
Johnson noise.
VNCH2 is the RCH2
Johnson noise.
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VN8R1 's the RBR1 Johnson noise.
VNBR2 's *he RBR2 Johnson noise.
VNFi is the Rp.| Johnson noise.
VNF2 's t'ie RF2 Jhnson noise.
All Johnson noises are based on temperature of 37C and
bandwi dth of 10 Hz .
To find the noise contribution of VCH1, all other noises are
zeroed, V0S1 is set equal to VCH1 and Vg is set equal to -VCH1.
Table 6-5 shows where each noise generator is substituted into
its analogous offset source and which sources are zeroed.
I
j Analogous Offset Sources
Noise Generators
| VOS1 VOS2 'BI !B2 vs
VNA1 | VNA1
0 0 0 0
VNA2
i
I VNA2 0 0 0
'nai I 0 'nai 0 0










0 0 0 |
I
VNCH1 VNCH1 0 0 0
I
"VNCH1
VNCH2 0 VNCH2 0 0 VNCH2
VNBR1 0 0 0 0 "VNBR1
i VNBR2 i 0 0 0 VNBR2
Table 6-5, Noise Analogous Term Substitution Chart
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The buffer output noises, N1 and N2 , are then computed by using
the V0UT1 and V0lJT2 responses respectively , for each substitu
tion of the ten noise generators. The ten responses computed
using the V0UT1 equations and the above substitutions are then
RSS together to form the composite N1 response. In similar
manner N2 is computed from the V0UT2 equations and ND is com
puted from the VqUT equations.
6.2.2 Input Impedance Computation
In order to compute the input impedance using the matrix equa
tions, we place a test voltage, Vt1t in place of Vg. The input
current, I j^-p
is then computed which is equal to l3. A second
test voltage, Vt2, is put in place of Vg. The input current,
I (N2, is then computed which is again equal to I3. The input
impedance is equal to the change in voltage over the change in










For the test combination of Figure 6-3, Vs was arbitrarily set
to 100mV for Vt2, and Vs was arbitrarily
set to -100mV for Vt.,.
The appropriate l3 values
were saved for the two conditions.
Finally expression 6.2-1 was used
to calculate the input imped
ance values for each combination.
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6.2.3 Characterization
Now that the responses have been computed, graphs can now be
generated to help characterize the system. Figures 6-2a, b, c,
d and Figure 6-3 show the maximum, mean and average responses
*or vouT1' V0UT' n1' nD and ZIN resPectively at each of the
four levels of RBR. Vou-|-2 is not shown because it looks identi
cal to the V0yT1 graph. Also N2 is not shown because it looks
identical to the N1 graph.
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Figure 6-2, Overall Offset and Noise Characterization
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Reviewing the graphs of Figure 6-2 show which responses are
affected by different values of RBR - The buffer offset and
noise increase linearly with increase in RBR The differential
offset and noise are not significantly changed by changes in
'BR
Note that these observations are based on symmetric
changes to both halves of the circuit for RBR Non-symmetric
changes may cause significant changes in differential re
sponses .
Reviewing Figure 6-3 shows that the input impedance increases










Figure 6-3, Overall Input Impedance Characterization
IB7
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6.2.4 I nteract i ons
To check for RBp interactions with the other parameters, means
are calculated for each parameter group individually for each
level of the parameter. For example, to check for RBR interac
tions with Rp the response means are computed for the test
combination groupings shown in Table 6-6.
RBR Rp Level 1
I
Rp Level 2






j Tests 17-24 Tests 25-32
Leve 1 3
i
| Tests 33-40 Tests 41-48
Leve 1 4 i Tests 49-56
i
Tests 57-64
Table 6-6, Interaction w/Rp Test Combination
Groupings
The next step is to graph the eight (3) computed means, with a
separate line for each level of the parameter of concern. One
line connects the four (4) low level, Level 1, data points
together and the other line connects the four (4) high level,
Level 2, data points together.
Figures 6-4a, b, c and d, show the graphs of the buffer offset
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Figure 6-4, Buffer Offset Parameter Interaction
Figure 6-4a shows that there is significant interaction between
Rp and RBR. Both Rp and RBR
have significant affect on buffer
offset response. Rp can be used
to counteract or aggravate the
affects of RBR on buffer
offset. When Rp and RBR track in the
same direction, they tend to cancel their individual effects on
the buffer offset. Stated in another way, when their ratio is
maintained constant, their affect is unchanged.
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Figure 6-4b shows that there is a subtle interaction between
RCj_l and RBR. Also the small line spacing indicates that RCH has
only marginal effect on the response.
Figure 6-4c shows that there is no interaction between Rg and
RBR. This is because Rg does not have any affect on the response
and therefore has no capability to aggravate or cancel RBR
'
s
contribution to response change.
Figure 6-4d shows that there is no interaction between Aqj_ and
RBR except for high values of R3R and even then it is minor.
RBR has significant affect on the response for all four graphs
as was shown in the overal I responses of Figure 6-2a.
6.2.5 Graphical Interpretations
Let us pause a moment and dwell into the interpretation of the
graphs. Besides interaction information, the other parameter
being tested for interaction also can be checked for its affect
on the response, and of course the primary independent parame
ter's affect on the response is also clearly shown.
Stabiliz-
tion information can also be acquired.
- If both lines overlap and are horizontal, zero slope, then
the i nterpeta t i on is neither parameter affects the response
and the two parameters do not interact in the given
particu-
I ar response case .
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if the lines are horizontal, zero slope, and have separation,
then the i n ter pet a t i on is that the primary independent param
eter, x-axis parameter, does not affect the response but the
other parameter does affect the response. The greater the
line spread the greater its affect. If either parameter does
not affect the response than there is no interaction between
the two parameters.
if both lines overlap and have non zero slope, then the
primary parameter affects the response but the other parame
ter does not. Once again if either parameter does not affect
the response than there is no interaction between the two
pa rame ter s .
If both lines have some non overlap and have some non zero
siope, then they both affect the response. The steeper the
slope the greater the primary parameter's affect on the
response. The larger the spread between the lines, the
greater the other parameter's affect on the response. When
ever both parameters have an affect on the response, there is
an interaction between them. The level of interaction if
governed by the ability of the parameters to compensate for
each other's affects. The better the compensation or cancel
ability of the parameter's
full range of interest the more
significant the interaction is.
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- One horizontal line and an angular line indicate that one of
the levels of the secondary parameter can be selected to
eliminated changes of response by the primary independent
parameter if stability and/or repeatability is desired.
- One positive sloped line and a negative sloped line imply
that an intermediate level of the secondary parameter can be
used to stabilize the primary independent parameter. Or a
level of the primary independent parameter can be used to
more stabilize the affect of the secondary parameter. If the
lines intercept, than the seconday parameter can be fully
stabi I ized by selecting the independant parameter at the
i n ter sec tion point.
- Non linear lines will have a combination of relationships
depending on each particular region.
- Any intersection of the lines imply that the seconday parame
ter can be fully stabilized by selecting the independant
parameter at any of the intersection points.
Figure 6-5a, b, c and d, show the graphs of the differential
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Figure 6-5, Differential Offset Parameter Interaction
Figure 6-5a shows that there is almost no interaction between
Rp and RBR and for the most
part no affect on the differential
offset response by either parameter. Note the y-axis is
magni-
f ied.
Figure 6-5b shows that there is a no interaction between RCH
and RBR because RBR has
no affect on the differential offset
response. RCH does have
significant affect on the differential
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offset from the expected value of 0.7mV. The high level of RCH
produces minimal offset error.
Figure 6-5c shows that there is no interaction between Rg and
RBR because RBR has no affect on the response. Rg does have
significant affect on the differential offset response. The low
value of Rg produces no offset error, expected value is 0.7mV.
Figure 6-5d shows that there is no interaction between Aqj_ and
RBR-
Since both Rq^ and Rg have significant affects on the differen
tial offset response, it makes sense from a characteristic
understanding point of view to run a graph to study the RCH vs
Rs interaction
Figures 6-6a, b, c and d, show the graphs of the buffer noise
response for the four parameters of concern, Rp, Rqh, Rg and
AOL-
Figure 6-6a shows that there is significant interaction between
Rp and RBR. Also Rp has
significant affect on the buffer noise
response .
Figure 6-6b shows that there is a significant interaction
between RCH and RBR.
Also RCH has an appreciable affect on the
buffer noise response.
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Figure 6-6c shows that there is no interaction between Rg and
RBR because Rg has no effect on this response because its
contributions were purposely left out of the computations. This
was done because it can be directly be handled as part of the
Signal to Noise analysis of the source.
Buffer 1 Noise, wrt RF Buffer 1 Noise, wrt Rqh
IB5 IB6
RjjH in Ohms, (a)
Buffer 1 Noise, wrt Rg
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Figure 6-6, Buffer Noise Parameter Interaction
Figure 6-6d shows that there is no interaction between AqL and
RBR except for high
values of RBR.
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Figure 6-6 group is very similar in characteristics to the Figure 6-4
group. RBR has significant affect on the response for all four graphs as
was shown in the overal I responses of Figure 6-2c.
Figures 6-7a, b, c and d, show the graphs of the differential noise re
sponse for the four parameters of concern, F^r. FW|, Rg and /U .
Differential Noise, wrt Rp
i i i 1 1 1 1 n i i iiiii
IB4 IB5 IB6 IB7
Rjjfl in Ohms, (a)
Differential Noise, wrt Rg
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Figure 6-7, Differential Noise Parameter Interaction
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Figure 6-7a shows that there is almost no interaction between
Rp and RBR because Rp has almost no affect on the differential
no i se response .
Figure 6-7b shows that there is a some interaction between RCH
and RBR. RqH does affect the differential noise response. The
high level of RCH produces less noise.
Figure 6-7c shows that there is some interaction between Rg and
RBR and that a noiseless Rg does affect the differential noise.
The low value of Rg produces less noise.
Figure 6-7d shows that there is no interaction between Aq|_ and
RBR because A0L has no affect on the response.
RBR has some affect on the response for all four graphs as was
shown in the overall responses of Figure 6-2d.
Since both RCH and Rg have significant affects on the differen
tial noise response, it makes sense from a characteristic
understanding point of view to run a graph to study the RCH vs
Rg interaction.
Figures 6-8a, b, c and d, show the graphs of the input imped
ance response for the four parameters of concern, Rp, RCH, Rg
and AqL.
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Figure 6-8a shows that there is significant interaction between
Rp and RBR . Rp has a significant affect on the input impedance
response. Also a low level of Rp produces higher input imped
ance .
Figure 6-8b shows that there is a significant interaction
between RCH and RBR for high values of RCH. Likewise RCH has
significant affect on the differential noise response for high
values of R
CH
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Figure 6-8, Input Impedance Parameter Interaction
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Figure 6-8c shows that there is no interaction between Rg and
that Rg does affect the input impedancewhich makes sense because by its
nature it is independent of the circuit's input.
Figure 6-8d shows almost no interaction between A0L and RBR,
except for high values of RBR, because of the limited affect of
AqL at the high level of RBR.
'BR
has significant affect on the response for all four graphs
as was shown in the overall responses of Figure 6-3.
Observation Follow Up
Now let us follow up with checking the interaction between RqH
and Rs that was noted as a possibility during the differential
offset and noise response studies for RBR interactions. Figure
6-9a and b show the RCH versus Rs graphs for the two differen
tial response cases .
Figures 6-9a and b show that if Rg could be restricted to a low
level then RCH would no longer
have an affect on the responses
and would also minimize the differential offset and noise. If
RCH could be limited to
a high levels then Rg would not have
as significant affect on the responses. The high Rs value when
R^u is low has a 50% offset error which could be reduced to
OH
5.7% offset error if RCH could be kept around 1Gf2.
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Figure 6-9, Rq^ versus Rg Interaction Check
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6.2.6 Non-Graphical Interaction Studies
Besides the graphical methods of understanding interactions
there is also a statistical method. For two parameter interac
tion we compare the standard deviation of the two parameters
both shifting in the same direction to when they shift in the
opposite direction. The standard deviation is an indicator of
dispersion or deviation from the mean response.
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Notice the standard deviations for the parameters pairs of RBR
and Rp in Table 6.7, Buffer Offset Voltage response standard
deviations. RBR and Rp move both in the same direction in test
combinations 1 through 8 and 57 through 64, which were grouped
as the Same Shift data group and the standard deviation was
calculated. Test combinations 9 through 16 and 49 through 56
were grouped as the Opposite Shift data group and its standard
deviation was calculated and compared to the Same Shift Group.










Rp j 0.94 j 8.96
RBR
i i
RCH j 8.08 6.65
RS 7.41 7.41







Rs | 7.41 7.34
aol I 7-74 7.27
Rs AQL
7.41 7.26
Table 6-7, Buffer Offset Interaction Check
The Same Shift Group had a much lower standard deviation than
the Opposite Group. This implies an interaction. No noticable
differences in standard deviations imply no interaction or that
the shifts used were not large enough.
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The low standard deviation implied that the two parameters, RBR
and Rp, tend to compensate for one another and keep the change
in responses low when they move in the same direction. The high
standard deviation implies that the two parameters when they
shift in opposite direction they aggravate changes in response.
Only responses with RBR at levels 1 and 4 where used, just
levels 2 and 3 could have been used or levels 1 and 2 together
as a low shift and levels 3 and 4 together as a high shift
could have been used.
A weighted response data set was used, but not required, so
that all the magnitudes for the different responses would be in
relatively the same range. This also can allow some insight in
optimization. The weighted responses will be described in more
detail after this section.
Lesser Interactions shown in Table 6.7 are RBR & RqH, Rbr & A0L
and Rp & A0L. Notice that the RBR
& Rg pair show no sign of
interaction for buffer offset voltage. These RBR interactions
were also noted in the graphical method.
Table 6.8 shows no appreciable interactions for differential
offset except for RCH & Rg, when they
track the response dis
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Table 6-11, Input Admittance Interaction
Check
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Table 6.9, Buffer Noise standard deviation, show once again RBR
& Rp as the biggest interaction pair, followed by lesser inter
actions RBR & RCH and Rp & RQH pairs. Close inspection of the
latter two parameter pairs does not lend itself to a triple
interaction of RBR & Rp & RCH . Cannot get the three parameters
to all shift in some fashion to clearly reinforce or counteract
the i r cont r i but i ons .
Table 6-10, Differential Noise standard deviations shows,
significant interactions for parameter pairs RBR & Rg, RBR &
RCH and RCH & Rg .
Table 6-11, Input Admittance standard deviations shows, signif
icant interactions for parameter pairs RBR & Rp , RBR & RCH and
Rp & Rch- Lesser interactions are RBR & AqL , Rp & Aqj_ and RCH &
AOL-
The previous five Tables only give a handle on interactions and
stability affects and are not indicators of preferred parame
ter values. The mean could be consulted in similar manner for
best paired relationships for nominal values if the dispersion
is of lesser consideration.
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6.3 Op timization By Experimental Design:
Inorder to pick the proper nominal value of the free parameter,
RBR, to best compromise between keeping the offsets and noise
low and the input impedance high, the various responses affect
ing the overall performance of the circuit must be sized with
weighting coefficients so that compromises can be understood.
6.3.1 Sizing the Response Weighting Coefficients:
Weighting coefficients are used so that all of the selected
optimization responses contribute equally. The weighting coef
ficient sizing will be based by sizing the coefficients rela
tive to the desired performance magnitudes of each response.
The selected response items and their desired values are:
VQUT1 Buffer #1 Offset
Voltage 100uV * 85dB CMRR @ DC
V0UT Differential
Offset Voltage






= 1.8 Vo I t s max
50uV




the response contr ibutors must head towards zero as they
improve, therefore the input admi ttance YjN will be used
instead of Z/N
Y)N Effective
input admittance 10pMhos max
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All the items stay positive therefore none of them will have to
be squared.
Using unity as the basis for normalizing the three optimization
parameters yield,
1 0.56
WgQ, buffer offset weighting coefficient = =
1.8V V
1 20,000
Wqq, differential offset weighting coefficient = =
50uV V
1 20
WBN, buffer noise weighting coefficient = =
50mVrms Vrms
1 20,000
WDN, differential noise weighting coefficient = =
50uVrms Vrms
1
Wy, input admi ttance weight ing coefficient = = 100GQ
10pMhos
This results in the following combined optimization response
express i on :
WBO*VOUT1 + WDO*VOUT
+ WBN*N1 + WDN*ND + WY*YIN (6.3-1)
The previous calculated responses are then multiplied by their
corresponding weighting coefficient. Since RBR in the only
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parameter that can be selected, we then graph the means for
each group of the same RBR level against the actual
levels of
lBR
The combined value of the expression 6.3-1 is also
graphed. Figure 6-10 shows this graph. The line labeled
"Total"
is the combined expression values which is inspected for
minimuns. Note that it dips in the region between 100Kn and
1MQ. Also note that the differential offset voltage, V0UT, and
differential noise, Nq, do not significantly contribute to the
shape of the
"Total"
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Figure 6-10, First Nominal Optimization Run
IB7
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The maximums and minimums for each RBR level are also graphed
for additional understanding of how the optimization region may
shift over the range of values of the other parameters. Figure
6-11 shows the maximums and minimums curves. The maximum values
do not significantly shift the optimization region but the
minimums values significantly shift the optimized region to the
left towards RQR equal to 100kfi.
182
Overall Weighted Maximums Overall Weighted Nins
t i i min 1 i i nun 1 i i i nn
IB5 IB6
Rrr in Ohms
IB-* I i i i nun i i i
IB4 IB5 IB6 IB7
Rrr in Ohms
Figure 6-11, First Maximum and Minimum Optimization Run
To narrow in on the best RBR value a new calculation run will
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To narrow in on the best RBR value a new calculation run will
be run between the values of 100kn and 1Mft. The new levels will
be.
RBR Level #1 100kn
RBR Level #2 215kn
RBR Level #3 464kf2
RBR Level #4 1 Mfi
Figure 6-12 shows the results of the second calculation run
with a lesser spread of RBR values. The V0yj , differential
offset, and Nq , differential noise have been eliminated as
mentioned before. Better estimation of best value of RBR can be
had by noticing the intersection of the two main contributors,
buffet offset, V0UT1 , and input admittance, Y)N. For instance
the lowest point on the
"Total"
line is at Level #3 of R3R,
464kf2, but possibly a more truer estimate would be the inter








Figure 6-12, Second Nominal Optimization Run
Figure 6-13 shows the second run of maximums and minimums curves. The
maximum values do not significantly shift the optimization region but the
minimums values significantly shift the optimized region to the left to
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Figure 6-13, Second Maximum and Minimum Optimization Run
Now lets make a calculation run around the nominal minimized
value of 464kfi. Standard 10% resistor values will be used.
RBR Leve I #1 400kf2, RB
= 390kn
RBR Leve I #2 440kf2, RB
= 430kf2
RBR Leve I #3 480kf2, RB
= 470kn
RBR Leve I #4 520kfi, RB
= 510kfJ
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Note that RR has a nominal value of 10kf2 and therefore to end
up with a 10% resistor value for RB, 10kn must be added to each
10% trial value. Figure 6-14 shows the results of the final
calculation run with the 10% resistor values. The optimized
nominal RBR value is 440kfi by inspection. Substracting the 10kfl
RR value yields 430kn for Rg. This value is slightly lower than
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Figure 6-14, Final Overall Nominal Optimization Run
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An interesting alternate first look of optimization if all
parameters where free varibles, is to graph the 64 significant
contributing response values and the Total against the test
combination number. The same weighting factors are used. Figure
15 shows this interesting graph. Note that somewhere between
test combination #40 and #50 yields the must optimized results.
IB2
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Figure 6-15, Significant Weighted Response vs Test Combination
Expanding the optimized region between test combination #40 and
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Figure 6-16, Expanded Graph of Figure 6-15
Inspecting the expanded test regions between #40 and #50 re
veals that test combinations #45 through #48 yield the best
overall combined response conditions. Referring back to the
Parameter Test Combination chart of Table 6-3 shows the state
of parameters for this best condition.
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'BR
is at Level #3 = 1 Win
RF is at Level #2 = 2kn
'CH
is at Level #2 = 1Gn
Rg is at Both Levels, therefore not critical
A0L is at Both Levels, therefore not critical
Further calculation runs could now leave Rs and AQL at nominal
values only and just proceed with a three parameter test design
which will reduce the number of calculations by four.
6 . 4 Sensitivity Analysis By Experimental Design:
Now that the optimal RB has been selected, the tolerance or
sensitvity study can be started. Just circuit half #1 parame
ters will be varied while the the circuit half #2 parameters
will be held to a nominal value. See Table 6-12 for the parame
ter ass i gnmen t s .
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Table 6-12, Sensitivity Parameter Setup
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The sensitivity run will be a 2 level pseudo experiment with 32
combinations. The combination will be assigned according to the
first 32 combinations of Table 6-3. The calculated responses
are shown in Table 6-13.
Voutl V Vout2 V Vout mV N1 mVrms N2 mVrms ND uVrms Zin Tohm
1 0.9977 0.9970 0.7000 8 . 0344 8 . 0344 0.9352 0.5862
2 1.0118 1.0111 0.7101 8.1477 8.1476 0.9393 0.5995
3 0.9980 0.9969 1.1394 8 . 0348 8 . 0340 3.2457 0.5863
4 1.0121 1.0109 1.1557 8.1482 8.1473 3.2805 0.5996
5 0.1867 0.1860 0.7000 8.9518 8.9519 0.9352 3.8198
6 0.1871 0.1864 0.7019 8.9710 8.9710 0.9327 3.9537
7 0.1868 0.1860 0.7820 8.9519 8.9518 1.6000 3.8199
8 0.1872 0.1864 0.7840 8.9712 8.9710 1.6085 3.9538
9 0.1281 0.1274 0.7000 1.0314 1.0314 0.9354 0.2462
10 0.1283 0.1276 0.7013 1.0332 1.0332 0.9355 0 . 2463
11 0.1281 0.1273 0.7561 1.0312 1.0335 3.8889 0.2463
12 0.1283 0.1276 0.7575 1.0330 1.0353 3.8824 0.2464
13 0.0914 0.0907 0.7000 4.3840 4.3840 0.9354 0.4206
14 0.0915 0.0908 0.7009 4.3885 4.3886 0.9331 0.4210
15 0.0915 0.0907 0.7400 4.3831 4.3850 2.4998 0.4207
16 0.0916 0.0908 0.7409 4.3877 4.3896 2.4649 0.4211
17 1.0674 1.0667 0.7000 8.5956 8.5956 0.9431 0.6591 j
18 1.0836 1.0329 0.7109 8.7255 8.7254 0.9477 0.6786
19 1.0677 1.0666 1.1701 8.5963 8.5953 3.3175 0.6592
20 1.0339 1.0827 1.1881 8.7262 8.7250 3.3659 0.6787
21 0.1886 0.1879 0.7000 9.0424 9.0425 0.9431 4.5491
22 0.1890 0.1883 0.7019 9.0620 9.0620 0.9406 4.7442
23 0.1887 0.1879 0.7328 9.0426 9.0424 1.6074 4.5492
24 0.1891 0.1883 0.7849 9.0622 9.0620 1.6184 4 . 7443
25 0.1536 0.1529 0.7000 1.2369 1.2369 0.9433 0.2505
26 0.1539 0.1532 0.7015 1.2395 1.2395 0.9434 0.2506
27 0.1536 0.1528 0.7674 1.2367 1.2389 3.8383 0.2506
28 0.1539 0.1532 0.7690 1.2393 1.2415 3.8306 0.2507
29 0.1013 0.1006 0.7000 4.8564 4.8564 0.9432 0.4632
30 0.1014 0.1007 0.7010 4.8620 4.8620 0.9408 0.4638
31 0.1013 0.1006 0 . 7443 4.8555 4.8572 2.3467 0.4633
32 0.1014 0.1007 0.7454 4.8611 4.8628 2.3098 0.4639
Table 6-13, Responses of the Sensitivity Experiment
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Before delving into the sensitivity analysis, a feel for the
overall calculation dispersion can be had by reviewing the
minimim, mean, maximum and the standard deviation of the over
all run. These values are posted in Tables 6-14 and 6-15.
Voutl V Vout2 V Vout mV N1 mVrms N2 mVrms ND uVrms Zin Tohm
Min 0.0914 0.0907 0.7000 1.0312 1.0314 0.9327 0 . 2462
Avg 0.3664 0.3656 0.7824 5.7851 5.7855 1.8666 1.3971
Max 1.0839 1.0829 1.1881 9.0622 9.0620 3.8889 4.7443
Table 6-14, Min, Mean and Max of the Sensitivity Test Run
Voutl V I Vout2 V I Vout mVi N1 mVrms j N2 mVrms IND uVrms I Zin Tohm
SDs I 0.3971 0.3971 i 0.1496 3.2217 3.2211 i 1.1269 i 1.7006
Table 6-15, Standard Deviations of the Sensitivity Test Run
To find the response sensitivity relative to a parameter with a
given tolerance or range, take each combination where only the
parameter under study varies and the other parameters are
constant and calculate the standard deviation of the response
for that combination. Do the same for the other combination
sets. Finally take the average of the standard deviations from
each combination set. The resulting average standard deviation
is an indicator of response deviation due to the parameter of
interest.
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For instance the deviation due to RBR is equal to the average
of the standard deviation of the following test combinations:
1 & 17 5 & 21 9 & 25 13 & 29
2 & 18 6 & 22 10 & 26 14 & 30
3 & 19 7 & 23 11 & 27 15 & 31
4 & 20 8 & 24 12 & 28 16 & 32
The average standard deviation for circuit half #1 parameters
and Rs are shown in Table 6-16. Because of the symmetry the
circuit half #2 would yield the same results.
i Voutl V Vout2 V Vout mV N1 mVrms N2 mVrms ND uVrms Zin Tohm
AoLi 0 . 0028 0.0028 0.0032 0.0262 0.0262 0.0092 0.0321
i
RS i 0.0001 0.0000 0.1139 0.0003 0.0006 1.3116 0.0001
1
RCHj
0.3171 0.3170 0.0715 1.4559 1.4560 0.5574 1.3540
RF | 0.3503 0.3502 0.0789 4.1102 4.1093 0.2398 1.4874
|
RBRi 0.0191 0.0191 0.0043 0.2368 0.2367 0.0287 0.1561
Table 6-16, Parameter Sensitivity
The biggest contributors are Rp and RqH . A0L barely causes a
shift. Rg primarily affects the differential cases. RBR shifts
are small, primarily due to its narrow 10% tolerance range.
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6 . 5 Monte Carlo Distribution Analysis:
The Monte Carlo Method or random selection method or "model
sampling"
method can be used to determined the expected re
sponse range and the expected shape of the density function of
the particular response. This is the statistical counterpart of
the analytical expectation theory. The Monte Carlo method
originally named after the city of Monte Carlo in Monaco,
famous for its gambling house. One of the simplest mechanical
devices for obtaining random quantities is the roulette wheel.
This name was formally tagged to "model
sampling"
in 1949, when
N. Metropolis and S. Ulam published their The Monte Car I o
Method in the Journal of the American Statistical Assoc i at i on
44, number 247.
Each parameter that contributes to a given response is randomly
given a value within its defined range and then the response is
calculated from the system equations. This is repeated many
times, each time randomly selecting new values for all of the
parameters. The more iterating, the better the approximation to
a continuous density function.
When randomly selecting each
parameter's value, the correct
likelihood of occurrence should be forced to yield realistic
dispersions. Both uniform densities and realistic densities
will be shown. The realistic simulations include a blend of
normal, Gaussian, and gamma density functions matched appropri
ately to each parameter.
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UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION:
MATLAB sof tware from The MathWorks, Inc. has a built-in uniform
random distribution function, as many other soft packages also
include. MATLAB' s random function was used to produce a random
uniform distribution of Rp which yielded the histogram in
Figure 6-17. Notice that even after 5,000 iterations the built-
in random distribution function still lacks perfection but is
close enough for engineering decisions.
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Figure 6-17, Monte Carlo Uniform Rp Dispersion
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The statistical results of the simulation can then be compared
to the theoretical values. See Table 6-17 for the tabulated
resu Its.
The minimum value of the run was 100. 30 as opposed to the real
minimum of 100fi. The maximum value of the run was 1,998.40 as
opposed to the real value of 2kf2.
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Rp Statistical Comparison, Uniform Case
Character i s t i c Monte Car I o Theoret i ca I
Mean 1 ,046. 7 n
1
1 ,050.0 O j
Med i an 1 ,061 .2 f2
i
1 ,050.0fi j
Standard Dev i at i on 550.5 n 548. 50
Table 6-17, Rp Statistical Comparison, Uniform Case
GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION:
MATLAB conveniently also includes a built-in Gaussian random
distribution function. This feature was used to produce a
random Gaussian distribution of VQg which yielded the histogram
in Figure 6-18. Notice that even after 5,000 iterations this
built-in function also lacks perfection but is close enough for
engineering decisions.
A comparison can also be made for the Gaussian simulation run
for the offset voltage VQS. See Table 6-18 for the tabulated
r esu I t s .
Gaussian Uqs Density, 5,888 Random Runs
288
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VQg Statistical Comparison, Gaussian Case
Characteristic j Monte Carlo Theore t i ca I
Mean 0.0022 mV 0.0000 mV
Med i an -0.0007 mV 0.0000 mV
Standard Dev i at i on 0.2102 mV 0.2121 mV
Table 6-18, VQg Statistical Comparison, Gaussian Case
The Gaussion function was created by first deciding on a 99.9%
confidence factor that the offset voltage would be within the
0.7mV range. This confidence factor is achieved by having the
extreme ends be equal to 3.3 standard deviations. Dividing
0.7mV by 3.3 yields the needed standard deviation of 0.2121mV.
The minimum value of the run was -0.7267mV as opposed to the
real minimum of -0.7mV. The maximum value of the run was
0.8315mV as opposed to the real value of 0.7mV.
GAMMA DISTRIBUTION:
The gamma random distribution function was not an available
function in MATLAB and therefore it had to be created. How is
this done? This was done by mapping the uniform density func
tion into the gamma distribution function. Recalling from
section 5.7 on density and distribution functions, integrating
the density function yields the
distribution function. The X-
axis has the range of parameter values
and the Y-axis, the
cumulated probabilty, ranges from zero
to unity. Let the built-
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in uniform random distribution function generate a number
between zero and unity. Back calculate the random number as if
it was the distribution function value. This yields the chosen
parameter value to be used with the proper possibility of
occur r ence .
To back calculate, the integral of the density function is set
equal to the random number between zero and unity and solved
for the upper integral limit.
Unknown Parameter Value
fx(x) dx = Random Selected Number (0 to 1)
Lowest Parameter Value (6.5-1)
where f%( * ) is a density function
This method was used to produce a random gamma distribution of
Rp which yielded the histogram in Figure 6-19.
Rp Statistical Compar i son , Gamma Case j
Character i s t i c Mon te Car I c
I I





Med i an 271 .7 o
i i
267 .8 0 j




Table 6-19, Rp Statistical Comparison, Gamma Case
The statistical results of the simulation can then be compared
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Figure 6-19, Monte Carlo Beta/Gamma Rp Dispersion
1288 1488
The minimum value of the run was 101.20 as opposed to the real
minimum of 1000. The maximum value of the run was 1,375.30 as
opposed to the 2k0 maximum forced limit.
Let us review the details by using the Rp gamma/beta distribu
tion function, expression 5.7-84 reshown here:
(rf-100) r 100-rf
fRF(rf) = * exp
10,000 100
(6.5-2)
subst i tut ing the fRF(rf) into express ion 6.5-1 for fx(x) yields











1 - rf? * exp
1
100 -J





= 1 - Uniform Random Number (0-1) (6.5-5)
Unfortunately solving for rf? is not a closed form solution.
Numerical methods are then called upon to converge towards the
actual answer. The routine created in MATLAB script is shown
be I ow.
function y=gamma(x,P) % File name GAMVIA.M
% Pass uniform random number (0-1) in x






while (abs(x-value) > .0001) & (nn < 15]
nn=nn+1 ;
value=1-guess/P(1)*exp(1-1/P(1)*guess) ;
if x > value
min=guess;




end % i f
end % wh i I e
y=guess;
% Take geometric mean as first
% guess.
% Evaluate distribution function.
% If not within tolerance do
% up to 15 times then use it
% anyway.
% Place evaluation within loop.
% Estimate too small actions:
% Store new min to narrow
% possible selection range.
% Increase new guess.
% Estimate too large actions:
% Store new max to narrow
% possible selection range.
% Decrease new guess.
% Pass the answer,
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Once the parameter values where chosen the response simulations
were tallied in histograms. The Figures that are titled "Natu
ral Parameter
Densities"
mean that the density functions that
most approximated the real or natural parameter dispersions
were used. The following six Figures show the expected response
dispersions for both the "parameter's all uniform
distribution"
and the natural parameter dispersion cases.
The realistic or natural density function assignments were as
foil ows :
Gamma density ranging from 50K to 100K
Gamma density ranging from 100MO to 1GO
Gamma density ranging from 1000 to 2KO
Uniform density ranging from 10KO to 100MO







10% of Mean Provides 99.9% Confidence that
random value is within the 10%
3.3 tolerance window.
VOS1' VOS2 Gaussian density
with 1 s i gma = 0.212mV
Max Range 1 . 4mV Provides 99.9% Confidence that
0 . 2 1 2mV = = random value is within worst





Gaussian density with 1 s i gma = 52.12fA
Max Range
6.6
344fA Provides 99.9% Confidence that
random value is within worst
6.6 case range (-172fA to +172fA).





The first simulation session was done to find the buffer offset
dispersion. See Figure 6-20 for the histogram of the results.
The statistical workup of the 5,000 simulations yield the















Uniform Parameter Densities, 5,888 Random Runs
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Natual Parameter Densities, 5,888 Random Runs
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Buffer ttl Offset in Volts
Figure 6-20, Buffer #1 Offset Monte Carlo Predictions
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VOUT1 2 St 3t ' St ' Ca ' ComParison
Characteristic | All Uniform j Natural Fit
i
Mean 0.0000 V 0.0050 V
Med i an -0.0008 V 0.2610 V
Standard Dev i a t i on 0. 1942 V 0.2610 V
Mi n imum -1 .3263 V -0.9844 V
Max imum i 1 . 5294 V 1 .6145 V
Table 6-20, Vgji-\ 2 Statistical Comparison
The results should be symmetric since the design is symmetric
but these particular simulation runs were biased. The nice
thing to know is that the offsets stayed within the
optimiza-
t i on goa I of 1 . 8 Vo I t s .
The second simulation session was done to find the differential
offset dispersion of responses. See Figure 6-21 for the histo
gram of the results. The statistical workup of the 5,000 simu
lations yield the following results in Table 6-21.
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Uniform Parameter Densities, 5,BB8 Random Runs
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Natural Parameter Densities, 5,888 Random Runs
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Figure 6-21, Differential Offset Monte Carlo Predictions
VOUT Statistical Comparison
Cha racteristic All Un i f orm Na tura I Fit
Mean -0.0128 mV 0.0002 mV
Median j -0.0109 mV 0.0012 mV
Standard Dev i at i on 0.6041 mV 0.3300 mV
Mini mum -1 .4718 mV -1 .3598 mV
Max imum 1 .7573 mV 1 .4612 mV



























Uniform Parameter Densities, 5,888 Random Runs
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Natural Parameter Densities, 5,888 Random Runs
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25 -8.2 -8.15 -8.1 -8.85 8 8.85 8.1 8.15
Differential Offset Error in mU
8.2 8.25
Figure 6-22, Differential Offset Error Monte Carlo Predictions
VOUT Error Statistical Comparison
Characteristic All Un i f orm Natura I Fit
Mean 0.0014 mV -0.000 6 mV
Med i an 0.0002 mV 0.0001 mV j
Standard Dev i at i on 0.0450 mV 0.0352 mV
Mi n imum -0.3363 mV -0.2431 mV
Max imum 0.3499 mV 0.2198 mV
Table 6-22, Vqijj Error Statistical Comparison
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A more pertinent response dispersion would be the differential
error voltage. This would be the differential voltage after the
known value of (VQS1
-
V0S2) is substracted from the actual
differential voltage. The value of (V0S1
- V0S2) can be read
via one of the self check modes that turn off the bootstrap
circuitry.
This third simulation session shown in See Figure 6-22 for the
histogram of the results. The statistical workup of the 5,000
simulations yield the following results in Table 6-22. Both the
uniform and natural density parameter standard deviations are
less than one A/D count of the system of 50uV per count. A
margin of three standard deviations would be preferred.
Comparing a Monte Carlo simulation to the theoretical equiva
lent that was done in section 5.7.7 for the uniform distributed
parameter case is shown in Table 6-23 and Figure 6-23.
HANDLING THE NOISE:
The op amp noises may .vary
due to process variation by the
semiconductor manufacturer but little information is supplied,
therefore they were left as fixed nominals. The resistor John
son noises were varied according to the current random selected
res i stor va I ues .
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1
VOUT Error Statistical Comparison Uniform Case
Characteristic j Monte Carlo Theore t i ca I ii
i 1
Mean 0.0014 mV j 0.0000 mV j
..III
Median
j 0.0002 mV j 0.0000 mV
Standard Deviation| 0.0450 mV
I
0.0400 mV
Minimum j -0.3363 mV -0.7000 mV
Max i mum 0.3499 mV 0.7000 mV
Table 6-23, Vqjj Error Statistical Comparison
Density Function of Differential Offset Error, Uniforn Case
1488 , r
Q ks!!iqp!3k::s:::iicu::i(::::i^^^::::i'.V.Vi.||j.l
-B.15 -B.l -B.85 8 8.85 8.1
milliUolts, Comparison with Nonte Carlo
8.15
Figure 6-23, Differential Offset Error Monte Carlo/Theoretical
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In order to merge the noises properly by the "root sum
square"
method, each noise contributor had to be calculated separately
by setting all other noises to zero. After all the separate
noises were calculated for a particular simulation run, then
they were each squared, then added, and finally the square root
was taken to yield the total noise for that particular run. A
more in depth presentation can be found in section 6.2.1.
688
Uniform Parameter Densities, 5,888 Random Runs
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Buffer ttl Noise in mUrms
12 14
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Natural Parameter Densities, 5,888 Random Runs
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Buffer ttl Noise in mVrms
14
Figure 6-24, Buffer Noise Monte Carlo Predictions
The fourth simulation session was done to find the buffer noise
dispersion of responses. See Figure 6-24 for the histogram of
the results. The statistical workup of the 5,000 simulations
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yield the following results in Table 6-24
1
| N1 2 Stal i s t i ca 1 Compar son
1
i Character i st i c Al 1 Un form Na tura Fi t
i
j Mean 3.3314 mVrms 7.5906 mVrms
| Median 2.6842 mVrms 7. 1489 mVrms





0.7415 mVrms 1 .7973 mVrms j
j Maximum 32.3443 mVrms 23.6558 mVrms j
588
Table 6-24, N1 2 Statistical Comparison
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Differential Noise in uVrms
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Figure 6-25, Differential Noise Monte Carlo Predictions
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i Characteristic 1 All Uniform I Natural Fit
i i i
i i




| Med i an j 1 . 1 924 uVrms 1 .3510 uVrms
I I
IStandard Deviation] 0.2996 uVrms 0.3962 uVrms
I
. .
j Mini mum 0.9349 uVrms 0.9382 uVrms
I
j Maximum 3.2134 uVrms 2.9324
uVrms
Table 6-25, N^ Statistical Comparison
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Figure 6-26, Z,N Monte
Carlo Predictions
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The fifth simulation session was done to find the differential
noise dispersion of responses. See Figure 6-25 for the histo
gram of the results. The statistical workup of the 5,000 simu
lations yield the following results in Table 6-25.
INPUT IMPEDANCE SIMULATION:
The sixth and final session was done to find the dispersion of
input impedance- Each simulation session used the technique
described in section 6.2.2 to find the input impedance. See
Figure 6-26 for the histogram of the results. The statistical
workup of the 5,000 simulations yield the following results
tabulated in Table 6-26 and Table 6-27.
Z)N Statistical Comparison
Character i s t i c All Un i f orm Theoret i ca 1
Mean 7 5 8.0 GO 796.9 GO
Med i an 542.6 GO 5 8 0.2 GO
Standard Dev i a t i on 649.2 GO 647.3 GO
Mini mum 60.0 GO 48.0 GO
Maximum j
6,427.6 GO 8,761 . 1 GO
Table 6-26, Z)N Statistical Comparison, Uniform Case
After looking at Tables 6-26 and 6-27 it is nice to see, that
at least for the realistic case, that the input impedance did
not go below the desired minimum of 100kO.
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Z]N Statistical Comparison
Character i st i c Natura 1 Fit Theoret i ca I
Mean 1 ,026. 1 GO 1 , 105.4 0
Med i an 928.3 GO 1 ,008.0 0
Standard Dev i a t i on 474.8 GO 508.9 0
Mi n imum 15 8. 1 GO 48.0 0 j
Max imum 3,736. 1 GO | 8,761 . 1 0 j
I !
Table 6-27, Z|N Statistical Comparison, Gamma Case
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7 SUMMARY
7 . 1 Equa t ion Def i n i t i on :
Analytic methods require that the system equations be expanded
into separate equations for each response of concern. This can
lead to extremely long expressions if a symbolic processor is
used without thought. The symbolic processor can be overloaded
in its capability. This did happen during the equation manipu
lation for the high impedance bootstrapped differential ampli
fier. Taking advantage of symmetry and controlling factor
groups is very important in not overwhelming today's mathemati
cal computer tools. Another reason to do the above is to in
crease the chance that response characterizations can be noted
by i nspec tion.
The statistical methods only require the minimum of relation
ships to find intermediate results. The intermediate results
can then be used to calculate the desired responses.
7 . 2 Op t imi za t i on :
The analytical methods require comb.ining the already complex
response equations into a performance expression with appropri
ate weighting factors so that
tradeoffs between responses can
be considered during the optimization process.
If the performance expression results in a bathtub curve then
differentiation will be required. Differentiation can really
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make the already lengthy performance expression very messy and
extremely challenging for a symbolic processor.
Graphing each weighted response along with the composite per
formance expression is very valuable in identifying which re
sponses have little effect on the overall performance expres
sion. These insignificant response equations can then be removed
from the performance expression to simplify the math and in
crease the understanding of the system.
The analytical methods yield accurate parameter solutions. If a
contributing parameter has a wide range that cannot be con
trolled, then different answers will be calculated depending on
the specific value of the multi-valued contributing parameter.
This was seen in the circuit example with, Rp, JFET, which had
a wide range that could not be limited by a series or parallel
resistors because of limited circuit board space. Different Rp1
and Rp2 scenarios were calculated
to yield a specific accurate
answer for each case. Finally engineering judgment was used to
pick the best resistance value from with the range of answers.
A more analytical approach would have been to calculate a
density function for the individual responses with worst case
lB and Vos . This density
function would be a function of the
response value and the free parameter, in this case RB . The
mean of the response density functions would be evaluated for
various values of the free parameter. Now just one performance
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curve would be generated. This performance expression now
includes the means, via the density functions. Differentiating
the performance expression which now contains integrals adds
even more complexity and less chance of finding a closed form
analytical solution and may require numerical methods to con
verge on the proper answer.
The statistical method involved simpler expressions that were
chained to evaluate the performance values. However the per
formance expression had to be evaluated multiple times for each
combination of parameters and levels. This required many com
puter runs. The free parameter had a wide available range of
resistances to select from. Additional computer runs of all the
parameter combinations had to be done to finally narrow in on a
10% valued resistor. The four level range of RBR was narrowed
each new run.
The maximums and minimums of all the runs were also important
for two main reasons:
First, it allowed checking that the best RBR parameter for
the mean of the run was still reasonable for any
worst case conditions, and a look at the best condi
tions to see what else might be able to be controlled
or changed for better performance.
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Second, it helped show that the chosen RBR was widely spread
between the minimum and maximum conditions. Using a
tight tolerance part would not gain any significant
benef i t .
Using the mean value took the engineering judgment out of the
final selection of the free parameter RBR that was required in
the analytical method.
7 . 3 Sens i t i v i ty Ana I ys i s :
The analytical case clearly showed the non-linear nature of
some of the sensitivities. These sensitivities were a function
of the parameter's value and of the values of certain other
parameters. One number could not be assigned for sensitivity,
unless one only considered the nominal case. The nominal case
is what is returned on Spice based software packages. A nominal
case sensitivity number would be very misleading.
Since the analytical method pointed out the non-linearities,
studies were made on these highly sensitive operating points to
see if local shifts or broad shifts would be of concern.
The statistical method generates one number for each parame
ter's sensitivity which is based on the mean response condi
tions and not necessarily the nominal case. If the characteris
tic graphs are not consulted, an engineer could easily walk
away with a value that does not indicate the best case or more
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alarming does not indicate the worst case sensitivity
7 . 4 Worst Case Analysis:
The analytical method required making use of the sensitivity
analysis to indicate which way to shift the parameters to
produce the worst case. Sensitivity of the magnitudes also
needed to be consulted because depending on the two main offset
voltage producer polarities, V0S1 and V0S2 , certain parameters
would or would not make significant differences.
The statistical method did not require much thought. Just run
all the combinations and look at the maximums. However if there
was any peaking between the chosen parameter levels, such as
might occur in tuned systems, the real worst case could have
been missed. In these cases a three level pseudo experiment
design should be considered with one of the levels being set to
nom i na I .
7 . 5 Response Distribution:
The analytical method got very computer intensive for any
density expression which was greater than four nested inte
grals. Here is a bench mark of the double integral MATHCAD
program for calculating the input impedance, Z|N, density
functions, means, modes, and standard deviations:
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MACHINE MATHCAD Version TIME
i i
420 min = 7 hrs
180 min
90 min
24 . 25 min
31 min
1 5 : 30 min: sec










If the expressions can not be manipulated to eliminate or
minimize term correlation then achieving the proper shape and
range is not realizable.
The statistical method, Monte Carlo, was very straightforward.
It required many runs (5,000) to obtain a close to continuous
function shape- However this computer time was far less than
the analytical method based on expectation theory. For complex
and/or large number of parameters, the statical method is the
preferred cho i ce -
IBM PS2 50 3. 1
386 20MHz w/Coproc 3,. 1
386 20MHz w/Coproc 4. 0
486 DX 33MHz 4..0
486 DX/2 66MHz 3. 1
486 DX/2 66MHz 4..0
486 DX/2 66MHz 5. 0
Pent i um 66MHz 4..0
Pent i um 90MHz 4. 0
Pent i um 90MHz 5 . 0
SUN IPC 3. 1
SUN IPX 3.. 1
SUN SPARC10 3. 1
SUN SPARC 20, (No iCache ) 3,. 1
SUN SPARC 20, (w/C;ache ) 3.. 1
Mac intosh II fx, 8 Meg 3,. 1
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7 . 6 Cone I us i on :
Both methods are greatly enhanced by graphing the characteris
tics and performance expression.
The analytical methods give greater insight to system relation
ships. However todays computers are still significantly slow
for applying expectation theory math, unless curve fits are
done every third level of integration. Software tools with
larger work buffers for symbolic equation manipulation are also
needed. Software tools that can handle automatically setting
the integration limits for greater than two dimensional spaces
for application of expectation theory would also be desirable
and help eliminate term correlation problems.
The statistical methods are fast, relatively straightforward,
but you can loose the chance to more fully understand the
system being analyzed.
The example circuit had only one free parameter for optimiza
tion. This was needed so that both basic methods could be done
in one volume. More free parameters are best handled by using
an appropriate reference text and/or obtaining formal education
in handling multiple free parameters.
I hope this detailed workup on the high impedance differential
amplifier helped reinforce old methods and help create eager
ness to try new methods and
enhance your engineering toolchest.
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APPENDIX A
Distribution Analysis via Means and Standard Deviations
A. 1 Gaussian Density Function Short Cuts:
The beauty of Gaussian functions is that in linear systems they
beget Gaussian functions. In many cases natural occurring
processes and characteristics are Gaussion in their distribu
tions. Hence the Gaussian distribution is also referred to as
the
"normal"
distribution. When non-normal distributed function
interact with other random distributed functions the resultant
distribution tends towards a Gaussian distribution.
In expectation theory the calculation of a resultant density
function can be easily done by just using the means and stand
ard deviations of the other density function involved, if they
are of Gaussian shape and are independent.
Using the expectation operator, EE , the development of the
shortcuts will be derived. Referring back to section 5.7.5,
Finding the Mean Value, and section 5.7.6, Finding the Variance
and Standard Deviation, these sections show the development of
the integral form of computing the mean and variance of a
density function. These forms can be defined in short form by
the expectation operator EA This is done by definition.
CO
(X) = (x)













The parameter ux is the mean value of the randon variable
"X"





in the density function of "x", fx(x). Taking
the square root of the variance yields the standard deviation,
ov .






functions. Let Z=X+Y. Find uz and Z
Mean : ^Z
= E(Z)
(Z) = E(X +Y)












































= E(Z2) (A. 1-13)
E(Z2) = E((X +Y)2) (A. 1-14)
E(Z2) =
E(X2
+ 2XY + Y2) (A. 1-15)
E(Z2) = E(X2) + 2E(XY) + E(Y2) (A. 1-16)
'
(XY)=Uxy> for ' "dependent functions jJXy=jJx*pY
(Z2) = E(X2) + 2*ux*UY + E(Y2) (A. 1-17)












+ 2*ux*uY (A. 1-18)


























+ 2*JjX*Jjy (A. 1-20)









Distribution Analysis via Means and Standard Deviations










- E(Z) (A. 1-22)
UZ
= E(X-Y) (A. 1-23)
UZ





Uy ( A . 1








E(Z2) = E((X-Y)2) (A. 1-27)
E(Z2) =
E(X2
- 2XY + Y2) (A. 1-28)
E(Z2) = E(X2)
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functions. Let Z=X*Y. Find uz and oz2.
Mean:
Uz
= E(Z) (A. 1-35)
UZ
= E(XY) (A. 1-36)
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) for independent functions with small
var i ances
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assuming X and Y have small var iances than we can proceed,
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